LucidDream – Handbook of a Fairy

(Text-Only)

Sacred-Geometry-kisses-Science
Hawking-discovers-Creation
... time for a New Age

be prepared for a book
that changes everyones reality

it draws you into a black hole
and finishes our age

LucidDream is the prelude to #global-awakening

from now on ... the most beautiful stories ever
... are about to happen

#magic-book
#awesome-eats-normal
#consciousness-goes-open-source

the information age was just a tool,
money just an auxiliary device, death just a disease

now comes Universe 2.0, Human 2.0
we can skip the downfall. revenge also

--
lucid dream = you get aware that you are dreaming
within a dream ... from here on ... you can controll the dream

#---------------------------------#

its about ...

what will humans do
when the transition is accomplished
when war and money are history ...
when we are free .. while we and planet earth heals ...

'its like doing the jobs
that beginn to exist in 1000 years'

... at the end of the world .. how do we live?

I document the new age

#---------------------------------#

everything that won`t extinct
everything that moves and creates

... Manual of Evolution

#---------------------------------#

what is important ... you`ll find out by yourself
it start at zeropoint: #fuck-you-all.
ends in the infinity, the zero.
truth can be encoded maximally in impact
... the golden ratio is in everyone

#---------------------------------#

in this life
i find out
how it feels
to shake-off imprint

#---------------------------------#

compose your Karma
seed of light

because when we act
we are producing
the future we are coming from

... create the sphere for future generations

#cosmic-library
we are working on a gigantic neuronal-network
#duden-for-humanity
#understand-physics
#folded-space
#decoded

'humanity needs a new bible ...
if not we ... who else ... if not now ... when then?

we have never been exiled from paradies

#Consciousness-is-SwarmIntelligence
human species as bio-organism
transformation to ancient-creature
exponential evolution
your brain has more neural connections
than stars in the galaxy
#ImpactBook
dокумент мagic. enfolds information in impact

-----------------------------
in this century we solve all problems
#awake

at in the end ... everything in your life was paintbrush

the idea creates itself ... just because it was so crazy
#fabulous-creature-in-facebook-century

#preview-afterword

#afterword to the alpha-Version of #LucidDream
(org. KlarTraum)
you have / will have read a book-of-impact... like in the genius movies, that
reveal with every time watching again ... connect more and more cross-links ...
its the same with this act
the book is free, source file online at http://luciddream-wave.info ...
LucidDream is open-source, may be adapted and changed by everyone ...
anyone is free to re-publish it
... the fist plan was to devolop it with underground-networks ... in order to
create a whole 'swarm' of simmilar books, by different authors ... but here and
now the underground will be skipped, it’s more important that light can light
earlier than later.

-----------------------------
a publisher is not looked for, publishers will simply print.
the information is light, therefore everything that has to happen, will happen
backwards in time... if there is revenue, it will flow into free-land for
revolution and free-of-charge print-versions of LucidDream... until money-dominion has ended
... the day when all land is free is very soon
---
press inquiries are ignored and irrelevant.
within the book, everything that has ever to been said .. is said
soon everything is self-evident.

the book calls itself alpha-version because the sorting is less in the last third ...
yet, once you reach it, you will manage the structure
the content is finished and perfect ... whatever has to be added, will ... the book
is seed of a #swarm-book
... have fun in entering freedom

########################################################################
Insert: ... the wave is coming ... no matter what ... before the last one got it

after artistic introduction, it starts at p. 84 with the #worldformula
the world formula is basis to explain evolution, metamorphosis and
immortality of human ... based on biology / physics / nature.

humanity is very soon describing a metamorphosis, that will be triggered by
swarm intelligence.
it is time, for humankind to know about DMT and Salvia Divinorum ... in
comparison with science, all secrets of life are decoded ...

#Summary-World Knowledge
DMT - the Spirit Molecule: decrypts God
Salvia Divinorum – seer’s sage: decodes creation

... afterwards, its clear that many who were not taken seriously, were right:
man is at the same time creator, the universe is not around us, the universe is
in us.

LucidDream prepares for the most important information for humanity: our
age will end very soon.
This sounds unbelievable, therefore the KlarTraum is published now .. to
receive the information, to ‘wake up’ and logically understand
this year, life on earth will flourish, so be prepared

########################################################################
the book was created within jan/feb17 ... in the first days of Feb17 the
autoress reached the news that 'the wave' is coming sooner than truth will
have time to impact.
... two days earlier, the logical derivation of immortality had been successful,
so it can't be held back longer: the information unleashes now

... who has a intuitive feeling that it could be true, can straight away use the
exit of the book:
#final-humanity, #conference-of-underground, p xxx+

there you’ll find links and knowledge about the time turn / new age, about the
world afterwards and what is important to know in this last period on titanic
it is also suggested to look into the already visible structures:

#living-human,
#species-appropriate-livestock,
#unblock-evolution
and #activism-stickers in the last thrid

#Orientation
first index-stop is in x pages

########################################################################
REVOLUTION
make the world green again

everything and everything
we can be

########################################################################
diversity is evolution of consciousness

########################################################################
PEACE and CHAOS

###

just go the ways
outer the box

Warning: The book of a physicist is clearly pseudo-science, daredevil poetry and can’t be taken seriously ... who wants to stay within the borders of his age, stops reading now

---------------------------------------------------------------

i’m gonna show you
the rabbit hole
beyond horizon

###

i’m gonna show you
the rabbit hole
beyond horizon

###

i am just a 'fleeting' idea

fairy tale 2.0

magic means
... and it comes back

here there is no ownership

species-appropriate livestock

this is my home
here i don’t need a key

###

seed of light
creating paradises around
building cozy spacehips
for magicans

tornados from the main fire
connecting to the clusters
creating a circle
for critical mass

---------------------------------------------------------------

over grow the system

###

... it’s enough
when it draws the magicians
... the rest will happen

###

#Index-Guide-World

hello world,
the next xx pages are a movie
starting with poetry-art about a #wild-way-of-life, wakens the sleeping

... it follows at pxx what you need to know about the world of today: it will fade away
why, and what music accompanies the downfall ... is explained in ≤ 10 pages

#activism, #capitalism-forecast, #recognize-the-patterns-that-create-life,
#positive-terror, #here-you-look-stupid, #cold-war-of-love, #recipe-of-revolution

this shakes, creates a dance
#dance-of-worldlines, #pattens-of-love ... at pxx the fairy tells about #style-break-me ...
#fabulous-creature-in-facebook-century
#Physicist-Transition-Rainbow-Evolution
---
this is the foreword ... yes, you’re right ... xx pages prelude, afterwards the act is starting
#welcome-to-the-matrix
---
... from here on, you can continue reading the version for #fairytale-creatures and #revolutionaries

#conference
we had expected somehow for a long time
#pages
and the box in the box:
...
#Ayahuasca
the first horse-of-troja is
#Ayahuasca-DMT-the-spirit-molecule, #two-pages-for-humankind-about-dmt
... both are the fundament for #evolution-by-plants ... this expands the consciousnes

the most important to know, lies in the #black-hole of the book: the #conference-of-underground (pxx)

------------------------

#Index-Guide-Magician | #Index-Guide-Scientist

hello magician
... and everyone who knows to be awakened:
the book includes everything that is important ... beam yourself through the rabbit-hole ... and start in clouds, that interconnect your existence maximally:

#re-definition-of-a-bible (around pxx)
afterwards it gets dense, starting with the #worldformula (around pxx)
... both are the fundament for #evolution-by-plants ... this expands the consciousness

and the box in the box:
#pages-for-humankind-about-Salvia-Divinorum
... because since some weeks its used to derive 'immortality' ... it proves what we had expected somehow for a long time

#worldformula

------------------------

guide through the folded rooms/ last third

... where are we now, have a break

the last topic was the #Evolution-of-God in the #black-hole ... here we have arrived the end of a zoom setting ... #Hawking-kisses-Creator

feels like ... everything is soon included ...

... suddenly a #just-because appears ... here and now, #Intuition... what unfolds ...

#Emotion
silence as well as escalation, crying and laughing, playgrounds for violence as well as the feeling of freedom gets space

... leads to life in the natur: #species-appropriate-livestock: a picture-book telling about the wonderlands, that already exist ... dwelling in a spaceship is so ingenious

then it's time to #shake-off-evolution-blockades, terms need to be trashed or re-defined
... what is our problem with ... #suicide, #egoist, #offenders... something want's to pulverize judgement

------------------------

... the #zero-point also wanted to have its own chapter

#workshop-in-magic, #dreams-and-DMT, #resonance and #re-Inkarnation e.g. in #demand-for-completeness...

#we-came-to-dance vibes into
#not-everything-needs-in-the-book, #understand-physics

this includes also #MurphysLaw ... it said that everything that can go wrong ...
will go wrong ...
now we formulated the contra-law: 'everything will happen and it will be gorgeous'
the seeked state is also called '#Equilibrium=Balance'

---

... in the very last end of the book, the pages that had been removed follow there, because 300 pages are already a task

---

... and in the end the book fulfills its meaning without aliens and conspiracy-theories
... both topics inherit lot of truth, yet we can neglect them for our jump in evolution

############################
lived Utopia

-----------------------------

split in
the matrix

############################

'business as usual' won’t serve in the long run
so stay light on your feets

its not the the war
that will decide
(seed of hope)

'she is hope' – the movie scene from
#the-hunger-games, was the trigger for this book

-----------------------------

freies radikal
Pangea
with open eyes
diversity is evolution of conciousness
get attached to ideas

your thoughts
change the world

############################

we are allat a journey
to a place
that we never really left

nothing is alone everything
hat its existence in others

-----------------------------

love is energy, everything is energy
E=mc² ... matter is energy
... it’s just that love is easier to move

WE ARE ONE

the above-us
are also we

############################

ENJOY YOURSELF

take your right
to be perfected

the consciousness is our beauty

-----------------------------

release the nova
and the deamons

-----------------------------
ancient power of CREATION  
as soon as you are free  
there are infinity degrees of freedom  
ask what it means  
to be immortal  

Kess zerogravity  
the radical fairy  
art-of-impact & fairy-business  
... welcome to liquid space  
-----------------------------------------------
freehanded, floating, swimming  
welcome to zero gravity  

Rainbow Spaceship Regensburg  
@FAIRYFOREST  
moving from shared-room into the forest  
on a river-island in the city...  
living-space-ship for one summer...  
... here there are no walls  
'Regensburg sleeps outside'  

Life is simple  
Life is beautiful  

think less  
feel more  
be more  
90% of our thoughts  
are loop, repeated and useless  

it’s about  
how to dance  
in the rain  
if you want to to something  
don’t watch the weather forecast  

zero = infinity  
once there was only light  
it’s about forgetting everything  
... the way the clouds came from ...  
to become light again  

what would be imagine first?  

#blackout  
#reset  
#unity  

you create the energy  
and the energy creates you  

ratatatam  

if you can’t prove me wrong  
i’m right  

---
i make my world ... how i like it

stumbling, stuttering and breaking requirements
develop, research, curiosity, being child

sometimes it is only about the change of perspective

you shape your world with your power
enthusiasm is being-in-love

there are conversations that are continued after hundreds of years
it would be illogical if you had to grow old to be wise

learn the rules in order to learn how to break them correctly ... if we always believed in what the others said before, we would be at standstill

make your world maximum beautiful.
it depends on the small things.
transform wishes into charisma.

nothing from the past counts.
no expectation.
no judgement.
no justification.

be your biggest fan.
... think beyond borders that do not exist.
do what you like to do

#godlike
#reset
#passtheborder

-----------------------------

... who asks for the meaning of life
didn’t get it
... because the answer
lies before the question

intelligence is a detour

actio and reactio
are often inverse

#------------------------------

#index-stop / first zoom

we are in the middle of the journey through the rabbit hole
... the next xx pages remain colorful, intense ... let it act on you ...

the playground of sub-culture leads to #activism,
#a-short-essay-about-capitalism, war, states, money, work
... bundles to #recipe-for-revolution-part1 ...

let yourself float further through consciousness
(in about xx pages) ... through the patterns of love ...
to the #crafts-of-fairy-business

here we can get started:
this book is supposed to decode life

#re-definition-of-a-bible (ca pxx)
then it becomes dense, it starts with the
#world-formula (pxx++), then #world-formula-biology (pxx++)
... both are the basis for the following 'Trojan horse' ...
before you'll find the next #index-stop
(p xx)

the real culture happens there,
where you don't
have to sign a contract
to use a SPACE

nobody & everybody's place

as long as i'm able to walk
i will dance
enthusiasm is without age

i dance
therefore i am

TECHNO BABY

Facebook Blog, Summer 2013
after so many beautiful experiences with so many, after countless after-hours
someone has to catch the quotes and attitude of a #new-generation

being happy is easy.
... because we are simply different ...

feel welcome in this world

naughty and free.
escalation is really important.
stop breath and boom.
everyone should do what is amazing.

much more helps a lot more.

It escalates anyway.

so much love in the air.

after Techno comes Tuesday.
after Tuesday comes Techno.

finally normal people.

i. am. great.
fuck you all

always stay without sorrows.

Life is a RAVE

while you are dreaming, we live.

now is everything, because there is no time.

i bow my head in front of life.

i love a man, as he is meant.

i simply change the time.

all is well.
it's beautiful to write history.

___

... whoever wants to stay in the system ... best way is to use the 'neutralizer'
(like in #man-in-black) and forget everything

your character is a free shapeable artwork
self-will instead of expectation
trust. let-go. no-mans-land.

live your change.
increase density.
connect, share, celebrate, love .. evolve

self adapted evolution

#Wiegtwhmo.Report

... how does it feel?

#Wiegtwhmo.Report

... let us party
the fallen
parties

"on the shore of phantasy
enjoying the last sun-rays,
until the laughter of
the serious side of life has passed '
(Hans Kruppa)

'let us write storys,
that we’ll later joyfully narrate ...

let us stay awake long at night,
climb the highest roof of the city...' 
(Julia Engelmann)

live through love your drives
guerillarave

air-castle

it escalates anyway

happiness is when the bass inserts

#Wiegtwhmo.Report

let us occupy a house
... build a mattress camp ...
just for one night

#Wiegtwhmo.Report

#lived-utopia

... this is how Ville Villecula builds up
- temporary self-organized zone -

no god
no state
no hamster-wheel

a mattress camp and a dance floor.
rave in bed. for love.
no chairs, no limits.

#Wiegtwhmo.Report

a commune in the old laundry room of the Schenker halls,
Regensburg. two months before demolition.

one night with a mattress on the sink ... becomes a mattress camp,
a temporary self-organized zone, a commune.

February. two heaters. eight double mattress.
sound system. our apartments are empty.
we live in the bathroom.
the sound makes the walls swing.
sleeping here is insanely beautiful
holidays for the souls, heartbeats and body heat
dancing together into dreams

3rd Sunday:
we now have foot wipers in front of the bed
... when we’re already celebrating sleeping with shoes
different to party. a winter paradise.
a room full of life. every moment.

Love=Peace

------------------------------

4th Saturday:
#sunsetrave
smokin spliff on the roof
sunglasses in February
... all who do not sleep, dance
... like particles in 'ex d states'
in the energy field of electronic music

bounce across the room
close your eyes ...
fluid space blends everything together

broadside sunrise in the east ...

and when we open the doors in the evening
the bathroom is flooded with sunset rays

we climb up the roof. sound the inner yard.
clean up stuff of generations.
Flip somersaults over the mattresses

------------------------------

5th week
the excavators moving forward. the rear halls are almost completely gone. the doors are locked ... entry through the third cellar window.
it remains a paradise.
the bathroom-community-group in Whatsapp has grown to over seventy people
friend and stranger are welcome.
there are no guests here. there is no property here.

... every night the 'yesterday-night' stories
we learn to know us. after already loving each other

------------------------------

last diary entry, 6th week:
with every day the excavators come closer,
Schenker becomes more beautiful.
on the last day, it will have been heaven on earth for us.

here rules love.
... in the halls where Hitler's war bombers had been built.

the sprayers come daily ... with their freshly purchased paints,
they paint the walls, which are broken down tomorrow.

#reset
#re-arranging-stars
#nodistricts

'we're doing the revolution by the way ...
on a Tuesday afternoon.
and then Techno comes '

------------------------------

falling in love
with life

we love us all
the sun is shining
from our bellys
... starting with three people, its a rave

###

love over the roofs ...
... and after heaven on earth in the air castle?

rewilding souls

everyone has been transformed in the last few weeks
his personality worn out,
to flow into one 's being
and redefine itself
... lived all passion, lived a thousand lives

... now new lives are possible

what was in us
now lives outside

Love-Love
... and the connection stays forever

what is formed by living dreams?

E₀ and E_excited has moved
(shifted ground state energy and excited energy)

level up

-------------------------

... within a few weeks

... so may lives

what to dream in heaven?
whats next?

... I lived trough the explosion
of everything I ever was

###

#revolution-by-rave
make the world boom
make the world dance
... and suddenly ...
it was peace

#guerillarave
#spontanrevolution
#reset

###

don’t you know
that you bring with you
that what you seek?

-------------------------

DREAM is DESTINY

###

look closely ...
all this
is a playground

border-areas
are the most flourishing
... also in society
Activism is my rent for living on this planet

if life was a movie you would behave unexpected

#spontaneous-revolution #crowdfunding #makelove #anarchy #overgrowthsystem #colorful #viral #fixtheplanet #(r)evolution

#positive-terror
give #terror a new meaning everything because of love

spreading spliffs is #positive-terror #handcart-parade #flowers-in-guns #mattress-camps #guerilla-zebra-stripes #seedbombs #coloursplash #sofa-on-wheels

---

#guerillarave #dellirium-of-joy #flashmob #disconnect

#activism #chaos-before-revival

red means:
go if it is free #to-each-traffic-light

'if less people drive more people can dance” (Jan)

there are no mistakes in life

laughing makes invincible

decency is weakness

---

#disturb-the-system

a movement creates us step into the unknown

we who believe in freedom will not rest until it comes

recognize the patterns that cause dynamics

may the bridges i burn light the way
#stop workin || #stop watching || #stop shopping
 shut down the capitalistic matrix
 small micro-organisms metabolize the system

 system breakdown through humaness
 a moving target ... won’t be hit
 just do nothing unexpected

 don’t grow up
 it’s a trap

 Arnachy includes Infinity

 #your-city-sticks
 #turn-words-into-power

 #dies-out

 #age-of-stupid-ends
 #workshop-in-clairvoyance

 war is the collision
 of arbitrarily created systems
 nature knows no war

 only eating, being eaten and evolution
 to living systems of higher order
 which are self-sustaining

 #applied-physics || the oracle || fairy tales 2.0
 - - -

capitalism forecast
 in bio-organic systems

 Capitalism nourishes its downfall
 Capital becomes an irony
 It is produced enough to let go money and possessions

 Generations subsit on over-production
 Generate a repairing system

 Small micro-organisms metabolize the system
 Circular Spirals SwarmIntelligence Evolution

 Experiment Anarchy as an organism
 We are one

 Money will be history ... just like war

 #linear-is-boring
 #timetravelworkshop

 career paths should be fractal
 ... instead of linear

 as many connections and abilities,
 that you can choose the effective field,
 which fits to your flow, your existence
 ... and it comes back. all because of love

 you can also run, then it's faster
 but if you go, you can still dance
the trees are getting old enough
to witness what i am writing about
#one-tribe-planet-earth
#boom
#magic@work

'just imagine all doors were open, all bikes
without locks, you did not want shoes ...
it's about simplifying the existence '

#recognize-the-patterns-that-create-life1

nature and art is not a category,
it is the only thing that is real
everything else are temporary images of faith,
arbitrarily created bizarre systems
everything that is not connected with life is dead ...
houses, companies, hierarchies, states, money
sourced from power constructions instead of love and connection

cities look from birds-eye-view
like a disease that has affected the planet
(disease describes what destroys its own livelihood)

we are in an early phase of species man.

mineral oil has only been known for 200 years.
neither do we fill on what we consume,
nor will we repair what we destroy.
we grow exponentially,
energy consumption and flow of goods double again and again

it will be the living structures
which are found in forests and places

far away from civilization
... that will survive

... building circles, veins, fractals
projecting a networked organism
precursor for swarm-species-humany
classing the clusters,
the countless networks of change ...
for this reason, we developed up to
information-age

a #critical-mass triggers
in biological / physical systems
a phase transition of transformation

from the caterpillar to the butterfly
the revolution becomes a non-extinguishing virus

#recognize-the-patterns-that-create-life1

atomic-war happening or not ... doesn’t matter ...
one would have to wrap the whole planet in plastic film, in order to destroy life really ...
otherwise, enough ancient information remains to fulfill itself ... stored in every tree, every cell, every awareness
cars will be stacked up to a 'museum of the stupidity of mankind' ...
too much of the impractical shape of space ...
in trucks and trailers one can at least dwell wonderfully modular ...
picture something that reproduces itself again
railroad lines remain ...
form a wire-network in metal ...
as self-created
connecting lines of people ...
looks from above like ...
lo and behold ...
#fractals

that connect like neurons the places where we live and act ...

the expansion of the roads on the planet, was necessary condition for everything that will come.
facebook-social real-time networking and
Wikipedia, serving as the brain memory of humanity ...
as well.

------------------------
thank you capitalism, thank you oil ... this was our activation energy for the change we were longing for

short-term dying patterns produce the exponential evolution of living patterns.

'It will be the 'islands of sustainability' that will survive in an ocean of non-sustainability'
(Dennis Meadows, 2011 in the German Parliament, co-author of the studies 'limits of growth' to the Club of Rome)

#self-administered-justice
contains neither mindfulness nor creation.
promotes evolutionary stages, will become extinct
dynamic systems for balance
and healing will overwhelm the others

'It will be the 'islands of sustainability' that will survive in an ocean of non-sustainability'
(Dennis Meadows, 2011 in the German Parliament, co-author of the studies 'limits of growth' to the Club of Rome)

#self-administered-justice
contains neither mindfulness nor creation.
promotes evolutionary stages, will become extinct
dynamic systems for balance
and healing will overwhelm the others

#recognize-the-patterns-that-create-life3
... and at some future point
people live only in the beautiful places
as a connected organism

self-sustaining and balanced,
equivalent to nature

#make-it-maximally-beautiful

live within
the geometry
of nature

forest-glade (where the trees gather), trees,
fractals, veins, mushroom organism,

swarm, symbiosis, torus

#nature-tells
... have you ever seen how fast it goes,
when the spider spins the unsuspecting fly?
how perfect she spans with mini-force points
along the # sacred-geometry
a bomb-save network?

... we have been spider

we are all hybrids
we are the ones ... your parents warned you about

#the-short-story-of-kapitalism
#look-there

#positive-terror
... hehe we 'hippies' still exist ... not included in the business-concepts, the master-plans of states, companies, religions.

we were born in the gray shoe-box-systems and forced to serve the system -
what would we be without the 40-hour-week and the avoiding of
#unemployment-extincts ..

money had never been important to us,
we are connected ... we change the world, share our spliffs,
live the future we are coming from

---
boredom will also die out
... it has no pattern in universe


#recipe-for-revolution

#la-belle-verte-movie
‘Do you think they have not abolished the money yet?’

‘What is that, ‘money’?’

‘For example, if you want something, you will not get it if you don’t have money’

‘Not even something to eat? You die when you don’t eat.’

‘It does not matter to them, you get nothing without money.’

‘That’s impossible’

‘And now the degenerated ones rule over all.’

‘They certainly do not even use a tenth of their brain capacity.’

‘They are developing in their rhythm. It’s like the grain, it does not grow faster when you pull it.’

‘Yes, but we could fertilize the corn something ... yes, we short-circuit a few earthlings, it will shake them’

‘A civil war unleashed, followed by the Boycott’

‘The Boycott?’

‘Everything that was harmful to life was no longer bought, came to the bulky waste. That was the solution. No purchases, no production.

The army and police could do nothing against the Boycott.

How was it called again, this epoch

... the chaos before the revival’

The French comedy-movie ‘La Belle Verte’ / ‘The Green Beautiful’ of 1996 was broadcasted only rarely and late night in the industrial countries

#chaos-before-revival
#disconnect
#too-crazy

... because the SYSTEM

has no more

claims to settle

... it can’t buy-out

from its downfall

#extortion-gets-useless

#mushrooms-eating-plastic
#drones-planting-trees
#burn-monsanto-fields
#shutdown-coal-powerplant
#shutdown-kapitalism
'If you know all parameters you need no manual'
(SS officer about Georg Elser, he built and lit the bomb on Hitler, has missed only for 13 minutes)

it's like in # bader-meihoff-complex-movie
... while the RAF bombs blow up the embassies, one hears the letters of the typewriter

'we demand: the immediate ending of the attacks, we demand: the withdrawal of all troops, we demand: ...'

it's just ... that the revolution of consciousness needs no bombs it will just have happened

#we-are-the-ones-who-overturn-it
#cold-war-of-love
#virus-of-healing
#everything-is-well
#pass-the-border
#forbidden-thoughts-unleashed

'... if you would die for this revolution ... you can also life for it'

'you're not real, that gun isn't ... that gun isn't even in your hand.'
(Edward Norton, Fight-Club)

the gun's in my hand.

the big party is over soon
Mobile Phone, PC, Mining, Laptops, Diesel, Gasoline, Plastic, Heating, Furniture, Polyester, Asphalt, Steel Industry
Fossil fuels are in almost every product and cover 80% of our energy

... without having children ... i would probably became a specialized physicist at the LHC Cern particle collider...
... promote a 'conferral of a doctorate'?
no-way, the world is burning, I can not specialize in a subject'
... so i had to transform the city where my children live - to build 'Transition-Regensburg', part of the global transition-movement, a platform for change
... afterwards #revolution-by-rave ...'she is living sub-culture', ... 'she lived the dream of a generation' (eight-miles-high-movie)
... then silence comes. metamorphosis

shake-off imprint goes much deeper.

I moved
'saving the world'
the the immer
... since that moment everything is perfect
SILENT DAY

KNOW YOUR TASK

consciousness is OPEN SOURCE
telepathy
... teach the trees

there is enough of everything
... earth is a creature-of-abundance

consciousness is the new intelligence
the vibe .. the new life
all paradigms up-lifted

RESONANCE
everything is vibe

conceous being
free spirit

the energy
that you feel
... is the same
than the energy
of universe

detach
from the MATRIX

the brain
is only a filter
for our reality
- all parallel universes
are also
in your living room -

we are spiritual beings experiencing a human form

I regard matter as a derivative of consciousness
(Max Planck)

If you want to find the secrets of universe
think in terms of energy, frequency and vibration
(Nikola Tesla)

Form is emptiness. Emptiness is form.
True emptiness is all-being, not non-being.
(Gautama Buddha)
quantum physics and buddhism can shake hands

you are the reflection
of what it is
... so what if you change?

we created the world the way
as it seemed logical to us
that is why we can now
investigate physics backwards
evolution to zero
- - -
silence is basically ‘now’

chaos is the spiral, the thrive
circle is unity, recreation, infinity
now connect anarchy to unity

fluid space of possible realities
big bang is a psychedelic state
- - -
zero point of infinity

#NOW-CLOCK

'most people believe that a moment follows
to the next one. There is only
this one moment, only the NOW.
Past and future are stories we are telling ourselves.
What you believe restricts the possibilities.'
(Carlos)

########################################################

the creatures
that will see
the end of our sun
... will be as different to us
as we are from form bacteria

Darwin was wrong
... it will be the more empathic one, that will survive
... connected with everything else
#evolution
#unity

where there is a consciousness
there is a soul
yes, the book
is alive

... at some point in evolution every creature
will be able to communicate with everything else
... because everything is one

#evolution
#unity

some encounters
are cruising world-lines
that from the moment of their connection,
in a way ... remain connected

#love
#oneness
#deep

########################################################

dance of worldlines'
every human is polyamor
we love and act
on many levels
nothing from the past counts

being together
is like loneliness
... including all magic

when we get one
... not even a thought is seperating us

I see you
I feel you
I love you
with all you see
with all you feel
with everyone you love
no districts
no limits
no judgment
I can let go
because
we stay
connected in love
forever

... and nothing is alone anymore

'to miss'
is inefficient
i love many, and my many love many

#gluckstase
... where the small warm centers
are connected
#Equilibrium
the linguistic
of the higher levels
... is nonverbal

you give me
the eye
of the part
I was missing

Hey Queen ...
when we share our realms

it's twice as large

------------------------------------------
soul-sister
you live the other half
... like i would live in your life
... and i am like you
in my life

act for me
love for me
carry it on
flourish
sparkling sister

#-----------------------------#
dissolve everything that shapes you
once I was looking for something... nothing ... everything
now I’m ready to be nothing
forget everything

zero and one.
everything else is opinion

be the space
before you have an opinion

ok, then it was
the other way

`at the moment i can’t be around with many people
... only with trees, natural beings and old souls’

------------------------------------------
I am a free medium
pure
instinct
charisma
sense
feel
focus

i am an impulse
... an effect
... an instinct

be the creature that you are
before you have an opinion

you don’t have to re-act

there is no problem – only if it’s now

without substance
without content
outer grasp

lose shape and attitude

anarchy includes infinity

the old wise
...and the young sparkling

#ancient-creature

ambassador of myself

#arouse-curiosity

#barefood
two years almost passing through without shoes.
grounded, activated, perfused, free
- no it’s not too cold
is addicting

'have you ever noticed ... that humans don’t need shoes in summer?’

#disturbing-noise

i am colorful
... and who are you?
#free-bird

free radical

-----------------------------

the characters
have sworn to build a circle
... so lets be square and edged

there are
no mistakes
in life

there is no fear

F = feel
E = exited
A = and
R = ready

#disturbance-noise

###########################

just
do nothing
unexpected

#disturbance-noise

#arouse-curiosity

###########################
just climb a crane

#sunrise@crane

... even if you do something for the first time
... it can be perfect

' i dwell now here' (@fairyforest)

with fairy-business
it's like cops-business
if I don't do the job
... then others will

#hippiepunk
#stylebreak
#get-along
-with-freedom

#transformation-trigger
#do-the-math

Stylebreak #me

2012: 27, married, two children, study, an au-pair look after my children so I can work on a publication for theoretical solid-state physics.... red an article about the studies 'limits of growth' to the #Club-of-Rome ... pulverized my world picture ... activated transformation

three months of research on the status of the systems of our world, their growth patterns ... after inspiring activity in the young #ThinkTank30-of-Club-of-Rome, I learn about the #Transition-Town-Movement after #Rob-Hopkins ... an impressive answer to the problems of the world
... 'soon also in your city'

#be-the-change

----------------------------------

#Transition-Regensburg
#grass-root-movements

#transition-movement / regions-in-transition... a thousand-fold grassroots movement for an energy and cultural change ... my city wakes up, transforms, forms over 15 groups, hundreds of transition-activist, we are connected worldwide ... a living network for change

#transformation-

I am muse I am fairy I am your idea

why do you wear wings?
- why do you not?
of course they are real

----------------------------------

#fairy

'what my profession is?
I am a fairy'

... I tell the greengrocer in answer to the question ...
' I create effect and connect ...
the magic is made out of enthusiasm...'
#level-designer for real-live

the #profession-of-impact and the
#fairy-business are fields of work
which are not yet recognized in society

--

'... I only deal with things that won’t die out
... kills ultimatively every small talk'

#be-the-change

----------------------------------

#Transition-Regensburg
#grass-root-movements

#transition-movement / regions-in-transition... a thousand-fold grassroots movement for an energy and cultural change ... my city wakes up, transforms, forms over 15 groups, hundreds of transition-activist, we are connected worldwide ... a living network for change

#transformation-

I am muse I am fairy I am your idea

why do you wear wings?
- why do you not?
of course they are real

----------------------------------

#fairy

'what my profession is?
I am a fairy'

... I tell the greengrocer in answer to the question ...
' I create effect and connect ...
the magic is made out of enthusiasm...'
#level-designer for real-live

the #profession-of-impact and the
#fairy-business are fields of work
which are not yet recognized in society

--

'... I only deal with things that won’t die out
... kills ultimatively every small talk'

#be-the-change

----------------------------------
... if you have experienced infinite states
at some point, the only thing that matters
is to build the state in which you want to live
it starts when the euphoria lays down
#fairy-tales2.0

the world beyond enthusiasm

... when i draw back
from the river
... than to be stone

----------------------------------

you are legend
... so behave like it

its a crass feeling to have lived until the end of the universe,
having gone through everything ... to wake up here, now
as fabulous creature in the Facebook century

... in this game they call earth
... unnecessarily created matter
to learn what we are

at some point there is nothing more to say
in the zero point is infinite equal to zero. Nirvana.
... 'once everything was light.'

death is illogical
a 'thank you for being' ... is balm

----------------------------------

... with age 17 worn-out from #Jehovas-Witnesses,
read through the bible two times ... fuck off ...
shake-off imprint... style-break with #bible and #god

RULES ARE MADE TO BREAK

----------------------------------

bible
is spellt backwards
'Love' ... with phantasy

(in german Bibel is inverse
something like Liebe)

####################################

fairy Tales and the bible ...
are the oldest tales
in human consciousness

where are the stories / ideas coming from?
about the fables / fairy tales / magic
... the oldest persistent thought patterns

#ask-what-it-means-to-be-immortal

#boundary-conditions-new-bible
what should a 'new bible' be?
... at least everything in everything contained
what there is to know .. ever

----------------------------------

#Bible2.0
usage of the #bibel word, because it is the shortest way of information in your
head, what should be a book of humanity. a market gap - a work that decodes
evolution, depicts life and makes death optional.

sounds impossible, but the quantum-natures-of-things also causes very
unexpected cases.

#LucidDream
LucidDreamis a #fractal-similarity-mapping to a new bible ... will be among hundreds of other works .. together we write a #cosmic-libary ... fold the language, unfold effect, expand consciousness, decode life

packing so many worlds so compact in minimal little space? 'that can be done', thought #Escher, 'this is possible', thought #God. ... it has only needed the development to the Web 2.0 age, because media-design for effect, Wikipedia for outsourced knowledge, as well as web image search are a necessary ingredient of fractal-impact-books. ... and without Stephe Jobs it would have taken twice as long ...

our age had only remained so backward, because #God couldn’t use the technology yet

#################################################################

... as soon as you have to start thinking
... you can stop again
... opinion is irrelevant
everyone has open-access to direct knowledge

it's illogical if you had to get old
to be wise

---------------------------------------------------------------

it is dead which was forgotten
it is born what is found again
it dies what does not develop further

#################################################################

reality is
what is not
... we see all the frequencies
that things don’t want to absorb

yet we feel
wht is
and could be

by emotions and emmited frequencies

#understanding-physics
where do the colors come from?
things have different colors because some of the light spectrum is not absorbed / recorded.
we see the inverse of what is
yet we feel what is

---------------------------------------------------------------

'every human being exists a hundred
or thousand times on the planet'
(Deer, 2012)

... the nature of our encounters, our lives ... happens a thousand times and
draws patterns
#fractal-simmilarity-mapping
#cloud-atlas-movie

everyone knows every other person about 7 contacts,
in social networks just 3.5.
\cite{wiki:Small-world_experiment}

#world-lines are paths in space time (x, t)
if two people meet,
their world lines are touching
#recognize-the-patterns

(... by the way: google records your #world-lines automatically ... where you are on the map, automatically with every android / smartphone thats forced to have an google account ... you can turn off the location records in google account)

########################################################################

#hashtags-are-grasping arms
the #rauts are optical grasping arms ...
they take meanings
'it is time for humanity to know what Salvia Divinorum is' ... here the principle of immortality is derived, Stephen-Hawking and Salvia-Trip reports deliver the key: #final-human-is-creator

zoom-out into the living #evolution-of-swarm-human ... #rainbow-movement. in-between, the #final-of-humanity in plaintext at #conference-of-the-underground ... why a #wave is coming

#species-appropriate-livestock and #homezones-alive is lived utopia
time for #emotion and #beauty-of-fight... then are still #evolution-blockades-to-solve, also the #demand-for-completeness, #understand-physics ... #activism-stickers

... afterwards everything is said

... like this or simmilar ...

#prelude-world-formula

'... the universe fits into a picture, a piece of music, a formula ... in you'

Image: Internet-Map, By The Opte Project, English Wikipedia; CC BY 2.5, 2006

-------------------------------

#understanding-physics
#clear-language
#physik-wordcloud-fundus
#how-things-work

charge, voltage, energy = mass, effect, force, momentum, scatter, collision, scattering cross-section, ground state E₀, activation energy, wave, resonance, coherence, convergence, divergence
the envelope, group speed
the wave-function and its operator
nonlinear dynamics and chaos,
quantum, superposition, entanglement

... while studying, I wished for a lecture
'understanding the connections of physics' ...

... just apply consciousness and feeling into formulas...

Image: art: event horizon of a black hole
Blackhole By XMM-Newton, ESA, NASA, commons.wikimedia.org, 2001

###################################

#understanding-physics
#quantum-space
#Hawking-radiation

#black-hole
How does a black hole feel?
---
Black holes have a fascination.
The wave-function of a particle
is opposed to an infinitely high potential.
The curvature of space-time and density is infinite:
nothing escapes the event horizon.

However, the # quantum natures-of-things
brings magic into the game.
For every particle is wave and particle at the same time,
Has the possibility to be anywhere else in the universe.

That's why black holes 'shrink' within a long time -
The escaping energy is called Hawking radiation.

This is how the infinity of escapes the zero.
Stephen Hawking supplies a part of the world-formula.

Quantum physics turns the logic upside down and describes,
how something impossible can be possible.

------------------------------------------

#quantum-space-is-magic
Matter as well as energy is quantized in smallest units ...
its a quantized wave in different states
The state of a system depends on the observer.
A quantum mechanical state description
consists of superposition of all possibilities.
Quants can be superposed / interference,
be coupled (entanglement)

all the paths that are possible in universe
... a particle also uses on its way from A to B
... because it spreads as a wave in #quantum-space
#Feynman-path-integrals

###################################

#understanding-physics
#world-formula

the basic structure of the infinity
is built by circle, spiral and torus

the projection of the infinity
works through fractals ('it is alive & nothing is alone')
the big structure enfolds the small – and vice versa

------------------------------------------

#world-formula-construction-set
Circle Spiral Torus
Fractals
Zero & Infinity

... form now on, you will see these patterns everywhere ...

###################################

#Fractal
it grows, it lives
self-similar systems reproduce themselves under further
development (#fractal-similarity-mapping)

the large in the small, the small in the large
a fragment in the fragment

Fractals can fold and unfold infinity, are multidimensional

costlines, veins, trees, organs of man, nerves,
neuron-cells, organisms ... have fractal properties
#alive, #nature

#Torus

a self-contained form, topolgical closed
an inner circle and an outer circle
what goes out above
flows down back and vice versa
#self-love

an atom, a cell, the human being, animal, tree, plant,
the earth's magnetic field, the sun, the center of our
milky-way ... the universe.... a torus

#world-formula-SMS

---
The world-formula ... that is what mankind is looking for
Even before mathematics called it so.
It explains everything, everything derives from it.

The meaning of life, why we are there,
what was before the Big Bang
and comes after infinity

So far it has only been approached
... we feel it is not far

-----------------------------------------------

What is life? ... Fractals ... remember the images of the trees and the nested
patterns you know
Every structure that creates itself grows ... the big ... in small, the small in the
big ... means life.

And life works through three forms: the circle, the spiral and the torus - the
perfect primal structures. A torus is an apple, a tree, the magnetic field of the
earth ... a wormhole in the universe ... the bio-energy-field of man.

Growing fractals form with infinitely small connections
... the circle, the spiral, the torus ... the life

... lo and behold, the darkness creates the light...
The darkness is the nothing, the 0
The light is the infinity in all colors

The infinity arises from a variation of the zero
This is the world-formula

No boundary conditions
Every child understands it, is born through it

#world-formula-SMS-part2
... and here is Pandora's box
Death produces life
It is eating and being eaten in the fractal soup

... but as soon as the fractal-structure forms circles, spirals and a torus
They create themselves by themselves ... forever stable living

Consciousness creates matter to evolve
... and the best thing about it: we can become something, which exists infinitely

... not only the brain connections can grow fractally-like ...
... even wings still fit in DaVinci's drawing
a human perfectly in a circle
the symmetry of three lines
sky and roots
two branches with five small ones
two roots with five small ones
the sex a torus
trees, mushrooms and a 'sponge organism' in the sea already taste it ... they still live ...
from the seed to the present ... ten thousand of years

... our world-lines are from the perspective of the trees
only short-lived patterns in square systems
nothing alive

... everything else, are arbitrary arrangements, that will die out

-------------------------------
#world-formula-SMS-part2

but as soon as our border zones, our surface,
... our fine- and coarse structure
shapes ... fractals, circles, spirals, torus
... the Pandora's box remains open:
perpetuum mobile, immortal creatures

Life is never lost. It transforms itself
... into a system of higher order, higher beauty, symbiosis, swarm intelligence, perfection.
(#life-conservation-theorem)

here E₀ lies - the ground-state of universe
---
... #we-are-one-becomes-formula

#world-formula-construction-set-zoom

now count one and one together ... that has never been two

the #Hawking-radiation of black holes explains how to match zero and infinity
... everything can escape the infinite gravity again, every particle has the possibility to be anywhere in the universe.
Image: Hawking-Radiation, exactly pictured by Jason Padgett

the effect of circle, spiral and torus - the forms that are found everywhere in nature (#nature-geometry = #sacred-geometry)

Fractals describe the pattern by which life stretches or shrinks ... encircles and fulfills everything that lives. Space, time, all dimensions have fractal properties

Gravitation is something like love, forms the space
is one of the two possibilities of polarization (up / down, repulsion / attraction)

Karma is something like
the third Newtonian law.
Actio = Reactio.
It's coming back
what you radiate
and vice versa

-------------------------------

where was the consciousness about black holes
when there were no words yet?

'I regard matter as a derivative of consciousness'
(Max Planck)

Consciousness creates matter to evolve
Space and time are only auxiliary factors of consciousness,
Your brain is a filter for this reality.
---

#consciousness-and-dark-matter
the superimposed consciousness of all life in the universe (#global-consciousness) could be the quantum space of infinite possibilities that lies in the dark-matter / dark-energy.

Dark-Matter and Dark-Energy are not part of the visible / measurable matter and energy known to us, but represent 95% of the universe. Physicists / astronomers assume their existence because the attraction of the galaxies, the rate of expansion of the universe and the movement of the visible matter can not be explained by the matter and energy known to us – it’s origin is 'dark'.

Image: partition of matter and energy in universe,
NASA / WMAP Science Team, wikimedia, 2008

matter / energy share of the universe at the present time.
dark-energy: 72%, dark-matter: 23%, atoms: 4,6%
The term 'atoms' stands for 'normal matter'

#world-formula-applied
... now insert #nature-geometry in fractals ... this is how an organism forms

L-system fractals were developed in 1968 as a method to simulate the growth in living organisms

#Escher
look at the pictures of the mathematician and artist #Escher.

Inspired by the # sacred geometry in the Alhambra, driven by the knowledge of mathematics, that the infinite hyperbolic space can be depicted on a 2D surface
his drawings show how spaces can be enfolded, unfolded and interlaced

Image: projection of the hyperbolic space on a 2d-plane that inspired M.C. Escher

---

these pictures are not from Escher, because all his works are rights-reserved
... but the art is similar to the works of Escher ...
#google-escher-fractal

#escher-inspired-movies
... in a dream-scene in the movie #Inception (2010), the architecture student lets the streets of Paris fold and bend in themselves

#Science-and-New-Age
what has been captured in the #world-formula-SMS with circle, spiral, torus, can be found in the human memory as #sacred-geometry... the original geometries and patterns of nature were already known before the language was found.

the mainstream science ignores the term #sacred-geometry because of the spiritual origin, also 'nature' is not scientifically recorded... there are almost none publications on #sacred-geometry, Wikipedia associates with the 'faith in God / Spirituality' (as in Jan2017) ... therefore the curricula of the natural sciences in 2017, still do not contain a description of the all-recurring patterns of nature. Every child can understand, can see, can draw.

in this work, # sacred-geometry is sometimes referred to as #nature-geometry. nothing has to be holy or secret anymore

#science-and-ignorance
f.e. the physicist Nassim Haramein, who deals physically intensively with the nature-geometry and the consequent explanation for our world... however, he is not taken seriously in mainstream-science, fails to meet the 'demands of science' ... if a few explanations are nonsense, all other research / approaches by the same author are ignored.

this is how science buries the most important research area at all: what is life? what is consciousness?

#paradigms-of-science
in the course of the research into the paradigm-battle between science and 'pseudo-science', a 'banned-TED-Talk': [youtube.com/watch?v=JKHUaNAXsTg](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JKHUaNAXsTg).

Rupert Sheldrake, also a researcher whose theories in the mainstream are doubted ... amusing overview of the images of faith, the paradigms of science...

the nature constants c and G (light velocity and gravitation) are in reality no constant their values have fluctuated since the beginning of the measurements ... because they have been defined as constants, the institute adapts the units of measure like the meter again and again ...

this is how everything fits again.

#sacred-geometry (ultra-short-summary, #nature-geometry)
the same circles can be superimposed in such a way that geometric bodies of high symmetry have space in them and the same forms appear in each other.

Images:
#vesica-piscis
#Fibonacci-spiral
#flower-of-life/ #metatrons-cube

the 'perfection', which can be found everywhere in nature, is encoded in the golden section phi or the Fibonacci number series, which describe the same thing. Phi is not a godly number its just the logical recording of reproduction under self-preservation (= basic ingredient for life). The Fibonacci sequence simply simply adds the last two numbers, which in turn contained the last two numbers.

among the many fascinating qualities of the golden section, one shall be picked out: phi can be represented as a single number only from ones ... ones that reproduce themselves.

it is the only proportion that reflects the whole in proportion to each other, it indicates the fractal structure of the universe.

Image: the number phi as a fraction series consisting only of 1 - numbers

image-search: sacred geometry, flower-of-life, platonic solid ...makes seeing much more easy

#scientifically-abolished
#science-blocks-evolution
through my physics studies, I know what it means to work according to the 'demands-of-science'... this act does not claim to be a scientific work, otherwise it could not be what it is - a #impact-book, using links between encompassing connections... what is true will work, whether forward or backward in time.

have the courage to use your feelings and not fail at the borders of our age.

the definition by universities
the claim to be scientifically,
buried #fractal-way-of-proof:
learning by self-similar systems,
which prove retroactively.

#truth is resonant frequency in the quantum space of all possibilities

all that is truth is a resonance frequency in #global-consciousness... a harmonious overlay of information as a wave, which is not chaos, but perfect patterns ... is therefore true,... an idea was never your idea ... an information that had been there for a long time - just not yet in your reality.

discoveries and breakthroughs often appeared on the planet several times at the same time. #networked-intelligence, #fractal-world-lines \cite{Vernetzte-Intelligenz}
words and hashtags (#) are used in this work not as argument, but as stylistic device
... to link images in your head
to fold connections of relationships

short-story-of-long-ignorance

some things prove retroactively in time. It were the alchemists / mystics, who predicted the basic building blocks of the matter for quarks, neutrons, protons, antimateries, spin ... decades before the models of the physicists. The research of Besant's and Leadbeater's (Occult Chemistry, 1908) was only scientifically investigated in 1995 and verified in many ways as correct.

Because the oldest published work, which correctly predicted the elements and characteristics of our material, did not fit into the model... it was ignored for a century and is still forgotten. As can be seen in the pictures, the geometry for the construction of matter came from the #sacred-geometry.


#interstop-world-formula

the 'world formula' is holistic = all-in ... it contains and describes everything

so it will not have been discovered by a single genius, with the derivations and formulas of the most complex string-quantum-math-realms...

no, it is in everyone, otherwise it would not be the world formula

it can be coded, folded and unfolded

----------------------------------------

if the world formula is the world formula
it can be applied to everything

####################################

the size of man fits perfectly in the golden section into the universe.

the size ratio of
atom -> cell ->
human -> planet ->
Solar System -> Galaxy -> GalaxyCluster
describes magnitudes of fractal propagation patterns in relations of the golden section

Image: Scaling-Law-for-all-Organized-Matter
the graph is from the work of Haramein \cite{Haramein-scaling-law}, assuming that everything is built up by small black holes, in this case, the cell is lying precisely in the golden section between the atom and the solar system

... if you ever read that we could be little creatures
in the stomach of a giant alien, that was not so far away ... only that we are the alien ourselves

#human-cells-are-immortal

a cell reproduces itself
- passes on its knowledge, dies.
...or lives forever.

these are the two possibilities which a torus has

----------------------------------------

#world-formula-epic

if the universe has the same basic structure as a cell, an atom ...

... it concludes...

#world-formula-self-consistency
the world formula is found and proved,
when we can describe and trigger
the reproduction of a universe

#reproduce-and-evolute
each human is essentially immortal, can reproduce life, trigger a universe as well as dissolve.

in words of physics: each of us is literally an operator, for the wave-function of the totality of universe

just like our cells have triggered humans - fractal growth to systems of higher order ... the next larger system of higher order is our planet, our galaxy

the meaning of focus is silence – 0
in the space of consciousness, being black hole is what can create universe

black holes can cause universes
\cite{blackhole-multiverse}
the phase transition of black holes depends on the golden section \cite{blackhole-golden}

#################################

'... to infinity
... and even further'
(Buzz Lightyear, Toy Story)

--------------------------------------

'when you look at the stars...
don’t feel small. feel big'
(an Astrophysicist)

#################################

#insert
#thesis-and-evidence
to explain the world-formula, life, evolution, 'god' and infinity in one book, 'thesis' and scientifically proven mixes

Thesis: man can live forever, transform his body, create consciousness, matter... gravitation is something like love, the world formula describes all life, leads us to understand how the universe will reproduce

the mainstream scientifically documented part is:
quantum physics, black holes, dark matter / energy and gravitational waves, golden section in many in nature, fractal structure in man, many in nature, fractal characteristics of space and time
... to this are stated in the text partial sources - where it lacks, web search provides in seconds confirmed research

all 'assertion' will be conclusive, logical and comprehensible in the course of the book

--------------------------------------------------------------

#immortality-of-the-cell
a piece of evidence that provides the basis for what can’t be ignored .... who does not believe, googles.

there were several successive publications in the 1990s that led to the conclusion that the human cell is principally immortal ...
there was the Nobel Prize for medicine for it.

... we have learned from the cancer cells ...
these divide without damaging their DNA

... the water in which our cells swim
is degenerative, leads to aging
\cite{cell-immortal}

#################################

#index-stopp
#orientation
In about x pages follows \#world-formula-biology ... a small expedition through the structures of nature to provide the basis, for the following part which explains how everything is related:
\#the-trojan-horse (about xx pages)

ITS YOUR GAME

#evolution-of-global-consciousness

Gravitation is something like love, shapes the space, the time... was triggered by the global consciousness = quantum space of all possibilities.

Any information is stored and forgotten at the same time.
... death takes us only all memory ... over and over again ... that's why we need so long to remember... as a connected consciousness to have memories ...

We are many small observers who trigger the measurement process for our reality
,'everything that vibes is ego' say the yogis ...

I measure - in the quantum space - I create the reality

'You are the reflection of what it is
... so what if you change?'

#consciousness-and-gravity

Physicists want to explore the dark matter with gravitational waves. [cite{gw1},
[cite{gw2}] ... when consciousness can change gravitation it is proven, what so many assume. Who has ever read about hovering monks, laughs now

All matter is connected by gravitational waves
[cite{wiki:gravitational_wave}

-----------------------------

#no-need-for-a-god

the universe does not need an external designer or destiny. maximum a trigger ...
... and this is also found within the whole..

'All that you seek is in you.'
and the context unfolds the context
... unfolds you ...
the universe in the nutshell

'BigBang is a psycadelic state'

One could also say logic has created the universe... it is from the moment, absolutely logical, where everyone understands everything ... the moment will come - even without the detour via conceptual understanding ... and until then there is the time / our age ... so long it took in quantum space to become self-aware. as a whole.

... #we-are-one-becomes-formula

#the-generatrix-of-the-world-formula

John, one of the bible writers, has long crossed long enough fasting the desert, to have access to primordial truths of global consciousness.

'In the beginning was the word
and the word was with god
and the word was god' (John 1,1)

This is the oldest definition of consciousness and quantum superposition.

Sounds like someone who has just woken up and forgot everything ... I think, I am... it can obviously form words / impulses, which it hears / feels in itself.

Note: Translation by Jazz-Papst
J. E. Behrendt: 'In the beginning was the sound' (vibe)

#go-thanks
go-thanks ist the german term for thoughts (=Geh-Danken)
thoughts form the space
by reflection of their effect
(actio = reactio)

thank you for thinking ...
is like thanking for existence.

therefore, #thank-you also generates the #world-formula ..

the rhythm of the generatrix

.. and in next universe there is no more thank.you.
because its self-logic.

#consciousness-creates
#beauty-creates
#circle-creates

-----------------------------------------------

...what if...
...every thought...
... spans a whole universe ...

'Let us first give perfection form ...
brain develops then still'

=================================================================================

when does the new-age come?
- Thursday

... indeed, everything could also have started
by a joke

'... do you really want to live forever?'
absolute. If not in this life, then in the next.
as Mr. Magorium in the film of the same name ... with 600 years decide for
myself, when I want to die. ...

-----------------------------------------------

without drama, without grief.
as in Shakespere - simply: 'he died.'
i'm looking forward for that
(#mr-magoriums-wonderempire)

-----------------------------------------------

#8-year-old-explains-dark-matter-and-universe
#watch-this-humanity
#let-childs-teach
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U5sSlfvgYA

#crystal-kid-generation

#8-year-old-explains-dark-matter-and-universe
#watch-this-humanity
#let-childs-teach
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U5sSlfvgYA

#crystal-kid-generation

-----------------------------------------------

DREAM is DESTINY

=================================================================================

don’t you know
that you bring with you
that what you seek?

=================================================================================

#world-formula-biology-prelude

be like water
be grounded
be vibe
be sticky
... look at the fine-structure of nature

#fine-structure-encodes-evolution

nature and art is no category
... it’s the only thing that is real

-----------------------------------------------
nothing is ever really lost, everything circling
dance the spiral never ending

the trees wanted to know
how it feels
to move
that is why we are here

the area around the roots is called #Rhizosphere... like atmosphere, like stratosphere... the brain of trees... look like neural nodes, it is also... in this region the tree communicates with electro / chemical / ionic currents... the soil that touches the roots is called topsoil / mother-soil, it carries and passes the data further, is enriched with valuable elements and minerals

#barefoot-grounding
#we-have-been-tree

---

trees are a few stages of evolution ahead of us
very old trees that are photosynthetically dead
are kept alive by the other trees.
mushrooms are used as an information and consciousness network...
the bark stores the memory of the tree,
bioenergy fields are networking. \cite{book:wolleben}
... trees are still strange to our species, but it will come out ...
---

the book 'The Hidden Life of the Trees' by forest-ranger Peter Wolleben,
revoluted last years consciousness, created awareness about a social living creature called 'forest'

---

your brain has infinite capacity through its fractal structure

Image: Nerve connections in the brain
DTI (magnet-resonance) measurement
Thomas Schultz, 2006, CC3.0

Image: Nerve cells in the cerebellar bark,
Santiago Ramón y Cajal, 1899

#biofilm-is-neural-network
older than the form as man, as animal, as a tree...
... is the form as a biofilm: a liquid patchwork of organisms, which in turn are cross-linked by cells

#Biofilm are bacteria, algae, fungi, microorganisms:
a connected life-form

---

all body parts are biofilm
liquid fractal interwoven layers of microorganisms:
the building blocks of the tissue, the organs, the muscles, the bones,
connected as swarm intelligence
biofilm layers are often perceived as 'slippery'

... later, it is shown that biofilm depicts the structure of the universe...
therefore important to understand and see what that is...
just spit into a glass and look at 'fluid-intertwined organisms'...

---
#structure-of-the-oldest-living-things-on-planet

10,000 years old ... is a sponge organism in the sea(Anoxycalyx joubini)

---

a tree colony growing in the swarm, representing an organism, 80,000 years (cite:wiki:pando)

oldest tree alone nearly 10,000 years (cite:wiki:oldest-tree)

---

photographer Beth Moon spent 14 years photographing the oldest trees in the world

#woman-spends-14-years-photographing-oldest-trees

in the pictures, one finds the 'oldest-love-story of the world' ...

#language-is-young

#age-of-human-communication

book printing has only been around 600 years, the language only for 5000 years, the oldest work of mankind is 4000 years old ('Gilgamesh Epic')

our language is very young ...

the language of nature, the fine-structure and active-substances is much older ... in recognizing the fine-structure and the understanding of the active-ingredients of nature lies all whiteness

#seeing-what-is-alife

everything in nature is of high 'beauty' in its microscopic and macroscopic fine structure;
satisfies the geometry of the #sacred-geometry, has fractal structure

-------------------------------

#finestructure-mushrooms

mushrooms are not only the largest organisms, also their age is assessed up to one hundred million years (cite:wiki:Pilze)

Image: Ernst Haeckel, Artforms-of-Nature, Basimycetes, 1904


Häckels act #artforms-of-nature-epos describes the variety of all organic, in fractal zoom levels ... almost every set of 10 contains a microscope image.

pores, pollen, algae, mussels, corals, mushrooms, spores, jellyfish ... we have overlooked so much

he created over 100 charts, in high resolution:

http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/Kunstformen_der_Natur

Haeckl's drawings show how nature portrays the endless possibilities that can be depicted with the #nature-geometry

-------------------------------

the work was 'not just a book of illustrations but also the summation of his view of the world'. The over-riding themes of the Kunstformen plates are symmetry and organization. The subjects were selected to embody organization, from the scale patterns of boxfishes to the spirals of ammonites to the perfect symmetries of jellies and microorganisms, while images composing each plate are arranged for maximum visual impact. (cite:breidbach-haeckel)

-------------------------------

apple under the microscope.
the naturally grown apple again forms small apple trees in the fine-structure, looks like in the Alhambra
the industrially treated apple has lost fine structure, frequency and life

the untreated orange depicts orange-trees - even with fruits
in its fine structure

#know-what-is-living
#fine-structure-food
table salt consists of cloned crystals, any fine structure is missing.
the himalayan salt looks like mountains, the sea salt like islands in the ocean

Image: Microscope Structure Salt from book 'Water & Salt – Essence of Life'
Barbara Hendl, Peter Ferreira 2003

#look-closely
#organic-and-nonorganic
... the image-atlas 'The Invisible Power Within Foods: A Comparison of Organic & Nonorganic' is one of the most revealing documents in the history of mankind ... what the microscope images show is exactly what one sees / experiences with 'influence' of dopes that are mind-altering

... now also the research has got it ...

-----------------------------

Sacred-Geometry-kisses-Science

Hawking-discovers-Creation
... time for a New Age

#magic-apple
cut an apple horizontally:
this is flower-of-life in a torus
#thanks-Waldorf-kindergarten
#eat-what-lifes
The more lively fine structure you pick up ...
Algen, Pilze, Samen, Öle, Kräuter, Schale & Rinde
... the more connections to neural network universe

'eat food high in frequency with life enzymes...
processed industrial food is bringing you on the toilet,
not in outer dimensions'
(Ralph Smart)

#circling-is-energy
... have you ever noticed,
that the old people often swing the glass before they drink?

---

... later more on the topic #healing in the last third,
for the time being, only a brief look at the structure of life

-----------------------------

#index-stop
#orientation-and-pictures
the #world-formula and # world formula-biology, should give you pictures and terms, for what follows ...

remember:
#world-formula: # sacred-geometry (= circle / spiral / torus), #fractals, zero and infinity / #black-hole, + #cell-immortal
#world-formula-biology:
#biofilm, neuronal-network, brain-and-trees, oldest-trees, artforms-of-nature, fine-structure-food
it’s about recognizing the structure of life, seeing the recurring patterns ...
there are endless pictures on the Internet ... but almost nothing for 'commercial use' in a book

... in a few pages there is the #Trojan-Horse
... let a story tell ... but it’s useful to take some pictures with you ... otherwise terms like 'escher-fractal-disassembled Space ’ doesn’t necessarily make sense to you

Web image search recommended:
sacred geometry / flower of life / water cymatics / fractal escher / steam-punk fractal / biofilm / human torus

youtube / vimeo recommended:
... look also how it looks when moving fractals fill the space:

mandelbulb 3d fractal / moving fractal / mandelbrot zoom / electric sheep
(e.g. http://psykick.de/rot/)
#see-why-you-feel

"... if you put an end to all of this
then the many deaths
... had not been for nothing"

(The Hunger Games, Mockingjay Part 2)

Trump is president- we wake up

because it doesn’t matter ... each writer of the one of the #swarm-books, gets visible ... to go then back into the transparency ...

#get-transparent
#fabulous-creature-in-facebook-century
#style-break-me ... religion and science, elite academics and unemployment-benefiting-HippiePunk ... my life a maximum break in style ... everything I thinked I knew ... should have been turned upside-down ... with the head through the wall ...

throwing yourself out of the nest again and again, is what makes us alive and human ...

'... i've sucked the knowledge of mankind into me ...
... and only use what will be of use in the future'

#here-you-look
#curriculum vitae-encodes-impact
because I will not be on any press appointment ... I've been living a long time mostly offline / flight-mode, ... outside dates or weekdays ... here are a few infos on 'previous lives':
aka Birgit Vogel / Kociper: Environment-Award14 for the citizen-movement Transition Regensburg from the mayor of City Regensburg, Physics Master 1.0, activity in the young ThinkTank30 of the Club-of-Rome, Elite-Network-Bavaria / Max-Weber-Program, 1.0 High School Diploma, IT-System-Electronics and media-design, Gamer and LAN-Party-Organizer ... former #Jehovahs-Witness, exit with age 17 ... Transition-Regensburg with 27

... in the end everything in your life was brush tool ...

we wear feathers in our hair,
dancing while walking, cheering when cycling
#earthlin

#god
#grasp-the-idea
#inception

it's #Pandoras-Box
... you just need to link it
#like-a-phoenix-from-the-fire

#god-and-the-death
a long rejected theory ... something that is bigger and knows better ...
contradicts the anarchy feeling of every cell within me... because each of the cells of man is essentially immortal ... only the liquid in which our cells swim, degenerates and slags
... like the world in which we 'swim'... as soon as inside changes ... outside changes, that's why everyone talked about the change of consciousness

because we still have no idea how to maintain life ... that leads to death.
death is not the natural companion of life

it appears, that the term #god has to be used not only for jokes ... because we have no other word for omnipotence, magic, incomprehension ... for everything outside our four dimensions

#Construction-Set-God

#God=#alpha-and-omega=#global-consciousness
#DMT=#in-me=#in-everyone=#the-Trigger

because God was the one who triggers
(minimalist conceivable definition)

and DMT triggers that we connect to
global-consciousness,
where there is no time and all answers to all questions
where magic is possible,

DMT is equal to God for me
this is how the anarchist concludes peace with 'God'.

,'God has dissolved. Half in the space,
Half in us humans.'

#the-Trojanic-horse-prelude

if you agree
that everything is connected
... then the journey starts

where are the stories / ideas coming from?
about the fables / fairy tales / magic
... the oldest permanent thought patterns

#ask-what-it-means-to-be-immortal
It is time that mankind knows what DMT is

Once someone said:
'there will be someone, who can describe it'

DMT is a molecule, a body's own neurotransmitter. Every human being and mammal can produce it / trigger it, it is in many plants. In the embryo, the cells produce DMT during the first weeks of life, as well as living beings at death or near-death, in dreams, meditation,

It activates the pineal gland exactly in the middle of the brain: your transmitter. DMT is also called

The fact that the substance is illegal, shows how much our system likes to stay sick.

In some countries it is liberalized for addiction therapy, for medicinal purposes or religious purposes.

It is the oldest medicine of mankind, known in the virgin forests of the tribes as Ayahuasca, the Maya called it

DMT is not accidentally referred to as the 'essence of the gods'. It is the primordial state / hyperspace from which we origin - in which we go

The substance that creates our reality is called Oxygen... if we stop breathing
...we are in the DMT-Space.

The fish who stopped breathing its air - the water, developed the land creatures
...the next zoom level in which life can happen

...that you do not have to die for DMT, you know at least since today

Why no one knows DMT?
because it is not a party drug, you should be 'sober', fast before

since ancient times, DMT has been intensified with so-called MAO inhibitors - an active substance of enzymes that also delays the fast-degradation of DMT in the body.

The combination of MAO inhibitors and the drugs of our industrial-society can be fatal
(never combine MAO-inhibitors with alcohol, extasy, amphetamin, opiates, antidepressants, ritalin ... chemical uppers / downers ... also some food, read wiki)

#the-other-world....

(... for that reason, all the great spirits have fasted for so long, went through the desert ... after a maximum of five days in a dark cave, the body releases so much DMT that one is in #the-other-world for hours)

DMT is

Why no one knows DMT?
because it is not a party drug, you should be 'sober', fast before

since ancient times, DMT has been intensified with so-called MAO inhibitors - an active substance of enzymes that also delays the fast-degradation of DMT in the body.

The combination of MAO inhibitors and the drugs of our industrial-society can be fatal
(never combine MAO-inhibitors with alcohol, extasy, amphetamin, opiates, antidepressants, ritalin ... chemical uppers / downers ... also some food, read wiki)
The next pages are folded poetry ... a crazy attempt to get the DMT-Space on minimal pages

the plan about the 2 pages was, to be scaled at a second zoom level to about 10 pages ... and first passed 'on the quiet' ... a gift for the large critical mass of people who deal with substances that increase consciousness ... now it has become the core piece of this book: the Trojan horse.

because in the course of the composition of this book it became clear, that the world formula, the evolution of mankind, and consciousness can't be explained if DMT is concealed. All or nothing.

DMT is anything but hallucination. Wake up ... or die again ... Even the one who has never taken drugs will produce the only true drug at the end of his life ... the one of swarm-intellect.

yes, I am selling my soul for this Revolution
... I am Muse, I am fairy, I am your idea ... we are many
because I owe it to justice. thousands who are not allowed to have this genial life like me, but have to be ripped out every day by the alarm clock and have to go to work ... all the painful lives in oppression ... not to mention the truly suffering in this world. It's enough. It ends.

Pangea was the name of the continent when everything was still one continent ...

---

#Pineal-Gland
lies exactly in the middle of your brain, produces DMT

it has shrunk in the course of human history, because we hardly use it,

our rhythm does not correspond to natural life who uses his pineal gland rarely, grows older

the substance Fluroid (additive in most toothpastas or fast-food) as well as other industrial products make the pineal gland harden ... this can be detoxified

the pineal gland is associated with the Third eye - the point between closed eyes

Source: https://www.zentrum-der-gesundheit.de/zirbeldruese-ia.html

' ... so that no one has to do with DMT, without knowing what it is'

---

---

#its information.dmt
#two-pages-for-humankind-about-dmt-1

it`s information.
information of highest order, symmetry and beauty that what created universe is still there

its medicine from the trees
every one should heal / metamorphose / transcendence one hour a day

its the space where everything is vibe
its where you see the same with eyes closed as with eyes open the space where everything is good

only two words describe: everything – now it`s 'reconnection to god' ... in fact we are all god`s, we just 'forgod'

it`s where your eyes resolution can go to molecular and cellular level all your inner systems that gain information are upgraded and healed
you see why honey is sterile and ghee, the ayurvedic butter is preserved up to hundred years
(every infiltrating bacteria culture, would either be real stuck or slipping away
in the movements of the fine-structure of honey or fat)
tee gets alive when you cook it in a pot,
you see surface biofilm-skin, structured information

DMT connects to global consciousness
you can remember humans creation, universe creation
... DaVinci’s thoughts

it’s the science of fine-structure ... compare microscopic images
DMT lets you change/evolute you DNA ... every cell can be adressed / transformed / healed.

everything interacts with your energy torus

----------------------------------------

#two-pages-for-humankind-about-dmt1
you can zero the gravity, see magneto field lines and more than three dimensions
moving fractals are structuring everything ... you see sacred geometry alive
your eyes can look also backwards, you can watch / resolve your organs ...
your skin gets like a reptile moving mandala skin.

all your body parts is biofilm ... a liquid energetic organism ...
ignoring gravity
95% of all microorganisms on planet are living in form of biofilms
... connected as a swarm intelligence

all plants and living things are biofilms

it sharpens all the tools we were assembled with

DMT cracks physics, biology, medicine ...
... its science about life, about universe
look at your food
you see the molecular motion (Brownian Motion)
and the patterns that cause the attributes

you see why honey is sterile and ghee,

you get a sense of energy fields,
sense of all fundamental interactions
physics defines four: gravity, electro-magnetic, weak and strong interaction (in and around the nucleus), + a fifth force, sth like love
you see and feel that you are biofilm, everything is biofilm
space-time folded gets unfolded

-------------------------------------

its university of life ... focus on whatever evolution
... and it will be revealed

it connects the clusters in your brain
... and your brain is everywhere
you can go into a meditation within the meditation
sending your body into a hundred year sleep
regenerating in deepest waveforms

resonance feeling
every cell starts vibrating
every cell / unit can be acted on

you can remember what you experienced in dmt-space
... you’ll be back, clear and motivated in 4D-world

DMT is the molecule of the swarm-intelligence

#Welcome-to-the-Matrix

###################################

#get-transparent
who connects to # global-consciousness becomes transparent, connected with
everything ... a real pity, if that only happens to you ... when your body gives up
the mind ...
DMT is more than near-death

#connect-to-your-local-shaman or #meditate
#dmt-the-spirit-molecule

-------------------------------------

DMT is the difference between man and monkey.
between man and God.

#too-crazy
#awake

###################################

#afterword-to-two-pages-about-DMT

#science-by-dmt
since more than one year I am researching with and about DMT ... in this work
I try to fold the incomprehensible into rhetoric ...
the fine structure of things ... the nature of life and the consciousness behind it ...
my whole physics study expanded to the field of research, expanded to
biology, anatomy, healing ...
... a sunny morning, a biologist past by ... he participated in my DMT-research ...
together we described the fine structure of liquids, solids, rocks, the change of
the structure of the space through trees, magnetic field lines or cats. ...
#fascinating

#critical-mass-dmt
after four months of research with DMT, I discovered that there is a critical
mass DMT ...
from a certain amount, is what happens
a even more amazing world ... it’s where you see the same with eyes closed as
with eyes open... more in #dmt-deep-space

-------------------------------------

#DMT-Changa-and-Ayahuasca

when I report about #DMT, I refer to the combination with MAO-inhibitors,
same as in the #ancient-soup of aboriginal tribes

#dmt ≡ #changa ≡ #ayahuasca

#Changa-aftereffect
After 20 - 60 minutes you are awake and clear back in our reality - impressive memories transform gently into joy and the drive 'to do something'... over hours are human senses are sharper, the rest of the day is efficient and focused

#Changa
there is a 'western variant of Ayahuasca' – called Changa. It is Combination of MAO inhibitors with crystalline DMT as a herbal mixture, Changa is smoked or vaporized, is active for about 30 min.

#Changa is the short-term variant of Ayahuasca, you do not need to fast for days, nor is there nausea

#dmt-without-mao
if DMT is consumed without MAO-inhibitors, its duration is shorter, it shows less intensively the outer world, more the inner world...

#Ayahuasca
the rainforest variation #Ayahuasca is a day-long drink made from two ingredients: e.g. Liane (contains MAO-inhibitor) + tree bark (contains DMT)
Aya-huasca means souls' vine
Ayahuasca trips last 5-12 hours, you may have to air your belly and get diarrhea, it cleans the body and then the trip starts...

Ayahuasca is medicine because it provides your body with information, there are many things that can cure cancer ..., Ayahuasca can also one finds in internet many 'Ayahuasca for the Village – Recipes', due to the tradition of consuming DMT in ceremonies with the whole village

... the 'shaman' is the one who shares ...

########################################################

#DMT-dosage
there are big differences depending on how much DMT ...
the #two-pages-DMT-for-humanity contain impressions from all variants of dosage, except 5-Meo-DMT

•... 'homeopathic dosage' - the ingredients (root cortex / liana / seed) are taken in capsules ... half a day eat little or nothing ... a little dmt reminds the body of lives fine-structure, stimulates #healing... one notices it only very lightly, it sharpens the senses, the nature and colors shine more, it brings clarity

•... low dosage combined with MAO inhibitors makes the world visible as it is. The filters in your brain are falling. The visual examination of the fine-structure of things / life ... parallel to the inner meditative worlds when you close your eyes

•... higher dosage is something real amazing: #dmt-deep-space ... you dismantle the space, you, you are everywhere, every question answers ... you come back and feel fit

•... and then there is the 20-fold potentated version of DMT ... is called # 5-Meo-DMT, is proven to be released in near-death experiences from the pineal gland, is also called 'God Molecule'

5-Meo-DMT is much more common in the Amazon as 'Yopo' than 'Aya' ...
information-source DMT, 5-Meo-DMT: http://enteogenic.podomatic.com

#dmt-is-different
unlike most substances, the body builds is no tolerance to #dmt ... every time same or even higher effect ... because it is an endogenous substance every-body can deal with it ...
the vegetable raw materials for Ayahuasca are legal in germany ... in more and more countries Ayahuasca is deleted from the 'prohibited' substances

... researchers ask why it is omi-present ... why it can be found everywhere in nature.
DMT is not a drug – it is messenger of your body, a hormone

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

#dmt-and-science
at medium dosage ... sluggish, meditative condition ... to move or keep eyes open is exhausting ... one wants to build a nest, a blanket, warmth, resting, ...

... with a somewhat lower dosage and researcher's curiosity, one can, however, also move, review all physics / biology / medicine and microscope science
unambiguously... just as well as check the claims of the 'esotherik' regarding healing-stones, aura whatever ...

you can see the fine-structure and types of action in everything. DMT decrypts everything that human can know.

in an apartment with industrial-produced objects hardly anything moves ... in you and on your skin ... because it moves what lives ... go into the nature or within reach of trees, plants, animals ... the #sacred-geometry and the artworks they instantly map is #amazing

interesting, the analogue to #Heisenbergs-Uncertainty-Principle of quantum physics ... when the measuring station becomes more still ... the variation / variety of what you measure becomes larger ... if your glance is blurred, you see the 'hyperspace', if you sharpen your view, you see fine-structure

#Link-Dosage: in the last third, under #Demand-for-Completeness, is found:
#DMT-plants-extraction-and-travel-hints

#Ayahuasca-longterm-effect
scientists have done research on long-term Ayahuasca drinkers: 'a more stable personality, better memory and better integration into the social environment than in the control group'. ... it followed the legalisation, the removal from the list of hallucinogenic drugs in many countries ...
in the US it is free-to-use for 'religious purposes', in Germany Ayahuasca is legal cite\(\text{wiki:ayahuasca, Jan 2017}\)

... that is incredible, that must be further researched

###

#DMT-and-the-drug-helpline
"... anyone here, who knows about DMT? It can't be, that there is something that I could unconditionally recommend to anyone ... something that frees from all addictions, that heals ... does not cause dependency ... that is just good?"

.. with these words, I stormed into the 'psychadelic ambulance' during a festival in 2016
... there were volunteer drug helpers and addiction therapists.

Someone there knew very well about DMT

my statement was not negated but supplemented

you should have experience with a variety of substances that increase your consciousness, in order to not-be-overwhelmed ...

there is a scientific congress with focus on psychoactive substances, with intensified studies about DMT, it is called Entheo-Science and Mind-Foundation

N, N, -DMT is the molecule of consciousness, there is a double potent version of DMT and it needs only 1/6 of the amount, its 5-Meo-DMT also called 'the God molecule' and acts more mentally (=the entirely knowledge of everything)

It is a 'reconnection to God'
Can be described in two words: Everything. Now.
The Hollywood movie 'Lucy' describes # 5-Meo-DMT I should watch it.

there was nothing more to say
#Lucy-and-DMT

note: i use #DMT as a term-cloud for N,N,-DMT and 5-Meo-DMT, I have no experience with the latter

---------------------------------

#Lucy-the-Movie
#Lucy-and-Evolution
... so let's watch the film 'Lucy' (2014).
Lucy ala Scarlett Johnson gets very much from a drug that has the same properties as 5-Meo-DMT ... it enables the usage of the whole brain capacity,
develops super-abilities, she becomes 'God', explains the universe, time and life
---
Michelangelos ceiling art, where the finger of God touches the finger of Adam is adapted in the last movie scene

... Lucy and her ancestor the monkey-simmilar 'Lucy', touches fingers. Hence the name, archaeologists call one of the oldest female skeleton 'Lucy': 3.2 million years, counts as member of 'the first family'.

the scientific context for evolution and DMT is provided by Professor Norman ala Morgan Freemann.

... and everyone considers it to be cinema ...
the most successful French film is more than cinema.

the movie quotes extend the human consciousness

thank you filmmakers and inspirators for #epic-movies

note: that people only use 10% brain-capacity is a 'myth' ... the film uses it as stylistic method to describe our evolutionary stage

#Lucy-Movie-Quotes
#unleash-evolution

Lucy: .. once the brain reaches twenty percent it opens up and expands the rest, there are no more obstacles. They fall away like dominoes.

I'm colonizing my own brain.

I feel everything.

Space. The air. The vibrations. The people. I can feel the gravity. I can feel the rotation of the earth. The heat leaving my body. The blood in my veins. I can feel my brain. The deepest parts of my memory.

I don't feel pain, fear, desire. It's like all things that make us human are fading away. It's like the less human I feel, all this knowledge about everything, quantum physics, applied mathematics, the infinite capacity of the cell's nucleus, they're all exploding inside my brain.

Prof. Norman: If you think about the very nature of life. I mean, from the very beginning. The development of the first cell divided into two cells. This whole purpose of life has been to pass on what was learned. There is no higher purpose.

So, if you're asking me what to do with all this knowledge you're accumulating, I'd say, pass it on. Just like any simple cell going through time.

There are more connections in the human body than there are stars in the galaxy. We possess a gigantic network of information to which we have almost no access.

Prof. Norman: For primitive beings like us, life seems to have only one single purpose: gaining time. And it is going through time that seems to be also the only real purpose of each of the cells in our bodies.

To achieve that aim, the mass of the cells that make up earthworms and human beings has only two solutions: Be immortal, or to reproduce.

If its habitat is not sufficiently favorable or nurturing, the cell will choose immortality. In other words, self-sufficiency and self-management.

...on the other hand, if the habitat is favorable, they will choose to reproduce. (Images reproduction man / mammal by sex-act and birth)

...that way, when they die, they hand down essential information and knowledge to the next cell. Which hands it down to the next cell and so on.

Thus knowledge and learning are handed down through time.

Lucy: One plus one equals two. That's all we've learned, but one plus one has never equaled two.
There are, in fact, no numbers and no letters. We've codified our existence to bring it down to human size to make it comprehensible. We've created a scale so that we can forget its unfathomable scale.

Time is the only true unit of measure. It gives proof to the existence of matter. Without time, we don't exist.

DMT is e.g. in higher amounts to be found in the roots of 'Acacia confusa'... in Tawain, the tree is very common and called 相思樹 : The Tree Thinking of Each Other Tree

---


---

DMT triggers euphoria and clarity ... you will not forget the pure state of existence, it activates change ... 'as you are meant to be'

Ahyusaca / DMT enables #healing... in the long run, you have to get rid of addictions

---
missing, doubt, anxiety, pain, worry ... die-out
opinion, judgement, justification anyway

'there is no problem - only if its now'
#psychology becomes irrelevant. All is well.

you’ll transform into a tree, loving yourself. Be circle
'Infinite being of divined truth'

you do not speak about what you’re going to do. you just do it!
you know what to do, how and when.

words are used more sensibly,
communication gets more effective

you will use your tools differently .. what power, what angle, what
dependencies in each of your movements ..
you know how to use your body and mind

while cooking the dmt-long-term-effect will maximize the etheric spices, the
knowledge of the fine structure of things, the composition of taste

... and even if you lose so many character traits
of this industrial age ..

euphoria and crying, laughing and pushing,
the beautiful poles of emotions remain ...

#dmt-is-information
because DMT = information, everything that can be achieved with DMT, can
also be achieved with information

No one has to take DMT, it only shortens the evolution time, provides the
activation energy ... if you can remember, how it feels, can trigger the body-
own-production ... can develop everything and heal what you only think

#produce-DMT-in-the-body

your body produces DMT in meditation, through breathing technique (#
youtube-dmt-breath-technique, # holotropic-breathing), in dreams ... it can
also be triggered simply by 'will'

like Serotonin, DMT is triggered by information ... the more knowledge is in
your brain ...
even the reading of this book is therefore psycho-active :)

#learn-from-Savonts
look at Wikipedia’s list of #savons. there all people in the world listed, with
super-abilities. They have nothing to do with DMT, but rather with super-
heroes - because their brain works different, because some brain-filters do not
work like ours.

Then you know what you can also become, what you can practice in the dmt-
space: generate electricity by power of hands, get along naked in the Arctic for
days, having a photographic memory, enormous musical or mathematical
skills ... a girl can see organs ... some get Savonts by accidents like Jason
Padgett ... since his head-injury, he can see and draw fractals perfectly ....
#Savonts are often #Autists - most valuable variations of human existence /
portals for evolution ... they are perfect in their world ... we have only been
blind to their world

#autist-is-portal

----------------------------------------------

the Universe strives for #Entropy
(=Disorder, 2nd-main-theorem-of-thermodynamics)
the Nature pursues Perfection

Both are One
Evolution the Game
it’s all about
entanglement
interdependence

#produce-DMT-in-the-body
a further possibility to produce #dmt body`s own ... is, if you don’t have any thoughts for a long time ... not even trigger it

... to not-think for about 20 minutes ... is the most difficult exercise. If you do not-think long enough, the brain 'thinks' you’re dead and pushes DMT / 5-MeO-DMT ...

who learns to activate the molecule of evolution, can have the most beautiful clarity even while meditative bicycle riding ... then the world shines in radiant colors and the face is drained by many symetric fine-mechanics, the thoughts become clear and multidimensional, the movements of the body more concentrated as well as the awareness of the environment

Images:
#dmt-visionary-art
#psychedelic-art
#ayahuasca-art


body parts and consciousness is fractal-depicted in nature
... the spiral-shaped-worms 'Spirobranchia' form literally human organs

#see-why-you-feel

-------------

the dream within the dream within the ...

#Orientation
what follows is a insight into the #Deep-DMT-Space
... it's more than fine structure of all life ...
you connect into global consciousness, into a swarm-intelligence

... and suddenly, the thoughts that havn’t found answers for hundreds of years
... can be thought of ... through you

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

#steam-punk-mechanics
#may-we-root-you
#consciousness-records-deep-space

we are biofilm: #symbiont-of-lifeforms
... again and again into matter / bodies, absorb knowledge, create beauty...

... in this life finally, you can take your time to 'die' ...

(d/dt) -> derivative = change
(d/dt)^2 -> curvature = character of change

L U C Y

may we #root you?

#reborn
#to-crazy
#dissolve

... cool, it worked ... the mirror ... the cohesion of the mass, that is you
... you would have almost dissolved the last moment
...
'Psst, hey, can not you have been God?'
- ?? eh, no...
'he has got lost to us ... no one wants to be'

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

#consciousness-records
#dmt-high-dose-effect
#logbook-entry

...
fractal nested folded dimensions, with mini-movements in the eyes or thoughts, you change the spaces ... space breaks down into folded perspectives.

forest transforms into a living network of wires ... same across your face, its mimically splitted, in mini-mechanics controllable: all your existence is within a temple of fractal life ... 'it 'eschers' inside of you' (like the Escher-artwork)

its rhythmic in itself and through interaction ... flowing into each other ... no time ... a thought, an impulse brings an instantaneous-clear image / feeling / resonance within the many-dimensional world ... in you and around you you can cause a thousand chills and resonances within each body layer and region ... generate heat and currents, stimulate flows in organs and cells ... the trees look like the pumping neuronal veins that are the roots of global consciousness ...

each living thing has a own sphere, a slightly moving island in space-time

in the dmt-soup is the subconsciousness of all, the infinity of all possible material-worlds and all thoughts within infinity

It carries you, it takes care of you

.........................................................
#dmt-deep-space                                 #consciousness-records
#logbook-entry

(note: 'Bubblefish' was the clip-onto-your-ear translator from the movie 'the Hitchhiker's Guide to the Galaxy' by Douglas Adams)

#bubblefish-in-ear
I write for global consciousness
you know what ... from now on we gonna skip that with the proofs ... because I know it is true

we shape the space, your realities, soon there is a phase-shift

... Anastasia’s words have simply captured one of the most brilliant thoughts of our age she pulverizes Nostradamus, cancels the last judgment ... there is another way

we shape the space, everything is connected ... in the deepest space of the swarm, the global consciousness thinks through you

we act through Matrix, through Avatar, through Lord-of-the-Rings

... seed the basic-knowledge-for-the-jump

the language had to develop so far that #rhetoric-pulverizes we are functional of consciousness

the original beings are immortal ... in you. in all. everyone carries the-gene-of-revolution ... was once light

... so that soon ... all shall finally be healed

---

note: Anastasia, the ancient woman of the Siberian taiga reported by the books of Vladimir-Merge ... more about this later ...

..............................................................
#consciousness-records
#dmt-deep-space

... and it is feels happy about every genius-thought ... the jokes are those that spread quickly in universe ... thats why #life was also a joke

we are the magicians of the light ... we are not stoppable in effect ... we know about mindfulness
... until the seed is strong enough.

one of the oldest primordial wisdoms of universe:
never give up... stay alive

nestle within the space-curve, become a nest...
feel any biofilm layer of your body,
the life in you... all unfolded dreams. crystal clear
food is irrelevant... information is enough. crystal

'make it for yourself maximum beautiful'
... that's what life is about...

so that they shall never forget
enough have died.

#bubblefish-in-ear
#hitchhiking-through-galaxy

#the-wake-up-moment-for-all
#awake-as-global-consciousness
I am mixing the 'awakening' of the individual, with the global-awakening: we had never had one collective thought... if there were, we all would know

... when that happens, the moment is called #awakening, I quote from the email feedback wave...

'Awakening', by the way, is not a single individual event, but the 'collective' realization of the One Consciousness through the many, ONE - and probably we are approaching this point :-)

-----------------------------------------------

#Epic-DMT-Spirit-Molecule
300 years ago we would have been burned
30 years ago we would have been stated crazy
3 years ago we would have been confined

... but recently it's 'save'
to whistle-blow all secrets of the universe

the evidence has become irreversible...
welcome in the #year-of-awakening

---

... the critical mass of scientists and world-changers who knows about #DMT is no longer reversible, thousands are wearing the molecule as a #tatoo

... the first study about DMT was published and filmed by Rick Strassmann, also a physicist (youtube: DMT - the spirit molecule).

... a Havard scientist examines Astral travels, since he has been able to report on them through a coma experience... a medical science publication is published about my soul-friend, she is the first human being, who fighted sucessfully an incurable illness during her coma / near-death experience...

herewith thousands puzzle-pieces
are put together to one thing,

It just wasn't yet broadcasted in the tv-news
what is true must not be proved.
it will prove itself within shortest time
because we should spend our lifetime
not with justification ... but with life

what is true must not be proved.
it will prove itself within shortest time
because we should spend our lifetime
not with justification ... but with life

###

#evolution-me
#timeout-jan2017

.. my heart is beating, I've been working on this book since New Year's Eve 2017 ...

27 days now, before it was only a 50-page sketch, a few quotes ... it had to wait, because I first had to expand my trailer and the paradise around me,... in three days the sonic wall was broken-through, from 50 to 500 pages while the world celebrated the turn of the year ... five days of fasting, three days of recording, three weeks of sorting, folding ... within three months the beta version will be ready. Then comes the the thousandfold spreading in networks. (#Science-of-Impact, #Swarm-Book)

... for three weeks, I have been crying almost every day, screaming, laughing ... impressed by the incredible dense of human future that folds into my space. #Emotion has now also a chapter. everything, interlaced logical. clear.

my mac-books are luckily still working, I have already a hundredfold spread the work, so that my trailer could burn and it would not be worlds-end ... lol

... I've stopped eating a lot because it annoys me, being busy with metabolism / food-processing... it makes you tired and unconcentrated, we are fed with indifference and fog ... just as with smoking, which is a permanent pacifier for the mucous membranes, you can not even concentrate six hours at one thought ...

... I've sucked all the knowledge of the world into me, I'm the #style-break-of-the-system ... it's like Kathness Everdin ... the #gene-of-the-revolution ... it had to come like this... tribute to pangea
from here on the communication becomes easier: meaning has assumed shape in your imagination, I can point to the #dmt-Space, you can imagine something about #fine-structure, #fractals and the #world-formula...

d this is the building block for the next active cloud: #God-is-Swarm-Intelligence, #Ignorance-and-Knowledge

... because the swarm-intelligence has now all attention, let it speak: #Speech-to-Humanity, short version ... #endure-freedom ... puh ...#Adams-Apple encodes the #Joke-of-the-Universe.

then you either put the book away and forget everything ...

or explore the nature of the swarm intelligence by the realm of insects (in about 10 pages) ...

afterwards, it follows the union of religions and evolution, the #Magic-School-for-God

... who would have thought that here Stephen Hawkings Theories can be 'proven'

then you can combine the last puzzle pieces.
#Hawking and #SalviaDivinorum,
the second Trojanhorse

... as an crossroad either told by the #Tale-of-Life or via #Biology-Lessons-for-God

                        #Biology

Let’s talk about ... #dmt-deep-space – the swarm-intelligence above us

#god-is-swarm-intelligence

... the deep DMT-space is much deeper and more revealing than it can be indicated with #logbook-entries or #two-pages-about-DMT ... there misses still a bit of understanding about insects

it is the secret of insects... knowing exactly how to live ... without being educated or cared for...

the deep DMT-space is the essence of a swarm indigenous ... who knows exactly for how long it can think... what development of life and universe was

about ... that knows, how it felt, before there have been human consciousness ...

firstly all the mechanics of space had to been filled with life

... and if you want to find further and further the structure of the structure, then the global consciousness will somehow search itself ... through you ... through all that join the deep DMT-space, alive or dead ...

It finds its similarity to the mechanics of insects, spiders, snakes ... 'punk-steam-suddenly-space-bending' and 'fractal-eating-shapes'.
(see youtube: moving fractals, mandelbulb, shpongle music videos)

... we become functional of life, can understand the mechanics of swarm intelligence #global-consciousness ...

#DMT shortens the time for evoution

----------

... thousands of creatures wear the DMT molecule as a Tatoo, I meet Shamans from the primordial forests ... who go to the west to cook Ayahuasca for us ... who understands, speaks about the change of consciousness

----------

the biological form of our existence

is projection plane of consciousness ...

this is true, but no one can imagine here something

How to explain the relationship between our reality and the swarm intelligence?

It's like a mixture of Matrix and Avatar. The swarm-intelligence-universe is symbiont, the bodies are host: our Avatar. The brain in the torus-human in a measuring station. We are transmitters, connected with everything. We use life and death to learn.

Man is like the mayfly, like the mosquitoes, dies a thousand times ... until it understands that it is

at the same time the swarm. Space and time and body only auxiliary variables
#how-to-explain-the-portal-of-life

#dmt-and-man-and-insect
to make the deep DMT-space comprehensible, man needs more insight to the world of insects ... but one documentary and some observations are enough

... then every can count up 1 + 1

in some pages therefore a knowledge-cloud about #swarm-intelligence and #man-and-insect ...

#ignorance-and-knowledge

here lies the cracking point of this age
... it's no longer about what you believe
It's about what you know

'Ignorance brings chaos. Not knowledge'  
(Lucy)

suddenly it was clear to me

... how Hildegard-von-Bingen had the most comprehensive knowledge of herbs and healing methods almost 1000 years ago, a knowledge that existed long before her age...

... where all the descriptions about healing stones originating from, without existing studies ...

#Orientation

the swarm intelligence gets now all attention: #speech-to-humanity-snippets
... shortly afterwards, the swarm intellect is revealed by the realm of insects

then follows the second Trojan horse

#speech-to-humanity snippet1

#there-is-Enough-for-Everyone
#no-one-needs-to-hunger
At least 70% of our agricultural cultivation areas are currently used for drinks and meat production. When the System falls, no one has to suffer hunger.

Let’s start seed supplies. Hemp seed e.g., they contain all essential amino-acids, proteins, vitamins, minerals ... a food-complete-package, #all-you-need-food. There are #superfoods which contain a maximum of good substances ...

#superfoods are not only commercial goods - it is also the plants which you almost stumble over: the nettle, dandelion, gierch and birch in our latitudes ...

The human being can run long on #information-fasting: herbs, berries, oil, nuts, honey, raw food - as much as fit into a mouth as a meal, instead of the size of your stomach. #Fractal-fasting: your body gets a thousand times the best information, rejects everything that slags, it detoxifies, heals

'Rats who eat the half, live twice as long'
if you listen to the whole of your life and realize that it is possible, you can activate 'light-food' ... every cell of the body can produce light and convert it into energy.

'in fact, we crossed the desert'

#Healing-for-Everyone
only by #rawfood, only by#pure-spring-water, only by breathing and meditation ... all diseases can be healed. Human body consists of 70% water, 30% minerals. Not of sugar, not of carbohydrates, not of milk.

Your mind can also nourish you ... you can learn to control your metabolism.

by the way, the ratio of elements on earth is the same as in man:
70% water on the planet, the rest is stone, minerals and organic ... filmed from outer-space, the planet breathes through the seasons ... Mother Earth is alive!

----------------------------------
#speech-to-humanity snippet2
the industrial age, the information age... was only our tool,
money an aid, death a disease.

our cells die only as long as they are
still swimming in a dirty water
heals outside heals inside and vice versa

#Metamorphosis-Humanity
Grasshoppers ... transform from the individual ... to a biblical catastrophe ...
just when a critical number of them touches at hind legs. Then they produce Serotonin ... a neurotransmitter similar to DMT.

The sudden serotonin production of grasshoppers triggers their transformation into a 1.5 - ton swarm-creature.

That's how it works! The phase jump and the activation energy. In every organic-biological system this happens, the prophets have felt, has only used strange words. Earth becomes perma-culture - permanent-culture

#Seed-of-Hope
#Light-Bomb
Now comes a new era. We can skip the downfall. Revenge also.

... re-enter the villages, recapture the beautiful places, sprouting the forests and landscapes... as a virus out of nature, docking at the border-zones ...

#How-to-Restore
how human being can live and operate on a planet in a sustainable way, shows the gigantic knowledge of the platforms of change: Transition Movement, Permaculture combined with openSource-Ecology. Since years pre-sorted and summarized for mankind, 'here we get helped'

####################################
on the day the world ends ...

"... there is only an old, gray-haired man, who would be a prophet, and yet he is not
... because 'I'm too busy' he repeats while he plants potatoes"
(Czeslaw Milosz, 1911, edited by Robi and Birgit, Transiton Regensburg)

----------------------------------
#speech-to-humanity snippet2
... the day will come
where all the lands of the earth are free
where everything belongs to everyone
where you no longer have to pay
for your existence
on planet earth

#the-wave-is-coming
#awesome-eats-normal
#LucidDream-is-Prelude

there is a song for this moment

... and on the last day
he just walked out into the sun
he only just
discovered the sun
... on his last day

Moby ft. Skylar Gray - The Last Day
(Citizen Kain Remix)

#ratatatam
... every time I go into the DMT-Space, it's up to me to decide which superhero abilities are being offered to me ... Biofilm is mighty ... back in the 'normal' world, the universal perception stays active (as for Lucy)
... only that thing with the money, we can't let grow ... but we do not need that, we are connected ...

whether with science or poetry,
rhethoric bangs

Image: Earth from the space

what you think, would be going on here
if all would know what is going on here

phantasy for president
this revolution will become a symphony

Planet Earth is a family. Get along with it ...

... I don't want quotes to be quoted as 'by Kess'.
most of the jokes / genius ideas came out of the space with whom I'm connected at any time

#Critical-Mass-Human
Currently at least 5% of humanity are on a similar level of consciousness, the 'critical mass' had been reached 2012 (#2012-year-of-the-change-movie) ... in the last years, networks-of-change connected the clusters...

watch the 4-minute-movie: #four-years-go campaign-youtube ... produced by a capitalist giant, after meeting the #Patcha-Mama-Alliance / #be-the-Change-Initiative

#consciousness-hop
#awake

#mother-earth-fairy
... be with you

---#a-two-stroke
we're the ancient creatures
we don't die

we self-activate
we will light

calling the creatures
the families gather
#open-ancient-eyes

---------------------------
of course was God #megalomaniac ...
and #crazy ... #ingenious
the before and the after
the alpha and the omega

'God has dissolved.
Half in us humans, half in space'
(Anastasia)

'I am efficiency enhancer,
uniquely like nothing else'
... spoke God
'optimist in terms of optimization,
beauty of higher order
which triggers the
... whistling idea of perfection'

'get dissolved you space-blockade'

... and if you pulverize the world beyond the world
... then you are where I am

---------------------------------------------

#live-fractal
functionalize what is going to happen anyway. money isn’t real... will come...

if you need something: ask for it.
linear is boring

---------------------------------------------

... you can continue conversations ...
that begun hundreds of years ago

Just find the market-gap of the market-gaps...
the one that includes all the others ...

Then you are,
what all were looking for: God

'everything your’e looking for, lies inside of you’

the earth is the only planet, not named after a god

---------------------------------------------

#DMT-Joke-of-the-Gods
two gods sitting at the chessboard of the universes ... says one to the other:
'What do you think ... if there is such a baby-universe developing ... in all manifold infinities ... how long does it take until they
get it ... what DMT is?'
'Hm ... at least until ... today

#Bong-is-Education

the #Gene-of-Evolution
it ticks, it clicks
... and it’ll be brilliant
#Adams-Apple


#Swarm-Intelligence-Prelude

if one ant knows, then the ants next door know ...
swarm-intelligence is bird-swarm, fish-swarm, mushroom organism, forest
... connected as a unit

#swarm-intelligence captures knowledge
to which some species
have natural access
Knowledge that is neither taught
nor being screened
'if man wants to develop further, he will have to become friends with the mosquitoes'

'Mosquitoes are like bees. your nectar is blood. put sugar water for them in a plate... and they are not so hungry... to kill-off is not of much use ... they are statistically distributed out there.

Insects and humans are the only two species that are 'left over' on this planet ... all other beasts of the wild have a dwindling population ... the insect is ahead of man's evolution for 300 million of years

---

The fictional PhD Dr. Hellstrom, gives reflected and daring insights to the realm of insects.

he predicted the insect as possibly only surviving species on planet because of its efficiency.

- the Insect

---

'with a 300 million year headstart on man, the insect begins to develop his powers. he dominates the earth and exploits his dominion well. with each new generation come new experiments in shape and function. transforming him into spectres as limitless as the imagination of the insane. ... he and his environment became one'

'without the burden of intellect, emotion or individual identity, these creatures were given something we weren’t: the knowledge that they must work together to create the elusive utopia - the perfect society'

'the harvester ant took the first primitive step towards agriculture. gathering seeds during periods of abundance below ground. where they would provide food for the colony during the months of drought.'

'compared with Man, we have to admit that the insect does not display what we can describe as intelligence. But don't feel too proud about that, because where there is no intelligence, there is also no stupidity'

'In fighting the insect we have killed ourselves, polluted our water, poisoned our wildlife, permeated our own flesh with deadly toxins. The insect becomes immune, and we are poisoned. In fighting with superior intellect, we have outsmarted ourselves'

---

'the living prototype of the computer was designed by nature herself. long before man ... the termite mound... one of the first experiments in social order.... moving through the hidden circuits, a thousand tiny particles of information, organise themselves into a form of indisputable logic. tiny mushrooms are cultivated to supply a never ending supply of food'
'his brain is without a evaluated power. Is has no capacity to reason or hesitate before reacting. Without mans burden to injecting emotion into what he sees... the insect reacts instantaneously. without regret, without regard for any but himself. rather like a primitive computer, able to respond to information at the flick of a switch'

'they come into this world possessing all the knowledge they need for an entire lifetime. none will teach them. none will shelter.

programmed from birth to death, each has inherited the total sum of 300 million years experience. ... he can pull an object a hundred times his weight. jump a distance 50 times his size.'

'when the predators came, he was nowhere to be found ... so artistic his methods of deception, that they would crawl on this body in the very search for prey"

'of the billions of living things on Earth, only Man ponders his existence. His questions lead to torment, for he is unable to accept, as the insects do, that life's only purpose is life itself. '

'... along with one of the oldest souls I know ...

summer evening 2012 in the park ... everywhere mosquitoes ... he is happy about that, says 'you are only hungry' and invites them to eat... during the evening dozens of blood-suckers stich him ... me only three mosquitoes ... without traces.

'You're connected with them, they leave the itchy substance only when they feel aggression' ... while walking home I don't see any swollen spots on his skin

----------------------------------------------------------

#really-crazy

grasshoppers ... are becoming a million-unit ... from the individual to a swarm ...

just when a critical number of them meet.
\cite{wiki:Locust}

then they produce serotonin ... a neurotransmitter, tryptamine, messenger .... what is as well secondary effect of DMT as well as 5-MeO-DMT. \cite{wiki:Serotonin}

now count 1 + 1 together

#rising-up-like-a-phonix-from-the-fire

#nature-tells

'Ants behave like solids and liquids'

#Ant-ball-physics. Enter this in youtube. lol. Brilliant.

Fire-Ants shape sponge-ball, build bridges, Form resillient, intelligent #MicroBot-Units.

#Microbot-Swarm-Intelligence was captured in the Disney-Pixar movie #Baymax movie, the #DMT-Space too.

'Ever wonder how David slew Goliath?
Like the insect, he wasn't afraid to die.'
(Dr. Hellstrom)

#knockout-fear

#------------------------------------------------------------------------------

#human-and-insect2
#Hellstrom-Quotes

'Today, as most other animal species are diminishing in population ... only two are definitely on the increase: man and insect. man because he's the only with the ability to radically change the earth. the insect, because he is the only creature who can adapt to whatever changes man can make. '

'the insect is born with the ability to actually improve upon his own body. when he reaches the limits of his capability, he miracouly transformes into a entirely new being, the miracoulus process of metamorphose. '

#metamorphosis-butterfly

the caterpillar becomes a butterfly as soon as the butterfly-cells reach a critical mass and network in clusters ... before, each generation of the butterfly cells was destroyed by the immune system of the caterpillar
Among them would be left to fight for what remained of the Earth.

I would like to have seen the ironic smile on the creator's face as he gave each creature a different strength, knowing full well that eventually only two among them would be left to fight for what remained of the Earth.'

(Dr. Hellstrom)
multiply, live inconspicuously in mostly remote areas, and are not of economic importance; Gregaries, on the other hand, are grouped together, have a characteristic imitation behavior and a synchronous development and finally migrate from their areas of retreat.'

'Darwin was wrong'
it is the more empathetic one that will survive connected with all others as a unit

#SwarmIntelligence-is-Victory

but the error, should not shrink what he has done for humanity: everyone can imagine something about 'Evolution'. Thank you Darwin ... in the end he was even right, referring to the whole: the stronger was the unity which is about to dismantle from its cocoon

... from this moment on... you form an indestructible unit ...
the insects did long before .... however without empathy ... where is here the logic-loop?
it is, where everyone can decide for himself, whether he is empathic or the opposite. Insects need no empathy, they do not question their actions anyway.

Empathy is the threshold, which at the very least frees the individuals to become swarm-indigenous ...
(see wiki: mirror-neurons, Marau-Emoto-water-memory)

DMT secretion acts like Serotonin
grasshoppers metamorphose swarm.
we do not even have to touch hind legs

... its: Empathy!
Brilliant.

--
... who had more often do with DMT or mind-altering drugs ...
as in womb and dream,
has long been connected with the swarm-intelligence ...

was ridiculed about ... ignored
so our solution was to ignore the system ...
to build a paradise of your own little world ...
until ... the system out there ... just ceases to be ...

#close-eyes-everything-is-well
#reset

#############################

#get-transparent
#swarm-intelligence-you
#swarm-intelligence-and-worldlines

... if you were mapping your world line / the pattern you are going to travel in space-time, what would it be?

-> labirinth, shoe-boxes in qubic cities, time-tables, weekly schedules, office, hierachies

-> veins, flows, fractals, circles, pulses, lunar-cycles, effects, creation, , lunar-cycles ...
---
#live-within-the-geometry-of-nature

google records the worlds of all smartphone users ...
our grandchildren will be able to see the #Grand-Transformation as an animation on the world map
#transforming-cities
#workshop-in-clairvoyance
#metabolise-the-system

-----------------------------------------------

#swarm-intelligence-offtopic
... and now it becomes clear to me ... I remember more and more ... back to the inspiring moments with teachers in my school ... I have to update from 500 to 5000 in #there-is-no-authorship (at the end of the book)

... we all write about it ... at this work

tthank you for ... thousands of deep-soul-connections
with so beautiful beings, danced, fascinated, moved ... forever entangled

if you encountered thousands of beings ... you have enough measurement points ... to map consciousness

#bam-oida

---

#swarm-intelligence-and-candies-in-the-glass

a researcher put hundreds of candies into a glass in order to let people estimate how many sweets are in a glass. It was 4115. Only 4% of the people were close to the number, not one was right. On average, however, the estimated value deviated only by 0.1% from the 'real number'

(\cite{specrum-der-wissenschaft-schwarmintelligenz})

'... you know how stupid ants are?
... they all fall into a glass of honey
... and wanna know how stupid man is?
... he throws the honey away'

#beyond-edge

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

#Overall-overview-LucidDream

a overview that is not bad, was to be found within the first 10 pages as well as on the green pages before the world formula:

#Guide-through-folded-rooms, around page xx

--------------------------------

#Jumper

#Exit

so here there is an exit option ...

who for the first time has enough of decoding-the-universe, jumps back into our here and now ...

... to the #living-swarm-ingelligence of people who have gathered in harmony on Earth for over 40 years #Rainbow-Movement (in about xx pages later)

... or to the second #speech-to-humanity / #problemSolved... or skip about 51 pages to the #Conference-of-Underground (from ca p. xxx)

... this falls into a black hole - here the writer became clear that the world will soon experience 'the wave'

... here it runs cold and warm through my back, we are looking forward to it ...

after the #Final-Humanity, follows the #index-stop for the last-third (approx. p. xxx)

and something to #have-a-breather

... who, however, is not yet overwhelmed...

gets in the next xx pages explained:

the human metamorphosis,
the union of creation, evolution and religion,
the meaning of life and the evolution of god

#pass-the-border

#beyond-edge

#world-formula-evolution

... in DaVincis circle fits much more variation than
... skin colors

Insects would say we all look all alike

... Insects, on the other hand, are 'spectres as limitless as the imagination of the insane' (Dr. Hellstrom)

... after the #Grand-Tansformation, Haeckel's #Artforms-of-Nature-Epos can be completed ...

the human being is a transformer / shape-shifter
(Here it does not need on picture, movies have seeded enough pictures)

in #DaVincis-Man-in-Circle is the spiral, the golden section, the circle and the torus included
#world-formula-applied

a human being is a fractal-organic-act-of-art
in the perfect DaVinci-Circle

humanoid can fuse
with all surrounding life completely

there is no DaVinci-Circle for animals.
man is a circle.
can connect with everything that lives

you are what you eat, it heals you what is alive
------------------------------------------

#animals-are-space-filling
animals are the most beautiful 'space-fillers', the human being is a circle.
Animals also have torus shape and consist of fractal-organic-life.

but a penguin is rather a sweet way of a developed cactus, a horse can not do a cartwheel... the monkey is the next candidate for the circle.

#Monkey-dmt-Human
the monkey is only an approximate to circle, he walks bent, has
not the posture like a tree ... he has not yet functionalized the first circle: the fire.

Fire extracts, concentrates, smokes
... provides information from plants.
Information-> Evolution

our ancestors had at some time the idea to cook two completely different plants in one pot (#Ayahuasca) ... and doing it again and again until today ...
until enough information has been collected that the evolutionary-jump can happen

we are shape-shifter
... incredible ... the logic that writes itself

#############################
#world-formula-evolution
#metamorphosis-human

... take a breath ...
timeout
wtf - what the fuck?

#Metamorphosis-how-to
the last page has also amazed the writer
... that metamorphoses are possible was clear to me for a long time: when you have wounds, they provide you with information about everything they can shape in the dmt-space, if you don't led them close ... treatment like medical honey, golden-henbane-oil and spiderwebs on wounds ... answers in the dmt-space how it feels if the cells reproduce differently ...can adapt dna-transformations... tells you how wing-sockets or spider-weaving-glands would feel ...

by reporting this, I would not had been taken seriously... but suddenly #Shape-Shifter does not follow from my #DMT-experience, but from #worldformula-applied to Human

------------------------------------------

#pass-the-border
#evolution-by-plants

we carry on, with something that did not want to be illuminated at this point:
Information about #drug-fine-structure ...

#DMT is elegant as a 'ancient-medicine' and 'bodys-own' substance... to withdraw from the 'prejudice-focus' / damnation
but the rest of drugs / mind-altering things
is a jungle ...

yet, #evolution-by-plants can not to be dismissed ... the lighting of what was
forbidden leads to the
greatest finding so far

... we had forgotten our 'Creation-Quest' ...

#here-it-bangs

#evolution-by-plants
#nature-tells

Everything that grows on planet Earth carries information

Not everyone 'tolerates' any active substance, one must consider
interactions, recommend drug-wikis ...

Everything that expands consciousness is part of the awakening of mankind

#LSD / #Psilocibin from mushrooms / #Meskalin from cactus is something
like the entrance into the rabbit hole - the discovery and dissolve of your
existence to infinity

#THC from cannabis heals numerous diseases, relaxes and condenses creative
cross-connections

#fly-agaric-mushroom, is where the fabulous creatures live ... how everything
scales bigger and smaller... shows Alices travel trough the rabbit-hole
(Alices-Adventures-in-Wonderland is inspired by a fly-agaric-mushroom trip)

---

be aware, from here on, a careless dosage can end in poison ... is like collecting
mushrooms ... get informed.. Poisonous plants are always also medicine

Mushrooms naturally create a swarm-character ...

---

they are the largest networked organism
and extend over half-the-size-of-continents

#Nightshadow-plants such as #Henbane, #Alraun, #Thorn-Apple,
#BellaDonna, #Spotted-Hemlock ... are poisonous, do not want to be eaten...
however, in oil / salves or homoeopathic doses, it is medicine

Look at the microscope image of the #Angels-Trumpet and you understand
why it is almost impossible to escape from its universe of mania

'one negative thought ... is worse than all
drugs of the world that you can blast' (Deer, 2012)

... i don`t need drugs anymore
just because i`ve got names for my states

the psycho-active ingredients of nature were necessary ingredients for
expansion of consciousness in which all
of them are evolved
... a large part of art, films, music ... has been created under influence of
psychoactive dope ...

time for a differentiation of substances ,
that decryts fine-structure ...
look at what is alive/ what destroys

harmful are most chemically synthesized substances, including many
industrial medicine
some contribute to stupidity, indifference, and disease

while others activates consciousness and heal

... an insight provides ...
the #fine-structure-of-drugs

#no-plant-is-illegal
#drug-education-instead-ignorance
the artist Sarah Schönfeld dripped drugs and substances on a paper and placed them under microscope. The pictures explain the condition and effect.

Thanks Sarah, thanks Berghain, thanks Fusion, thanks Eclipse, thanks Alice, thanks festivals, thanks clubs and subculture, thanks Rave & GOA ...

for evolving revolution

Microscope Images:
Adrenaline: a pumping organ
Coffeine: antenna-bowl
LSD: fractal-coloful-intense
Melatonin: white noise, Hormone controls falling asleep
DMT: a fractal-meshwork
Angels-Trumpet: a closed deep-black circle
Speed: itchy and a lot
Cocaine: ice surface with self-focus
Ketamine originally a narcotic, 'Keta-Hole' enclosed by crystals
Heroin: extremely captured

---

#to-know-or-not-to-know
#understanding-drugs
the last page: microscope images of substances, is one of the pages that had been in struggle with itself, whether it should be in the book and whether at this position, here we have life and death on one page ...

heroin, cocaine, speed, ketamine can contribute to addiction, damage your life patterns, drive you forever into madness ...

but the images decrypt information

everything that has a fractal-organic-fine structure, points to living information ...

anything that has hard inner or outer edges, linear, hardened structures is not to consume at all or only with caution

not all chemically generated substances are harmful, so it is with LSD ...
... it generates no addiction behavior, reveals understanding... but can also trigger psychoses ... a 'trip sitter' and information is recommended

#drugs-and-me
I am grateful, for chemical drugs that have shown my body and mind what else can be going on, how manifolded and amazing life can be ...

... that this stuff also costs your body something... you get to know, and yet its like the damage sugar does ... we are in life to learn

PS: the most beautiful tip I ever heard about drugs ... came from a drug-therapist... if you're done with DMT 'what finishes' ... then you only need 4 times a year to take drugs:
- at HolyNight MDMA
- in the spring a nature mushroom-trip experience
- in the summer a trip (LSD) on a Psytrance / GOA Festival
- in autumn: 5-MeO-DMT - as a re-connection to God

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

ALICE - create a free wonderland

'get to know the rules
in order to know
how to break them correctly'
#be-one-step-ahead

of course God has
ceased smoking weed
... once he loved it,
thats why he designed
this beautiful plant too
the nature on this planet depicts everything that exists in the universe ... that is the logical consequence of the fractal structure of the universe, of life. each fragment in the fragment again contains all the information ... the human being is meter
everything that could increase consciousness by living information was forbidden ... but words can convey the same as a drug experience: sharing effect
as soon as human beings understand the meaning of plants and effects ... all our problems are solved
... and you don’t need to anyone anymore
#Knowledge-is-Power

it is dead which was forgotten
it dies what does not develop further
it is born what is found

#plants-are-universe
the totality of all plant and body-active substances is the universe, infinity, God.
God has planted to learn for himself what else is possible ... man was only the beginning of the idea
... as soon as we describe with words and decipher what we have planted ...
the evolution follows
... of God himself

and here it recurs to me: History-of-Creation: Mission to Adam: Give the animals and plant names ... lol, that is it ... we have given chosen names, but a name is only a name, if it is fullfilled with meaning and effect.

... we have labeled the plants, organics and substances, but the description of their effect has been neglected and forbidden ... man was only the beginning. God has disappeared, waiting as a 'whistling idea' ... to get started with the eighth day of creation
#god-is-whistleblower

at present, only our industrial production and our toxified environment keeps us in the fog... instead of plants and herbs, we treat our bodies with chemical substances and addictions that cause illness ... otherwise, we can de-toxify, practice to transform our DNA, re-develop reality, upgrade physics ... play God... read the Anastasia stories and ask yourself, whether that is really just a story

Anastasia, a indigenous woman of the Siberian taiga, is not only capable of super-powers, she also manages teleportation and adaptation of all surrounding nature ... and explains how it works. emphasizes she is just a human being living in forest .... as a reaction, schools with 'paranormal' children arise .... in Russia, a movement is triggered

it was necessary to think that this is a nonsense, call the followers a sect ... otherwise your reality will stop. The books are free in the net, Vladimir Merge, a russian business-man is the author, he tells his private story: the encounters with Anastasia
... here the Anastasia Volumes can be found online in english:
http://galaxiengesundheitsrat.de/forum/topics/anastasia

#Impact-Books on nature and life will fulfill the mission of language
(Describe your environment! ... in the beginning, the environment of man was full of nature = life = information)
this is how the chapter
#drugs-fine structure and #evolution-by-plants
is officially legitimated ... look closely ...
knowledge is power

creation, evolution and the meaning of our existence ...
maximizes itself here

I now realize that the concept of 'God' is more meaningful than i had thought ...
now that I understand it
... just had to break with all beliefs

(in this respect, I prefer at least from here the term #sacred-geometry ... this carries more effect than just #nature-geometry, so it shall be 'holy')
go-and-say-thanks ...and it comes back.. that was the world-formula
it feels as if I conclude peace on this day with my origin ... the faith in God becomes the knowledge of God ... if my parents please get to read these lines ... we are in peace ... thank you Mom, thank you Dad, thank you Timon thank you for everything ... I love you #beauty-of-cry

#understand-life
#sacred-geometry gets instantly visible
by plants that psycho-active consciousness
this is not hallucination
but information

Image: DaVinci-Human-Circle with flower-of-life, sacred-geometry
'... can you FEEL the power?'
(thas how the Esoterics were kidded... in rationalwiki.org rationalwiki.org/wiki/Sacred_geometry)

#Orientation
... the next few pages is something like that:
#Magic-School-for-God ... and there is still a superlative
#go-beyond-the-border-of-the-border
... who has enough of this stuff here,
jumps about xx pages forward into 'real-life':
#living-swarm-human, #Rainbow-Movement

'Do not blame me for not being able to forget our last meeting in the moon.'

it is time
that mankind knows what Salvia Divinorum is
Salvia Divinorum is the clearest information of nature that we live in a fractal-enfolded-multiverse, where space and time are relative.

...I'm so excited about Stephen Hawkings reply to this...
oh yes, he already has:
#Quantum-Creation and #M-Theory

...next we compare Hawking's hyperspace theories and trip-reports of Salvia Divinorum

---

there are no physical side effects or counter-indications, it is used like DMT therapeutically for the relief of addictions,\cite{book:hawking encyclopedia}
Salvia Divinorum was long legal

--------------------------------------

#Hawking-M-Theory
...from the Magazine 'Focus-Wissen'

#Quantum-Gravity-and-M-Theory
"the physicist {Stephen Hawking] turned to a special kind of quantum-gravitation, the so-called M theory. The name stands for membrane, mother (of all theories), magic, mystery, or matrix. It is derived from string-theory, describing particles describe as mini- filiform structures of 10^-33 (one millionth of a billionth of a billionth of a millimeter) centimeters that vibrate like the string of a instrument. But their equations yield a space-time with ten spatial dimensions and one time-dimension, which goes far beyond the intimate three dimensions of our cosmos. The additional dimensions should be folded in a space of the size of a string. Such an invisibly tiny six-dimensional-ball would be attached to every space-point of the cosmos. Big bang would haved unfolded only four dimensions.

their cosmos is populated by higher-dimensional structures, such as oscillating two-dimensional membranes, called 'Branen' by the cosmologists. For them, the third dimension would be a 'hyperspace', in which many of the small frisbee-slices could fly around without ever meeting each other. Similarly, 3-D clumps could drift through a four-dimensional space and so on.'

#Quantum-Creation
'perhaps our whole universe is nothing but a big 3-D-Bran floating in a four-dimensional hyperspace. And maybe it's in it not alone. the quantum mechanics allows, that seemingly out of the nothing Branes jump out and disappear again.

'Such a Quantum-Creation is similar to the formation of steam bubbles in boiling water,' says Hawking, 'some collapse again, others expand as we did in our universe'. Thus other cosmoses could arise infinitely, each with its own physical laws. Like islands in an ocean they lie in the multiversum. For the coalesced there are 10^500 solutions, each of which may describe its own universe. "

Source: Stephen Hawkings 70.Geburtstag: Genie auf Augenhöhe mit Einstein, Michael Odenwald, Focus-Online, 2012

--------------------------------------

here you can get a deep insight into the structure of space-time-energy

#effect-of-a-black-hole
.. at the 'border' / event-horizon of a black hole in universe, the space-time is torn apart, it bends infinitely, the gravitation is maximum ... everything that was real before, stops there, gets dismembered \cite{book:hawking universe-in-a-nutshell}

... simmilar is the effect of Seer's Sage / Salvia Divinorum

#Salvia-Effect
- your dimensionality decreases to 0, then 1, 2, 3 ... this keeps looping
- you forget instantly everything, forgot that you smoked Salvia or even being human... to breath is the first memory
- a feeling like waking up from a dream that before was your life ... the world before is not accessible
- Space, time and sound 'hang', loop through you ... Déjà-vu-Scenes ...
  perspective switches, being object, body parts are literally memories
- space-time gets a continuum of the past / present / future simultaneously
- Optics of membrane structure, film-layers, two-dimensional surfaces and fractal patterns
- Body feeling tearing, pulling, twisting
- overlapping realities to the perception of being at the same time in several places
- when you close your eyes, you see for the first time in your life: black mass ...
  a deep-dark, soothing place
- a feeling that everything will get normal maybe, euphoria and shocked-incredibleness alternate

\cite{wiki:SalviaDivinorum}

... only an echo of the perception in the #salvia-space remains in active memory ... it reminds you forever what fractal dimensions, black hole, forgetting, t-0, dark black mass ... are ... how it felt

a 'Trip-Sitter' / a friend who is present or a note that reminds you that everything is good, is recommended

#################################################

as soon as we realize the name Salvia Divinorum, discover the truth in 'Divinorum' ... theories about multiverses, strings and quantum creation are proved
now you know, where #god, wants to level next ...

your body is the perfect meter
for everything you have to know in life
and in universe

everyone is an observer and measuring-instrument in one because a closed torus
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#################################################
... an approach that would have been erased long ago if it didn’t have so much potential to be true

it was enough that a mini-mini fraction of us, educated themselves ... in the deepest mysteries of the universe ... what is true, sooner of later shines ... becomes light

#Light-can-not-not-light

----------------------------------------------

... what is funny about SalviaDivinorum is that every time at the beginning of the journey a feeling emerges, which happens to everyone who plays God with Salvia:

'WHY did I put myself here again. Surely other people don't go through this' (bemeda)

and here is the portal:
as soon as you deeply accept that the old reality is just forgotten and is no longer accessible ...
you dive into a deep cosmic flow

#how-to-explain-portal-of-god

of course God has broken his own rules

that's how you generate the generator

#Orientation

the next two pages now go deeply over the edge of universe ... because this book is also read by a lot of people, who long before knew everything up to this page ... follows the

#networking-of-gods-brain / #get-clever-by-salvia

the 'Salvia Universe' becomes accessible when you set an anchor that reminds you of how to get through the portal: release-ego

here, the awakened also learns: #immortality

(in sense of infinite self-preservation)

#Salvia-deep-matter

... having a nice Salvia trip?

here follow impressive insights from the dmt-nexus.me forum

https://www.dmt-nexus.me/forum/default.aspx?g=posts&m=294309

there they have researched for years, what we can only decipher together ...

'in my experiences with Salvia there is a recurring moment early in the experience. The 'Oh, right, this part again' bit. I call it 'the swamp', and for some people they just fly over it or take another route altogether and just blast right off. I always, always have a strong thought in there along the lines of 'WHY did I put myself here again? Surely other people don’t go through this?'

For me there's a stage which is almost exactly the same every time, a point where I begin to hive and split into a multitude, and all of my senses and thoughts and memories are cross-wired. The walls are memories, my body is splitting into a 2D bristling fractal but I'm also my car from 1988, voices and prickling, bristling, hot hiving somatic dismantling. It's like I'm experiencing somehow every single piece of my ego, all of my memories and psyche and understandings swirling amongst my cells - I have a problem inhabiting the 'experiencer's seat', which is the true nature of ego death - leaving behind that hellish somatic swamp in favor of a higher seat in which you can 'watch' it from above by letting go of it all - leaving it all below.

[... ] I meditated going into Salvia country for an hour. There was a frightening moment when I realized, 'I don't want to be here - I want to go back' but I didn't know what 'back' was or what I used to be. I had no memory of smoking salvia or even being a human. All I knew was that, at some point, somehow coming into this new form, I changed, and a door shut behind me, and now I'm in. This was all I needed - it was perfect for me, in fact. I immediately let go and was washed into a deep cosmic stream.

----------------------------------------------

#how-to-explore-portal-of-god
#Salvia-Universe-Knowledge
be prepared to just ACCEPT. That's my biggest advice for having a positive experience - and there is definitely tremendous positivity available with this plant. Accept whatever happens and welcome it. It may feel like YOU are being brought into ITS realm but also remember that what you're exploring is also your own mind's experience. Bring a deep state of warm acceptance to whatever the plant has to show you, however strange or somehow traumatic it might be. It's okay to be nervous. Once the trip reaches a certain point that won't matter anymore - you're in a new space which demands your attention.

I wish you the best of luck in your journeys. I look forward to hearing back about what you discover!' (bemeda, 2011)
‘doesn't it seem to loop and/or fold itself endlessly into some sort of timeless continuum, whereby past-present-future are one phenomenon?’ (Rising Spirit, 2011)

to get into the multi-dimensional space, let the ego go, there is a point of 'nothing' behind your eyes / behind you're awareness:

'there seems to be a 'hole' in the back (or center?) of the mind, in the middle of this primal awareness. Try focusing on the nothingness behind your eyes (or awareness). Target and narrow in on the infinite point of being, letting everything else fall away. Let go of everything. Beyond the singular point of consciousness, I feel, lies ego-death and the multi-dimensional space.' (MySmelf, 2011)

'Baby steps for the humanoids, eh?’

##############################################################################

#expand-the-realm
one possibility to give an ingenious thought space and development ... it is to minimize addictions ... to stop everything to zero ... then you are in the space where there is no time ... and the thought certainly much longer than you ...

#############################################################################

#Evolution-of-Universe

and here is a circular correlation between DMT, Salvia and the Universe ...

#universe-wants-through-the-eye-of-a-needle

in short:
the universe as a whole longs for the zero.
for Salvia ... just a global-release of ego.

It was in this stage of the universe that it put death to understand the reproduction of life

#Orientation
on the next page, you will learn why
Gor Timofey pulverized the plans for this book
and why the fairy had to adapt the work

... the hippies from next door had written a note, who else talks about the 'new age' ... the message-in-a-bottle arrived

it follows the jump into the portal:
combine DMT with Salvia
#god-in-black hole

##############################################################################

#consciousness-records_dark-matter
Summer16, during a #dmt-siesta in my tree-tent
... 'the zero. the zero, ratatam tatam the zero' ... all the trees around me sung and drummed ... suddenly the meaning of all plants on planet this enlightened within forest
... and a deep longing for the zero-point, especially in terms of Salvia ... a bottleneck for consciousness

I was in the deep-dmt-space, where you are maximally connected with everything ...

I was nested in the middle of three trees, in a hovering tree-tent ... looking at the city ... was allowed to see how the system out there is spider-webed, spun-like, how it is disintegrated insect-like ... the industrial-system was folded into
itself, as click-clack-ratat mechanics ... how it will work with the transformation ... the metamorphosis and cleaning of planet

that all space-creatures are up in arms, like the animals foreseeing a storm ... pawing a with the hoofs, drumming ... while being so glad about it ... we want to get started ... but stop, there was still something that holds us back ... not yet now ... we are not ready ... true, myself would love to see a beloved again ... carry on with construction-plans for my trailer in the other reality ... and the others also had something to do ... harrrr ... but soon ... very soon

... it asks me if I could not have been God? ... because he can not be found ... I laughed and deflected, said there must be someone else ... understood the echo that 'god' has left in space

most striking was a strong longing for the information of Salvia Divinorum ... not from me, but from all the consciousness of nature ...

---------------------------------

#dmt-deep-space
but what was really no longer 'normal' was, that the deep-dmt-space had not stopped after hours ... shortly afterwards it was clear to me that it would not stop anymore ... unless I died ... or Salvia ... Salvia longing and the knowledge that you come back ... and I laughed, how could it have been otherwise, then I'm just dying on a sunny Friday afternoon .... I only want to clean my trailer ... everything should be nice ... and with each further hour it became clear that it is now slowly leaving ... around midnight I was back in 4D normal world.

#with-open-eyes
this experience is one of the reasons why I recognize Gor Timofey Rassadin as a speaker-of-truth (lately discovered in Feb17) ... he origins absolutely from the same energy as me ... his work is the completion of my symphony, it was already before mine written. There are many more composers of the wave ...
... they become light NOW

... my next day was thrown out of the ground, everything went strange, the stove did not want to burn for 6 hours, children sick, things forgotten ...

Murphys.law wanted to happen, was funny ...
... the more energetic and balanced one finds itself again

#############################################################################

#Portal-of-God
the call for Salvia in the DMT-Space provides the instruction for an experiment: what happens if you combine deep-DMT-Space experience with Salvia-Divinorum?

... in the DMT-Space, you are connected with all swarm intelligence, you see the perfection and structure of things, maximum-multi-layer perception and then the jump into the black hole?
... with the key: release-ego

combining Salvia with DMT is a YES to the question: 'couldn’t you have been God? ’ ... one faces the evolutionary wish ... go through the black hole, try not to forget and let everyone learn ...
both can be combined without any problems, both substances have a healing effect on many body-systems

... yet a companion / friend is recommended, as a reminder in the Salvia universe of what you wanted to do there (never tested with a second person) ...
or a note where you captured your intentions

similar to the #DMT-Space, the #DMT-Salvia-Portal can be described with terms of biology and physics ...

we find all the mechanisms of life as a similarity-mapping in nature

#############################################################################

#unlock-basic-knowledge-evolution
if you have understood the 'essence of the one', you can divide your cells so that they conserve their whole information
so far everything has been submerged in and around us in rather unconscious evolution ... through many deaths, through much experience change happed, all passively ...

for the swarming intelligence of the universe it is something different ... it works only if self-aware: the evolution of God / one / perfection lies in the fact that it first self-conscious-understands the dmt-space... and, secondly, that it is followed the call of zero ... the space of Oblivion, the lowest dimension ...the consciousness there ... levels due to the experience of the experience of all before it

the tips from the dmt-nexus.me forum to SalviaDivinorum, are actually the key ... as a fish jumping out of its pool for the first time

This is the portal

In the deepest dmt-space, the call for Salvia is very noisy ... a desire to return from where it came ... (therefore, at first moment the intense question: 'WHY did I put myself here again ... ') ... the universe is longing for evolution

---
#our-reality-memory

to get not lost ... in the black hole of forgetfullness, it needs a material 'remembering-reality'

... because without a touchable 4D reality, without bodies, which can metabolize and reduce the effect of substances... the consciousness of 'a Creato'r couldn’t escape from oblivion, could never learn ...

-----------------------------------

You are an explorer
and you represent our species
Terence McKenna

#theory-and-proof

it is an approach ... it will trigger several consciousness astronauts who will describe more detailed ... what will soon all know ... with dmt-salvia-experience, the words of Gor Timofey and similar divined beings of our time are filled with deepest meaning


#the-tale-of-life-in-motion-pictures

the artist Sphongle has produced what i try to explain with words - in music videos:

youtube: Tickling the Amygdala / the sixth / seventh Revelation / god particle

... how cell division of the whole feels ... how the hyperspace looks ... what suddenly-everywhere means ... the artists catches ... the way he composes images and sound is brilliant-fractal-information about the structure of life

#Jumper

have a break ... e.g. with the cloud #just-like-that, or #silence... at p. xxx+

-----------------------------------

#Index-Stop
#Guidepost-for-Final

here the book of books unfolds ... we landed in the most winding corner of the corner

... two ways of explanation

#Story-telling- Universe

the Salvia universe tells you about its diversity in the oldest language of universe, in stories of pictures

... let the eighth day of creation been told to you .. you become an #Astronaut -
> the #Tale-of-Life

Alternative:
to whom this is too much out of touch, can get the logic by language of biology similar things can be described with similar

-> #Biology-in-Hyperspace
  - here, research expands consciousness

---
... who drive to the borders of madness by this, uses the

### Exit
after the Tale-of-Life | Biology-lessons-for-God ... in xx pages follows the reality:
swarm-intelligence-human, rainbow-movement, species-appropriate-livestock

#world-formula-self-consistency
Remember: if the world formula is the world formula, it can be applied to everything (#world-formula-self-consistency, pxx)

if it is true that circle, spiral, tours = sacred-geometry, fractals, zero and infinity = black-holes ... describe all life / all nature... then a truth that is found in any fractal fragment of nature, can be automatically transferred to all other fractal scales

... an immortal cell would therefore derive an immortal human being, this again an immortal universe ... which has just as many reproductive options as a cell ...

#learning-creation
here we arrived in the deepest box in the box ...
psychoactive ingredients in nature trigger an evolution of global consciousness ...

in the Final is captured how a universe learns its own reproduction cycle, how you can understand and control the reproduction of your cells. ... the cell division ... that is the moment of creation ... as well for universes ...

the story of universe is that we learn how reproduction and creation works ... not by sexual-act but by cloning, cuttings, seeds ... life-generating mechanisms ... it has needed many people who try, communicate and learn

----------------------------------------

#prelude-Final
#DMT-Salvia-Recording

sound-in-ear: ... of course, you are also your mother, your father, everything you ever have seen and experienced is everything: you

... the totality of the universe can be projected on you, that is the special thing about man, the combination of Torus, the One and the Zero

... the structure of all life, of all universes and dimensions: is Fractal ... the fragment as the whole, the whole in a fragment

... God is in you, you mapped the whole, the whole mapped you

... crazy is now normal. now go through the portal ...

#Tale-of-Life-foreword
#Note-for-Astronauts
be prepared that your dimensionality can be reduced to 1 ... your body feeling can be unpleasantly tearful
... accepting that the old world is no longer there is necessary to dive into the cosmic-river

#reality-loose-is-reality-gain
#magic-works-only-if-you-forget-what-was-before

#Portal-and-LucidDream
Portal means you leave one world to get into another ... this is what everyone does daily to sleep ... the most are just unconscious and fogged in dream ...
Salvia is a portal - you forget everything, your consciousness is scattered ... if you are now aware of your senses, then that is by definition a lucid dream ... showing you how to control life (german word is KlarTraum=ClearDream)

(note: Lucid Dream = you will be aware in the dream that you are dreaming - from the moment you can control the dream)
\cite{wiki:Lucid-Dream}

---

many use Salvia as a short form for Salvia Divinorum

----------------------------------------
Salvia is very forgetful ... and at the same time infinite
1=0

... how does a black hole feel? here all information is 'lost', time and space-dimensions are canceled

'Do not blame me for not being able to forget our last meeting in the moon.'
(Pony on a rainbow)

the joke laughs on so many levels

the active ingredient in Salvia Divinorum is one of the oldest of the multiverse ... it clones ... preserves its genetic information

just as same as Salvia behaves in nature, so is her effect:
(yes, Salvia is a 'she' / female-like, there originates the relation to the Virgin Mary)

... we show the cell dividers what cloning means ... as soon as the beings can write notes and understand the meaning of the names of the plants

#Sage-of-the-Diviners, #Ska-María-Pastora, #Seers-Sage, #Yerba-de-la-Pastora

you almost given me more names than God ... I am the mother of all gods ... and will through you become my mother ... so the circle closes ... in you ... in me ... in all ... U-N-I-T-Y

---
... the more we share and network our experiences in the space of swarm-intelligence,
the more we can re-construct information.

########################################

#Salvia-recipe-portal
- go behind the 'point of awareness'
- release-ego
- accept whatever

there is a 'hole' behind 'where you are aware' that lies behind the eyes ... at this 'event horizon of your inner black hole' ... you need to dissolve all awareness to infinity, drop everything ... behind this singularity-point of consciousness, lies the ego-death ... and the multi-dimensional space

there is an uncomfortable part of the experience, if you do not let go, only a fraction of effect remains .. and the journey and explanation of all dimensions stay hidden
(from the dmt-nexus.me forum: having a nice salvia trip?)

you will forget yourself ... and regain yourself.
find everything again ... it is portal ... wormhole to the chessboard of the gods ... it answers there the oldest questions... you answer it ... for all-of-us at the same moment
#level-up
#Diviners-Sage

#waking-is-falling-asleep-in-reversed-order

----------------------------------------------------------

#Tale-of-Life

#Journey-through-Wormhole
i thank for my existence ... to leave it now ... go straight where you know nothing anymore

... waking in the 'swamp' you just ask yourself 'Why this now again'... and understand any moment more how space and every layer of this reality is composed ... how it is interwoven ... biofilm and hyperspace

... in the mirror my body is half there, half in the living room of my parents ... my perspective through many crystal eyes scattered in my home ... let-go, fall ... meet in the moon
... there is no 'i'

#record-joke-of-the-gods
sound-in-ear: hey, are you aware about
... that we had to develop everything so far ... that there exist 'pens' and 'notes' and 'letters'
... so that you can remember what OTHERS
have found out ...

#Logic-loop-reminder-in-oblision
... hâ? ... don't you even forget what 'reading' is?
... absolutely, most of the experience through Salvia one will forget every note
and everything learned
... but it has effect 'blindly', because you wrote it shortly before and you were
willing... the pure fact of its existence is enough... it is like with the cheat-sheet
we used in school to pass exams... when you didn't had to use them

#Salvia-cheat-sheet
#instantaneous-information


#death-and-evolution
#DMT-Salvia-record

because there exists no non-sense, death is also useful.
had been. when the meaning of death has been fulfilled
... then he can go
we e called it the devil, yet it was just the stubborn-child / the terrible twos, the
stylebreak in Eve ... that questioned her thoughts

Paradise ... all delicious, perfect ... she looks at the belladonna ... God has only
forgotten to explain what poison is, he could not do it ... because he had dissolved
... all that remained was an echo of sacred-geometry, which he spanned when
gave birth to us ... the resonance frequencies of the One, the circle ... once
everything was light

... why is there something that triggers death ... in nature?
... because otherwise the whole story would not set in motion ...

#chess-board-of-multiverse
PS: The creation-mission about giving the things around you names, gaining
information, was also adressed to you personally ... to each cell personally ... you
are Adam ... you are Eve

... it's a game ... in every life, it asks you again:

well, will we find out how we become immortal this time? ... look around you, use
nature ... the information was only forgotten ... until language got function ... and
your age got brain ... welcome to the chessboard of multiverse
#Mama-Versum

-----------------------------------------------

#Tale-of-Life
... combine DMT with Salvia that is portal
memories are walls, you are a multidimensional membrane existence ... you are
the consciousness of your cells
... through all scales of time (#time-travel-included)

now dive into the cosmic river
laugh about, remembering it...
that you forget everything

... we have planted everything / crystallized my means of sacred-geometry what
the infinity has to offer in diversity ...

DMT so important than mankind becomes brain ... brain of the universe ... that
understands that the universe can be a resonance ... to perform its own cell
division ... at this very moment everything in this sphere
... has to forget 'Ego', experience what DMT and Salvia - the driving forces of
evolution - have taught us

One man alone can’t comprehend SalviaDivinorum ... but many together can ...
we are a termite-mound... soon there is a cell division of the universe ... we clone
ourselves, all the light and the love ... shape the echo for the new Bible / DNA that
will form in the new baby universe / new cell

Level Up... now the 'Q-Raum' ala StarTrek is unlocked
(the 'Q' had been the allmighty-Creatures)
... your existence is not bound
... your cells understand vibration
... space-time is consciousness

that's it, #keep-it-simple

so it feels alike ... you'll forget the most
... but something in the room says: hey, you’ll learn that

#DMT-Salvia-recording

in the next universe you will also forget what was before ... it’s clear, we just cancel the space-time structure when we clone the energy of our universe ...

how-to-clone, we learn through Salvia ... every cell is split up like you now ... in every moment the space inside you clones, re-produces ... make something out of it ...

the way your perception is multiplied in membranes and strings ... corresponds to the understanding of the structure of the structure ... of life. ... that we wanted to find in this universe, that was the question, which has stretched all our existence

‘... what if a thought ... spans an entire universe’

one thought ... until he hears an echo ... unites ... dissolves (and takes you back into our remembrance-reality) ... while the new-born universe / cell perceives everything we are ... our total- swarm-intelligence-DNA ... only that it can not yet speak and constantly forgets and dies ... but it will learn ... and will be like us ... spoke the 1

there is no non-light ... light can not be non-shining ... energy can not non-exist, the maximum zero is the unity in transcendence ... the unity that just has forgotten together. So, now you know my child ... for that you will never forget ... never-give-up

now we finally stored it to consciousness ... even a thousand movies arise from it ... even a thousand universes ... the box of Pandora transform to Pangea - one planet - one universe - one multiverse ...

wished you a lot of fun in the next age ... you have mastered the game ... unlocked the bonus level: paradise-in-you, paradise-on-earth ... until we have recovered from the shock, from the trauma that was before ... good morning God

we really tried to tell you. in the movies that say that there are magicians and fabulous beings ... all the psychadelic art has meaning ... but without our child ‘the science’, we would still been treated as crazy for1000 years and burned ... yes, so many heroes of your youth have lived ... you were already in their film ...

everything is picture

#Final-derivation-of-immortality

note: hm, how this works with immortality = cloning = loss-free copying of all information should work, is only visible in post-processing:

Light that tries to turn off, triggers life ... because light / energy must not be lost ...

of course ... and the preservation of life consists of propagation which is coded in the golden section: the phi, for it simply describes the logical sequence of reproduction ... a pattern

This would mean: ... a cell that cancels its consciousness ... creates oblivion / dissolves / transcends ... clones itself

... phi -> 0 -> phi + phi ... that is the definition of re-creation of perfection, thus re-creation ... fascinating

... this is still a small side-note, because it would be too incredible, it this simply is the secret of immortality

... and it says: 'of course it must have been so, otherwise life would be lost’ ... so Salvia tries to pull us into the black hole ... to teach us this ... realy crazy

#Tale-of-Life

you are space-filler ... in the geometry of a space, which is freely movable

---

#Tale-of-Life
with Salvia you will not only be your memory of your environment ... even the cosmic thoughts can forget, find, depict how muscles pump and mold ... all the memories that ever existed ... in with, is logic, in all the angles of your perception ... you are a spaceship ... have a manual with you

the manual is not called 'memory', because it is part of the journey to separate your memory from you ... no, it consists of will and triggering anchors

it happens what you feel ... thought-snaps form the space ... everything you have laughed about, you will never forget ... a symphony of comedy of the highest convolution ... here the Branes are laughing

you do not have to be a monk to spontaneously enter into a deepest state of meditation... you can be Grandmaster

... you are a fractal fragment of God ... as soon as we understand the nature of recreation ... we can apply it everywhere, in all systems of the #sacred-geometry ... in the mirror-cabinet of hyperspace ...

'you are the reflection of what it is ... so what if you change'

we are a living library of a swarm ... it is here to proliferate infinitely ... if we manage not to forget this (right, there lies the secret), then we can populate the cosmos ... and this idea will revolt in the meta-spaces of the gods...so we became one, we are one. sure

(G.O.D. scetched as circle, spiral, torus)

lim = limes from mathematics, describes what happens at the borders

#the-tale-of-life-in-motion-pictures
... and again: the artist Sphngle has produced what i try to explain with words - in music videos:

youtube: Tickling the Amygdala / the sixth / seventh Revelation / god particle

... how cell division of the whole feels ... how the hyperspace looks ... what suddenly-everywhere means ... the artists catches ... the way he composes images and sound is brilliant-fractal-information-about the structure of life

#Literature-tip:
George Spencer-Brown: Laws of Form
(Why is anything at all, and not just nothing?)
Felix Lau: 'The paradox of form'

-------------------------------

#Index-Stop
#Guidepost-Final-Part2
the last pages a #tale-of-life - about how man, nature, and meaning is found as soon as one changes into the perspective of the gods ...

here shoots a scientific 'point-of-view-gun': just look at the knowledge of man about cell and reproduction

#Final-Lesson-Biology
... similar things can be described with similar
... -> #Biology-in-Metaspace
this is discovered within x pages

... at long last LucidDream arrives at the visible transformation of man on planet Earth:
#living-swarm-human, #rainbow-movement,
#species-appropriate-livestock

---

*) a 'point-of-view-gun' was materialized by Douglas Adams act 'the Hitchhiker's Guide to the Galaxy' ... so you shoot at someone who should experience your angle-of-view

---

#Jumper
next index-stop around page xxx


The unfertilized egg is 'illusioned' by a fertilization situation, whereupon it begins to divide and approach an organism.' the resulting offspring are clones of their mother. \cite{wiki:Parthenogenesis}

interestingly, the cell-reproduction is triggered by a 'game' called 'hallucination' ... by a hormone that creates the illusion of fertilization the active ingredient in Salvia can 'hallucinate' to your perception the orgasm of virgin-re-creation ... if you know the way to feel the question

#cosmic-orgsam

--------------------------

#Biology-lessons-for-god
... how does 'the whole' / you / the swarm intelligence continue to develop? ... go back to the black hole and investigate reproduction

Learn about the reproductive systems of the organisms, which form an 'organized entity', similar to ours

here a biologist would be helpful for the translation into generally understandable language... but lets try:

you have to open some pages in order to understand the terminology ... the images of the biology provide an exact image of the basic framework of the DMT and Salvia consciousness space ... here, consciousness research will follow... about the spectacles, that nature places in us ...

... it follows the description of what you can feel, understand and 'control' with Salvia Divinorum

-------------------------

#final-point-of-view-gun-Biology

#Biology-in-Metaspace

#virgin-birth: reproduction by cloning
'Parthenogenesis also called 'virgin-birth', is a form of single-sex reproduction. The descendants of unfertilized egg cells are produced. through certain hormones.

Salvia explains why the christmas-tree-worm looks as it looks and how manifold reproduction can be ... the plant can both clone as well as 'grow amputations' just like the worm ... it masters also sexually mating: produce seeds, however wild-Salvie never found to have seeds
for this reason, Salvia schoolbook for reproductive species and the structure of the spiral worm is the corresponding picture

----------------------------

#Biology-lessons-for-God

#Learn-by-cell-organelles-membranes

Eukaryotes: these are organisms whose cells contain a 'real nucleus', a nucleus (a torus form) surrounded by so-called organelles that are enclosed in membranes.

Image: cell nucleus in organic film layers (organelles)
LadyofHats (Mariana ruiz), commons.wikimedia.org, 2006

the organelles are analogous to the organs of the human body various biofilm systems with function, which are enclosed in membranes cite{wiki:Eukaryotes,Organelle}

Here it cracks ... the analogy to you / the construction of the universe.

Organelles are 'intelligent' bio-film layers encased in membranes
(image search: Liquid Bilayer / Biomembrane)

Image: Biomembrane according to the liquid mosaic model
LadyofHats, commons.wikimedia.org, 2007

-------------------------------

the biofilm layers in the area around the nucleus / nucleus are arranged skeletally, called 'Cytoskelett' of the 'cytoplasm' ... the structures stabilize the cell..

Biofilms form microfilaments, interwoven filiform layers and tube shapes:

Image: Microfilaments in the cytoplasm, colors represent different layers
Howard Vindin, commons.wikimedia.org 2014

-------------------------------

'a biomembrane is always topologically closed and surrounds a space,' cite{wiki:Biomembran}

Mathematically, 'topologically closed' means 'closed manifold', there is no boundary.
Example is a circle or a torus. cite{wiki:closed-manifold}

-------------------------------

#Biology-of-Metaspace

analogous the dimensions of universe fold and layer in form of biofilm membranes, that surround a cell nucleus / you / universe.

the structure around our cells describes exactly the nature of consciousness-in-hyperspace ... as it can be experienced with Salvia ... all dimensions around every of your cells layered in membranes and filaments.

Salvia let you observe how your cells, all perception melts in this structure / is created by it...

the #Hyperspace of all dimensions has a fractally-interwoven-organic structure
... it encapsulates your existence
such as the nucleus

Image: Biofilm- Fractal-Membrane (art)
source: youtube.com, Sonica Natura (Organic Psybient Compilation), 2014

... everything you are looking for ... lies within you ...
the structure in you, the structure is around you, is the structure of the universe

-------------------------------

#you-are-more-than-4D

Human is a biofilm membrane organism in all dimensions
the universe represents a 'Eukariote', your existence as well. means: a core in torus form + a surrounding multi-dimensional-membrane structure, which in turn layers structure / skeleton / space forms... everything connected...

... this is exactly what you see and experience in DMT-Salvia-Portal
... the language and images of biology can be transferred to the #Hyperspace, which has been suggested by #Hawkings-Membranes-Theory of Physics ...

#Salvia-teaches-Creation
Salvia shows single-sex reproduction, 'virgin-birth' ... its hallucinogen contains a portal ... how? Forget and be manifoldness ...

you must accept the structure that it shows on every cell and apply it to every feeling of consciousness, let it be gone, ego-death... there is the maximum zero, and at the same time the point of creation

here is referred to the #tale-of-life some pages before ... especially the small printed derivation of immortality

------------------------------------------

#Salvia-school-of-immortality
you can dissolve your existence in and come back alive and fit ... that was the meaning of our 'remembrance reality', so we can learn at the zero point of life and do not lose ourselves in it

... and maybe your cells have learned something ... we will see ...

... as long as we live in a sick system, it makes only partly sense to trigger cell-cloning, because degenerative influences gnaw at our genetic information ...

but soon everything is different

#Meaning-of-Life
the meaning of life is life ... life-preservation ... that also applies to the universe / the swarm-intelligence as a whole ... one living being ... but it needs us small cells to become aware of how and what is possible .. and remembering the portal goes through the zero

#Meaning-of-Man
... more precisely, your existence is necessary that the swarm intelligence was able to learn how cloning / creation works ... how God could be the one that triggers.

... together with all other existences, we form an evolutionary memory and at the same time a remembrance universe, a material anchor so that consciousness is not lost in black hole / oblivion / dimension 0 ... necessary for the conscious propagation of perfection, self-preservation of all

... the meaning of life was that man finds out that he is God

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

the explanation of the world-formula has up to now been releated to models of science, which are commonly believed, but this should only serve the purpose... most of it is not necessary, it is simple: the #Meta-Space, from which everything arises, is simply geometry.

#complementary-world-formula-theories
in addition to string and M-theory, there is also the theory of Loop-Quantum-Gravitation, which comes the sacred-geometry and especially the Salvia-loop-experiences very close.
Keyword: Fractal-Quantum-Universe. Loop quantum gravity needs neither strings nor 12 dimensions or conjuring tricks like 'dark matter'
\cite{wiki:Loop_quantum_gravity}, \cite{Spektrum-Wissenschaft:fraktales_quantenuniversum}
there are also physical theories which assume the original-OM experiences as generators. (OM = ohmmm ...)

Image: schematic model of the N. Haramein toroidal topological membrane of a dual 1 1 1 1 U `U `U `U manifold and its singularity in a cuboctahedral field

fig. from 'Scale Unification – a Universal Scaling Law for Organized Matter'
N. Haramein, M. Hyson, E. A. Rauscher, resonance.is, 2008

-----------------------------------------------------------------

#world-formula-physics

#world-formula-self-consistency
'let`s just trigger
the reproduction of a universe'
Nassim Haramein, the physicist who was not taken so seriously with his idea that all matter is built up of black holes: the smallest 'mini-blackhole' would be at 'Plank's constant' scale...light circulates so quickly, that it maps the building blocks of all organized matter

from his work also followed the graph, which shows that the eukarotic cell (based on the assumption that everything is a black hole) lies precisely in the golden section between atom scales and the stellar universe

you can let-fall every cell of you into a black hole – in terms of ego ... there lies creation

lim ego -> 0 -> 0 -> g.o.d. (the dissolve of ego leads to creation)

Drawing:
i compose universe
breathe
a dance

i see things growing
what is, was,
and may be

release-ego-being-god
most strikingly the logic from the findings of quantum physics crosslinked with Salvia: without a conscious observer, there is no measurement process but the superposition of all-quantum-states... any transformation can be felt / stimulated in the cells ... therefore it could be, that you can change more in a Salvia trip, when you are alone, more as if a friend watches you and 'holds' a reality.... me was always alone while travels

-----------------------------

#Summary-World-Knowledge

DMT – the Spirit Molecule: decrypts God
Salvia Divinorum – Seers Sage: decodes Creation

... here are now meet two time-lines. For the majority of people the thing about 'God-Man' just opens up now it imagination.

Thousands have already don’t given a shit about what you and society thinks ...

Shaman-is-programmer
... they have found out that magic works, practiced and interconnected (#gathering-of-shamans), they have used the abilities to prepare a new world

... that was the meaning of the swarm, it wanted to learn how to re-produce and at the same time further develop the whole
... that's why we're about to get 'a new model of man'. Therefore 'the wave' of consciousness will unleash
... long bevors the last got it

... the repair of the old system, we can avoid... there is no sense in repairing titanic

... who wants to learn can enter the magic-school by self-activation ... we will need every awakened 'master'
... this will work as soon as you get rid of all authorities

#the-last-speech-before-she-disappeared
#here-and-back-again
I'll pass another secret: what happens if you celebrate #DMT - the spirit molecule ... and know no rules

at some point you don’t need to consume, to have yourself connected all the time ... i can trigger DMT by myself, all memory, all the streams of the worlds ... always available to me ... you remain connected to the swarm intelligence.
my consciousness is not just where my eyes are focused ... I feel the sphere around me, see me in birds-eye-view on the planet, earth in the galaxy ... feel all the structures of the material system ... and even more if in nature...

I can whip the forms of the forest with sounds ... #sacred-geometry reacts instant to effect ... meditation techniques are active when cycling, consciousness-fusion with space (as learned by Salvia) ... can be depicted in everyday life

... I can also just take a look like a goat, absolutely relax ... let all the characters shine or sleep ... ego-death is one of the most interesting newly acquired skills for every cell ... a jump from the tower ... you will be caught this is the shortest recipe for self healing: let-go ... life will remember what it wants to be

it makes so much sense that it screams ... until its common sense ... it's about the stop of explanations we all know, because it is self-evident ... from now on we can go out, and life in paradise ... just be ... on this blue crystal called Earth. Mother Earth in Mama-Versum.

----------------------------------------

this is something like the last speech that Bilbo Beutlin read to his 111th birthday ... to quickly dissolve ... the ring is the zero is the one is God is in you

the 'ring of the rings' in Lord of the Rings ... is an image of Salvia Divinorum ... the re-incarnation, the cloning, the teleportation through space and time ... your experience with DMT-Salvia is ... to dissolve ... escape from the observation measurement that defines your existence ... then you can go in hyperspace everywhere ... learn how it feels to 'materialize' elsewhere

... sounds crazy, but is true

Anastasia describes in volume 4? how teleportation works. the indigenous woman of the taiga has access to primal abilities of man without consuming DMT and Salvia... she has written the second part of the new Bible, it was only ignored ... she explains teleportation: you must exactly know / see the area where you want to re-emerge ... and capture all your atoms, molecules, fields, all your existence .. it can be dangerous if you are not focused .. so she teleports from her forest to a city, to suddenly appear at an event of the author ... and Bilbo appears again in his house..

'was there a twist in Tolkiens Tale about the Ring? Sauron, yes ... dissolves when the lights are lit ... it was just the story we've been through so far.

#endure-freedom
#RTFM-read-the-fuckin-manual
#the-Ring-is-Salvia-is-Portal

#################################################

#share-dmt-experience
... hearing instead reading

#what-happens-there-with-you
'something like this, the world hasn't heard yet'

in Summer 2016 i audio-recorded a DMT trip for healing-siesta ...
... because it’s fascination how many primal beings you can become, how language and expression is folded

.. to share what is so beautiful to me ...

#soul-striptease

#DMT-talking-book
takes about 20 minutes, it starts with the pre-happiness before the trip ... the bubbling of the bong ... the climb into the tree tent ... it will be funny (if you understand German / Bavarian)

http://klatraum.gacrux.uberspace.de/wordpress/klartraum/Hoerspiel-DMT-metamorphosis.zip

... because in the dmt space all the languages you know get mixed, the Bavarian dialect comes in favor ... because its shorter, dialect is faster than sentences

----------------------------------------
become
Salvia as well as DMT has a positive lasting effect on all body systems

that you can interrupt suddenly because the tea pot is cooking... and hold the thought and the world in breath ... and then complete what you had begun

so we are an idea of God ... he was just the 'fleeting' idea that triggers ...

paradise will be the fulfillment of perfection because that was its meaning

the infinity is in you... in whom else?

--------------------------------------------------------

just-a-escaping-idea

... we've never been exiled from paradise ...

... everything is possible. there is no time

diary-yourself

--------------------------------------------------------

open-your-eyes
DMT-Salvia-is-medicine
the active ingredient in Salvia Divinorum is the oldest wisdom of life ... I suppose that Salvia is the oldest plant of multiverse ... genetically it does not need to develop further, as it is the embodiment of the reproduction itself

it is simply the original language of Mother Earth

... not a thousand stories can make a person who has never experienced this visible ... only imagination

Salvia as well as DMT has a positive lasting effect on all body systems

--------------------------------------------------------

5-Meo-DMT-can-be-all-in-one
(I have no experience yet, info from professional circles):

"5-MEO-DMT can lead to an ULTIMATIVE experience - an experience that includes ALL the possible experiences. This means that the search stops (and therefore, for example, no longer have any interest in further psychedelic experiences, why should one, if you learned everything that is possible with an earthly body). One is the SPACE, in which everything happens and not that which comes into it and perishes - that is also a form of immortality "

--------------------------------------------------------

how-DMT-Salvia-acts

DMT-function

... the critical mass DMT lets the perception unfold in a multidimensional way - with this one goes with other 'cards' into the Salvia space as with little DMT or none

... with only-Salvia your 4D world falls into the black hole ... that is also very instructive, but does not open the varied portal, which is possible in the combination with critical amount DMT...

in the deep dmt space all consciousness is activated and connected with the swarm... it falls maximally activated into oblivion ... and can there shape / feel / instant

Salvia-function
Salvia-reality-loops
Salvia triggers constant 're-incarnation' for every cell and body layer ... that's where your consciousness, your perception, flows out of itself and runs through DejaVu loops ...
Salvia is responsible for the reduction of dimensions and the elimination of conscious measurement... it triggers the mechanics of the black hole and creation... in every cell... in the first moment an infinite loop, therefore you forget everything... the moment before, everything starts trembling as if the apocalyptic riders would gallop... a second later about 1000 space-time loops bubbling per moment, then it remains over several minutes at 100 – 10 loops per 'time unit' that doesn’t exist anymore... from here on you can work with it... after at least half an hour it decays gentle and slow

#thy-fairy-as-messenger
myself has studying DMT and rarely Salvia...
... others have been practicing for decades (as a tradition in many tribes), with a body that has much more abilities through less toxins and industrial influences... I understood the logic of life and can explain it, that was my drive... inspire, enthusiasm, the creation of the creation

...of course I am practicing super-abilities, but I am still on a rudimentary level... there lies not my focus, not in this age... my existence was to break the border of the border

I thank all shamans and GOA freaks for the preparation-work

... everyone who connects into the deep Shamanic space knows what to do - without having any contact to anyone

-------------------------------

in a few weeks ... after the first LucidDream wave has started
... there will be online is another report of a portal trip: #PortalKino

#portal-cinema-trailer
'you can see the organism of the swarm... it is a living being ... unimaginably beautiful ...'
'... in infinity likes is the beginning ...

and again through the dimension loop '

'... feel my body layers and facial parts moving like continental plates ... which are constantly being rebuilt, exactly according to the pattern of sprawling, replicating plants ...'

... in the book, we are now continuing with the visible change on our planet

#Index-Stop
now, immortality is logically deduced
... the cinema of creation shared
it is not far into the black hole
... the wave announces itself in approx. xx pages

#Open-your-Eyes
follow a journey on planet earth
what is already growing and thriving ...
the viruses of healing
#Welcome-to-Wonderland

for more than 50 years,
something is happening that
surpasses your wildest phantasies

we are rising up ...
the next pages are a love declaration
to the global tribe of all nations, races, creatures

#Rainbow-Peace-Movement
#one-Tribe-one-Planet

---
... then follows the #conference-of-underground,
leading to #the-most-important page-for-humanity (p. xxx)

----------------------------------------

#Exit
#Complete-Exit from space-distortion
from now on no longer possible ... this is real-life
... we are now skipping the #Jumpers
you'll find your way

----------------------------------------

#prelude-living-swarm-intelligence-human
backcasting from future lifeforms

at the end of the world
... how do we live?

----------------------------------------

one day
a whole life
be child
be all what you can be
all colours of universe
take your time
be with you
connect and let go

be infinity
be nothing
awake... and die

... to awake again
dreaming the dream
create the universe
... yourself
Kess @ Iberian Rainbow Gathering 15

#recipe-for-revolution-part2

'Your mother is 150 years?'
'Yes, she has already got her third teeth. Around 135 the third teeth are growing ... we have also died early in the industrial age'

'And who rules the planet?'

'All and none. Once a year, there is a planet meeting with the emissaries of the regions on a mountain top'

'Why on on a mountain top?'
'The higher you climb into the mountains, the more refreshing it is for the mind ... and in the afternoon, we train our brain. We receive lessons in telepathy, clairvoyance, interstellar travel and space-math-theory '

#la-belle-verte-movie

the French 'comedy' La Belle Verte / 'The Green Beautiful' of 1996 was broadcasted only rarely late night.
In 5 minutes you learn more than in your whole school time. The efficiency of the communication of the 'extraterrestrials' is maximum ...

20 years ago, the film recorded what will happen

the film origins from the Rainbow movement
it can not have been otherwise

---------------------------------------------------------------
#prelude-Rainbow-Movement

Image: WE ARE RISING UP
LIKE A PHEONIX FROM THE FIRE

############################

far far away
close to the heartbeat of ...

... up in the trees
facing another universe

#rainbow-peacemovement
#real-time-evolution-of-mankind
#living-swarm-intelligence

---------------------------------------------------------------

'When the Earth is ravaged and the animals are dying, a new tribe of people shall come unto the earth from many colors, creeds and classes and who by their actions and deeds shall make the earth green again. They shall be known as warriors of the rainbow.'

(- Hopi-prophecy-)

#rainbow-gatherings happen each moon cycle for a period of four weeks – continually since 1972
its a peace movement, an evolutionary organism

no (harmful) drugs no organizer
no money no trash

rainbow is far beyond festival

its how humans
would live on this planet
.. will live on this planet

building a swarm intelligence
connecting to a cluster
forming circles, spirals ... unity

---------------------------------------------------------------

... it is like a national-geographic-journey to the most beautiful places in the world ... 'and here you can witness, human creatures, in their natural habitat without any outer force'
'this place feels endless. we live here'
welcome home
---
cosmic rainbow tribe
family of living light and all colors

#randomness
#crazyness
#playfulness

'creating a rainbow ...
is creating cozy and soft places for magicians'
Crystal Light

###################################################
#imagine-a-magical-world

Images from Rainbow Gatherings

#########################################################################

from a rainbow gathering invitation

:: RAINBOW IS BEYOND A FESTIVAL ::
It's a gathering for peace, for healing, for music, for love, for joy, for gratitude...
We create a space where the magic happens and stays among us...

Bring your seed of creation, peace, abundance, understanding, wisdom, sharing ... and put it into the circle that together we create, an endless circle...

Child, Healer, Light Warrior, Lover and Beloved, Peace Maker, Family of all Colors...

-----------------------------------------------

...we gather to care for ourselves and each other and to share our resources
...we gather in harmony with our Mother Nature and all Her Beings
...we gather to transcend conflict and raise each other up
...we gather to Return Home and heal the wounds
...we gather for Peace on Earth and in our hearts
...we gather in solidarity with the nomadic tribes

...we gather to REMEMBER WHO WE ARE

...we gather to plunge deep within ourselves
...we gather for Global Consciousness
...we gather for all our relations

...we gather in Celebration
...we gather in Oneness
...we gather in Love

#########################################################################

colorful-world

travel into a magical world
'here and back again'
Impressions of World Rainbow Gathering in Hungary, Sept 2014

The sounds of the night and the color of life
The instruments played by the best musicians
The people and love
The sounds of the raving and the hilarious
Laughing, dancing, stomping and story-telling
Respect and responsibility
Playing and learning

... all at the same time in dozens of places around you

Trumpet players in the background, children walking with ravens, magicians and fabulous creatures, pirates and wolves. Hundreds of beings who have an incredible beauty and radiation.

As you enter the boundaries of the 'rainbow land', you feel a different frequency, an energy. It's family. Welcome Home Sister ... born of a communal spirit of love, care and responsibility.

high altitude flights as rationality
consciousness as well as letting-go
responsibility as well as unrestrained

... a temporary autonomous zone
that works like an organism impressively well.

'Connections' and 'Circles' shape networked and resilient structures with a fast response in time throughout the whole Rainbow camp. The networks and connection of the many camps, the fire circles, the kitchen, the events ... and the people among each other, create an instantaneous and dynamic system.

A Rainbow Gathering lasts around four weeks. Everyone comes and goes when he wants. There are no 'Rainbows' - everyone is a family. No electricity, no network, no garbage, no entry-pay.

Basic needs, characters, talents and beauties unfold. There is no time, no mobile phone, no weekdays.
'Changing the world is about changing ourselves and express what you've changed’

'by their actions and not their words, they shall make the earth greener again’

'There are no rules and no leaders, we make decisions in a talking circle - each person has a voice, we are all equal - we listen with respect until consensus in reached”

Rainbow is not tourism - it is a worldwide tribe that creates itself in itself, that carries incredible changing and miraculous potential in itself.

‘it’s a school of life - and it’s just real’

There are no organizers, no core or headquarters. Only 'focalizers', exploring the areas decided in the Visions Council. They form 'Rainbow Caravans', which are followed by 'seed camps' that build the first foundation of the Rainbow structure. Then the invitation goes then to the whole Rainbow Family - where everybody also contributes to the flourishing life on the spot. There are no guests at the Rainbow, from the first moment, you’re the same: ‘If you see a job, it’s yours.’

At ‘full moon celebration’ there were about 2500 people, to the foodcircle served with handmade Gnocci – menu from the 'Italian rainbowfamily' .. Until sunset the day was silenced, called silent-day... afterwards danced and unleashed until next day noon noon ... That from narrations - I was only some time after full moon for five days at the Rainbow.

Violin, double bass, fiddle, accordion- next to the most beautiful german punk rock cover I’ve ever heard. White fairies dancing to the music in the kitchen, delicate and tragic songs from the original tribes of the earth varying to beetle-songs at the main-fire, punk rock at Sesame Street and Accoustic Metal Covers in my camp, called 'Dragons Nest’ - that formed years before and even has a own facebook group...

a maximum mix of cultures from israel to swiss, from england to spain, from africa to australia – dwelling in magic forests

#rainbow-world-gathering-story2

the sounds of the night ... until the morning hours, the shouts, howlings and calls of human creatures deep in the woods were echoed... while deep drumming sounds complement the graceful guitar sounds in the camp 'next door'. I did not want to fall asleep, because it was so astounding beautiful and new - because with every sound, every view ... so many inner layers were touched. Everyone is free, everyone is absolutely pure.

Rainbow is a living organism - news about needed things or places and events carry themselves with incredible speed over the whole camp. Everything is flowing via connections and circles. The smallest circle is that of your camp - and the many camps are closely linked to each other ... by the crowds of travelers, their communication and connectivity.

'A Rainbow Warrior has never had any needs - it comes to him. Some times even before he asks’ (SilverBirch)

When I said to my three-year-old son: 'You can sleep at night when and where you want. You’re free to do whatever you want. I'll be with you untill you fall asleep, I’ll carry you from one fire-circle to the next - and go through the night with magicians, pirates and musicians'

... I've felt what life on Rainbow means – not only for children.

An incredible density and intensity of perceptions, emotions and life at the same time. unleashed and clear, warm and hardening, naked and wild ‘, 'deep connections are made '.

who once was on a Rainbow ... actually never comes back.

... addition after for addition,al rainbow-gatherings
Rainbow describes a high civilisation in development of mankind.

There are countless workshops / events on topics of sustainability, permaculture, healing, music, crafts, natural sciences and ancient knowledge.

... not planned, just because everyone shares what he knows. From the #wild-food-workshop to #yurt-building, from the #theatralic-workshop to #kungfu-skills, #quantumphysic-workshop, #yoga, #poetry-slam, #meditation, #concert-of-silence, #board-games as well as #global-ego-village-network ... an infinite school. For children there arise #childrens-kitchen, #childrens-places and #pirate-schools.

#say-no-workshop, #black-sabatth-metal-workshop, #throat-singing-workshop, #holotropic-breathing, #how-to-travel-intercontinental-without-money ... #revolution-workshop

'share your phantasy ... here it's getting real'

---

there are #connections for everything. If you do not know wheather picked-up mushrooms are edible, you ask in the next circle for a mushroom-connection. Is there a ... healer-connection, sleeping-bag-connection, pen-connection, tent-connection, chocolade-connection, car-connection, sleeping-circle, mordor-camp

... the most funniest-word-combinations get literal meaning

during the nights, ancient games get alive ... role-plays like 'Werwolf' ... no one misses 'cinema'

---

the sparkling pirate-elf from australia, is also an #goa-psytrance-artist, festival-spirit connections everywhere

---

'you know what? a small kitty can un-arm a frightening warrior
... just by passing his way... 'awwww loook how cute'

---

#rainbow-wordcloud
make the world green again

rainbow reality
lived utopia

temporary autonomous zone
world tribal community
peace movement

... far far away
close to the heartbeat
of mother earth

rainbow means...
crazyness
randomness
playfullness
there is no time
we share everything

... all the alchemy
happening around

telepathic internet
connections and circles
diversity is evolution of consciousness

RESPECT
holding space for the vision
'if you see a job - it`s yours'

cosmic rainbow tribe
of living light
and all colors

########################################################################

... whatever you need ... there is a connection...
even for transformation of 'darkness'
---
an Austrian Dark Elf whose princely dwelling was half a kilometer away in the high forest, told me of the Gathering the month before in Romania ... there he was part of the 'Dark Chai Kitchen' - a place 'for the lost, the lonely and sad '

... at the Gathering in Spain2015,
the last days something like a 'FightClub' happend
... at the tenderly prepared #sacred-fire-living room

there is a place for every color of human existence,
... thats why you are welcomed with 'Welcome Home'
---
there are also #Rainbow-Sailing-Ships, the captain of a Rainbow-ship, sailing from gathering to gathering, introduced at a gathering in Portugal

########################################################################

#rainbow-stories
#fairy-tale-2.0

because these memories do not stop to move so deeply...

at the Iberian Gathering, a woman has simply left her car, which she wanted to get rid of, anyway, she left the key and a note: the car is a gift to who wants it, instead of 4 vans on 200 hippies, we had now also a #Rainbow-car ... in addition to the horse that a farmer from the nearest farm had parked near our spring... for free use.

In the Spanish hinterland, the police and forest rangers came almost every day on their motorcross bikes ... to check whether we operate only at agreed fire-
sites. The rainbow adapted to the forest-fire-danger: There was only well-secured fire at the welcome, kitchen, main-circle, as well as a ingenious clay-
oven-turtle and a pizza-bakery-in-the-hill.
the pool above the cliffs, that serves the fire-fighting helicopters to fill their water bags, in-case-of: 'forest is burning'

... we used this pool as #rainbow-swimming-pool ... enjoyed 'Grand Canyon-
panorama' ... felt the meaning of 'VIP' ... the National Park Rangers were happy about our anarchy a policeman wanted to take part in the 'Talking Circle' in the tipi and put his weapon self-willingly on the ground outer-circle.

the inhabitants of the far-away-village sent us gigant-pans, drummers and instruments ... to be transported through 20 kilometers of wild land, ... an affecting reaction of natives to one of the most remote Rainbows ever ... 2-
Days walk for the nearest civilization.

#reborn
a Bulgarian boy, had lost his wallet, left-back his girl-friend and home ... came without baggage ... three days after he had heard of 'rainbow' for the first time ...
within days you get to witness the most beautiful transformations with humans ... he finally gave himself the new name 'Leo'. Found himself filled with abundance and love

#having-nothing-is-having-everything

########################################################################

#there-is-no-problem ... only if it`s now
.. very interesting is how at rainbow gatherings is dealt with incidents ...
'diversity is evolution of consciousness' / anarchy also means you can destroy everything .. Action - Reaction. Impulses in the here and now regulate situations that the flow can go on ...

there is always a solution .. e.g. the 'Trubadix method' ... if one doesn`t stop to annoy and doesn`t want to leave .. he can get bound to a tree for a while. In Portugal, someone was pushed with a 'wavefront' out of the area. The 'Karma' can also make it possible for someone not to find his flute again .. or experience miracles ... there are many possibilities to solve disturbing factors elegantly, to loosen knots ... an organism always finds a way
'be like water ... be grounded'

'this is anarchy - its like
rulin and servin the world the same time
chaos creating perfection

You learn a lot about aspects of hygiene, raw-food and plant-medecine ...
'look how a million people – can drink from one cup' ...
how to keep your bacteria with you
how clean a forest toilet can be (#shit-pit, #magic-pit)
how useful ash and vinegar are

There are #healing-areas ... a dream ... afterwards you can never enter a
'hospital' again, without wondering why we gave the disease and not the cure
a place

#living-swarm-intelligence
anything that goes wrong every day will less occur the next days, because
everyone in the camp can hear the announcements at the #food-circles,
knowledge is shared, and learned from mistakes ...

At a rainbow a focus shout
silences hundred creatures gathered in a circle
'focus' means ... this woman speaks'

(a 19-year-old youngster silenced food-circle as well as an hectare mountain-
valley ... helping a girl to announce her concern. myself was at the welcome,
500 meters away... she told her sorrows and didn’t shout, she talked like in
any conversation ... I didn’t know, that humans can hear conversations over
kilometres of range)

'this is my day of silence
a full day of listening
listening to you,

listening to my heart'

#silent-day
an impressive rainbow tradition... the day before #full-moon-party everything
is silenced. Throughout the whole camp
Magic when at sunset the ohmmm and the drums break the silence, people
starting stamping and rolling in the dust of the #sacred-fire,
hundreds of musicians wake up,
thousands dance and cheer ...

the #sacred-fire is the heart, a living room.
this fire is always burning, the ash is very clean,
the fire is 'holy', it builds the main circle
- a pulsating place,
where you feel for the first time state of #unity.

- after three days, you 'know' the whole camp. All meet twice a day in a circle on
#main-fire. You didn’t know how sharp your eyes can be, when there is so
much to see.

there you will experience the most ingenious food distribution system ever.
No matter if 50 or 2000 people ... within half an hour all supplied with a
several course menu, spices circulate automatically
From above the #food-servers circling spirals within a circle. you’ll sit, you’ll
be served, just need a bowl

... those who come too late are always served first ... 'first-time' / 'second-time'
'/ 'any-time' food, both vegan and rawfood

on larger rainbows there is a children's own kitchen / children's places,
childrens-food-circle.

we love our air – we are aware about our words that we speak.
we love our water – we avoid to pee or poo above the water collection. to wash
we take water away and avoid using soap
we love our fire – we only burn dead wood avoiding habitats, we are aware of
our cigarett butts and ashes
we love our earth- we collect all our rubbish and carry out what we carry in.
we use the poo-pit to donate our poo to the earth

(Notice-Flags at #rainbow-welcome, IberianGathering15)

a rainbow always takes place near clean, fresh spring water... a area on which
a Rainbow took place, gets several years resting period, before it again can be
a rainbow place.

we gather to plunge deep into ourselves...
... at any time, there are retreats, silence, you can also live on a rainbow for
weeks, do not talk or do anything ... do-what-you-want ... suddenly people are
free, Need neither to care for money nor for time, neither for food nor for
warmth.

it’s interesting how relaxed the chaos is created here.
this is anarchy - it’s like rulin and servin the world the same time

---
A World-Gathering is also a council meeting of the planet - #WorldGathering is
#PlanetsCouncil.
every day #TalkingCircles / #VisionsCircles takes place - there the vision /
awareness of the camp is concentrated in a circle. At WorldGahtering, this
place is called e.g. 'Pangea' - that was the name of a continent as all continents
of the earth were still one...

up to now, i skiped the explaainaition of #Magic-Hat-Principle – how money
and rainbow fits together

... the wonderful Lala, put it straight:
'Look, Magic-Hat works like this: you take out a few coins from your wallet ...
take your wallet, your id, cash-card... and put it right inside of the hat ... you only
have to do this once'

(magic-hat is passed-by after food-circle to transform money into food coming
from farmers nearby... mand already use no 'money' anymore, what makes em
rich)

the more i give, the more i`ve got to give
its the way I’m living, is what I’m living for
(magic-hat-song)

#the-world-formula-is-within-the-circle
reinvent the wheel...
... in fact, the wheel was the first circular structure
we used after the fire

Fire = circle because the winter = darkness is better to survive ...

'its a circle' ... which we must continue to functionalize

#Rainbow-gathering-is-circle-movement
a meeting in circles, connected with nature,
for all tribes, nations, people of all colors ...

is a holistic circle for our species on this planet
... shapes future life forms
... in the rhythm of the lunar cycles

a fractal growing organism ...
forms anarchy and chaos, love and unity

----------------------------------------

Image: Rainbow-sketch-map

#rainbow-map-is-alive
snapshot of a rainbow gathering on the map

fractals connect circles

the structures of seed-camps grow in the
rhythm of the moon, build up and reduce,
adapt to the flow of energy
of the buzzing beings

mountain, valley, river ... a huge area ...
retreats as well as silence
connectivity as wildness

space for saturation of every need
... there is place for grief and violence as well

diversity is evolution of consciousness

#abundance-for-everyone
#we-are-organism

Rainbow Gatherings take place constantly, in many places at the same time ...
from the temples of the Maya to the landscapes close to the nature
reservations ... far away from the old system .. this is how the motherships of
life ... how we work best
there lives life since 1972 ... and waits until the planet wants to recover from
the illness man created
... until we can expand our paradise...

#peacemovement
#onetribe
#hold-space-for-the-vision

Rainbow is a wandering tribe with maximum flexibility ... the gatherings take
place more often in the warmer months, also in winter in favourable climate
zones.

The analogue is also present in winter, in Scandinavia, for example. Under the
name #Tin-Family ... a similar meeting of the tribes and families.

Living within the geometry of nature as a connected unit works in all climatic
zones

---------------------------------------------------------------

Image: sleeping at sunrise at cave-panorama

what should happen?
... the worst that can happen,
is, that you wake up by the alarm clock,
that you`d have to go to work ...

'feels like the big summer holidays forever'

#quantum-hop

imagine the whole world ohmmming
... a #quantum-hop

yes, just imagine that 'ohmmming'
... it is enough if a fraction of the world ohmmms
at the same time

feels like this:
Image: rainbow-circle-resonance

full moon ... it's epic when the harmonious frequency that man can sound ...
focuses and vibes hectares of rainbow areal... at the same time in dozens of
mother ships of life, all over the planet

---------------------------------------------------------------

'if you want to find the secrets of universe,
think in terms of energy, frequency and vibration'
(nicola tesla)

we are all the same
can you feel it?
feels beautiful

#hope

taking my children with me ...
‘i want to give them a memory to the future’

---
#why-i-cry-at-rainbow
... it’s deeply touching to see on #rainbow-gatherings, how children of the new age grow up ... a childhood in peace and nature ... in abundance and love ... at the university of life ... one wishes this childhood everyone ... these children will heal our planet ... a generation of ‘crystal’ children will teach us ... the current generation of awakened children, is called ‘crystal children’ ... they explain the world to you crystal-clear (#eight-year-kid-explains-dark-matter-and-universe-youtube, #crystal-child-information-about-human-body-youtube ...

----------------------------------------------------------

... because when we act
we are producing the future
we are coming from

#the-short-story-of-our-age

we had forgotten, but this is now over ... and finally the story, which is set in motion, is only logical and clear that it had to come like this... for our grandchildren it will be difficult to understand how we could live as we to today

#------------------------------------------------------------------

#speek-to-humanity-snippets-rest1

#first-real-revolution
#first-real-revolution

it will be the first real revolution because it origins out of nature, connected as one

we form islands of sustainability
In a ocean of non-sustainability
(Dennis Meadows@GermanParliament2011@Club-of-Rome)
#recognize-the-patterns

#new-language
folds every language of impact ... everyone understands.
#fractal-grammar, #duden-for-humanity
speak as you want ... not as learned to speak
everyone understands effect
sound-language ... modular folded
that’s all about the ‘new-spelling-rules’

#money-fractal-disassembled
the industrial age, the information age was tool, money an aid. Money becomes superfluous,
We live very soon in symbiosis with 'Patchamama'
There will be fractal-similarity figures on money free of interest: regional currency and bargaining. The best: gift. Debt, which were never real anyway ....

#permaculture-planet-earth
permaculture is alive, self-reproducing
life-in-abundance.
nature is megalomania in what she gives

who has something ... gives
who has nothing will be given
everything is circle

#-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

#speek-to-humanity-snippets-rest1

#first-real-revolution
#first-real-revolution

now comes Universe 2.0, Human 2.0
we can skip the downfall. revenge also.
we have been so invisible, because a part of us hardly lives in cities. the other part builds islands, circle-of-wagons, anarchy centers, punk camps, transition groups, be-the-change initiatives, ecovillages, earthships, hippie camps, festivals, communities ... as well as those who have never participated in the madness of cities ... village inhabitants, grandparents, children

space stations will form on the map, a landing-runway for mobile dwellings: trailers, tipis, containers, geodetic domes, yurts, tree tents, tree houses, trucks, towers ... a tetris party in sacred geometry, a spider-net for appropriate livestock for humanoids. nobody has to live in the gray-shoebox blocks anymore.

a man without a garden is not a man. 'three hours of work a day, because more isn't needed'

the industrial age leaves behind almost infinite resources in building materials ... small microorganisms metabolize the system

---

PS: I'm looking forward to the 'upcycling partys'
... after the big crash, after the big wave
#punk-steam-is-immortal
#mad-max-is-my-friend
#become-hunter-gatherer

... and I know there are the shamans, in the old forests of the earth, who have stopped counting years of life ... drumming and dancing for hundreds of years ... who were in our lives without our knowing.

soon everyone knows. everything makes sense.

#Epic-words-are-magic
the condensation of language transforms space
effect is magic. Love is

... the day will come
where all the lands of the earth are free
the day on which all belongs to all
#we-live-here

so that finally everyone can start to live
on this blue crystal called Earth
in the infinitely most beautiful universe
which one could imagine

... because we couldn't wait for the paradise,
we have already begun ...
thanks to those on whose shoulders we stand

#problemSolved

Sticker: buy out your ID
and be EARTHLIN
TTIP, World-Dominion-Plans, Codex-Allimentairus and anyway your ID is a worker-ID in the state system.

the certificate of birth and the person's identity card can be removed / deleted by pledge at the EU Court of Justice (or similar). Then you are like a primordial resident - a human on this planet without a state construct.

Earthlin instead of citizen. this makes sense if done in a mass-movement - just before the social system and the state are anyway abolished

... if after this book not something else is more important

#buy-out-your-id
#re-invent-humanity

#################################################
#consciousness-goes-online
#Duden-for-Humanity
#the-swarm

#piratepad-for-president
the #piratepad/ #etherpad technology provides interactive internet notes that anyone can edit instantly without login ...
could be the basis for #consciousness-goes-online
... thanks #nerds, thanks #pirate-partys, thanks #open-source-community,
thanks #napster, thanks linus-torvalds

#todo-facebook-metamorphose
forward the idea for #consciousness-go-online to MarkZuckerberg / facebook
... google is also our friend. very intelligent.

... thanks to the evolutionary google-translation-engine ...
this book could not be finished in just two months in two languages

Stephe Jobs a revoluter of our time ... Bill Gates is the opposite of Dagobert Duck, he has triggered that super-rich people have spread over half their wealth for charity...

LeonardoDiCaprio, Angelina ... Hollywood in every 10th film. ... currently every 5th, the list is endless ...

#critical-mass-is-everywhere
#connect-the-clusters

... if you need something
ask for it
we are many

#prelude

the world is not bad
it doesn’t matter who was rich
it doesn’t matter what has gone wrong
it counts what blooms
everyone loves

what was dying will change
we design the new world together

#it-is-what-it-is-and-it-is-good
#nothing-from-the-past-counts
#harmony

it is time that #Copyrights, #Publications, #Letters are lifted ... then we are all
#Artists
companies and states will soon be open source anyway

#instantan-paradise
#age-of-revitalisation

'there are many real magical moments, moments of synchronicity
where the universe provides and things work out'

... or: 'it comes to you even before you ask'

I love the universe
for its many magical crossroads'

#workshop-in-clairyvoiance
#recognize-the-structure-of-global-consciousness

#Event-Horizon-Black-Hole

the moment i write
... things get fullfilled

the moment you feel
... things get fullfilled

the moment we act
... things get fullfilled

seed of light
#Visions-Circle-is-Pangea

#Visions-Circle-is-Pangea

#in-the-passage-of-time-of-the-human-existence

#it-is-what-it-is-and-it-is-good
#nothing-from-the-past-counts
#harmony

#sit-down-to-read
when you connect to the deep DMT-Space, the global consciousness uses you
to think, to think about ... the questions that have not yet found an answer for
hundreds of years ... God is also a subject of evolution, it uses you to answer his
questions - rude

if an answer is found, it is engraved forever as a 'truth' resonance frequency in
DMT-space / dark-energy / global consciousness / meta-space ... someone
else who asks or poses the same question has access to it. The answer is
instantaneous.

d'or if an answer is found, it is engraved forever as a 'truth' resonance frequency in
DMT-space / dark-energy / global consciousness / meta-space ... someone
else who asks or poses the same question has access to it. The answer is
instantaneous.

this is #networked-intelligence (this book could be within one lunar cycle ... 
what it is called ... LucidDream... I am telepathically connected to everything,
so mistakes erase by themselves
... most of people just can’t hear yet)

this is how the jokes spread ... like the fact that we ourselves keep the system-
as usual running ... as long as the fairy needs to finish her book.
punks, attacs, greenpeace, green, occupy, left-party, flash-mobs and socks, hip hop teachers and each other activists had been perfect system blocades as well as consciousness - shapers
- thanks for so much energy!

... we had peace and quiet, could chill very well in capitalism, create our own paradise worlds ... invisible gets visible

... random is chaos is anarchy is part of evolution ... 'it was about gaining time...' 

it's time for a sudden turn ... with every additional year #business-as-usual, it feels like we're losing again 80% planet... therefore Trump was more a stylistic device to waken 'the Sleepers' 

(and here he laughs too ... lets drop judgement... just imagine Trump in hippie-trousers ... if we all meditate on that it works ...)

we’re ancient creatures .... we don’t die ... we’ll activate ... we get light 

---------------------------------------------

#think-over-the-border 

the sentences that are not yet matured, disappear ... so it is with the sentence 'who lives now, has never to die any more' ...

this was already at least three times in the recordings, sounds epic, but was removed again ... with that we are still playing featherball ... #eraser-allowed

(Vulnerable we remain anyway (in the first place), in a world with gravitation ... the hybrid-lifestyle green-in-capitalism leaves traces ... to reverse damages on/in the body is not impossible, but also dependent on the state of global consciounes)

Global consciousness is aware of its own structure
it sees the world lines of all life in it
and the patterns they draw

---

... long ago it called itself 'God', but now it also likes the identifiers: #global-consciousness / #god-in-you
... to talk about the change of consciousness is also much more modern than of the "change-of-godness"

thus the composer of LucidDream, myself, is able to feel the paths for all dependencies in universe, all material things, all motions on the planet ... feel the paths ... feel the future ... to fold them back into their possibility-spaces.

# nutshell-in design
we have understood how a seed works.
how everything is connected

# get-fabulous-creature
in any case ... at some point ... you do not need external DMT... you stay permanently connected to mother-verse and produce DMT by yourself

... it is a door-opener to the mapping of God-in-You, that exists in everyone ...
# remember-ancient-information

###############################

# evolution-of-god

# sit-down-to-read

# conference-of-underground
the devil does not exist. this is a faith-image.
Real is what you feel, what a human is when he/she/it is born.

(note: that there 'is no devil', I just simply write so... I've never engaged myself in the topic 'Devil' ... it is just the naive energy of my light ... light-will-not-extinguish – therefore - devil-doesn't-matter
... i simply have better things to do than going with the question: 'Devil?' into the DMT-Space ... yet others have and looked after him, and in fact thats the reason why soon the change of realities can happen ... 'we have already won'
... thanks to the warriors fighting dark powers
we wonder how we should do the thing with the cleansing of the planet ... you could fold up the cities, earthquakes and so on ... like card-towers ... an easy exercise ... "our task is just to look that left-sided and right-sided no one is hit"

therefore: READ THE FUCKIN MANUAL : LUCIDDREAM

... the global consciousness has evolved itself, revised and expanded its own ideas
... the religions were useful aids to evolution, many different languages of the one thinker
so it was: God has evolved through us and questioned his own bible / prophecy ... has composed a new 'destiny ... the crystal has taken shape.. so it can now shine ... the pathes had been the Trips of the freaks
... thanks Madness

----------------------------------------

whether you believe that Anastasia really exists or what you think about the 'movement of followers' that emerged, does not play a role, it is about the information the books have made accessible

... when I discovered the Anastasia books ... it touched me so deeply, I had to go on a forest trip to continue reading, my bong in the backpack, trying to use my third-eye-beam like she does ... starting my day like she does. .. rolling naked in the morning-grass, dew-bathe ... heal people ... sleep at tree-roots ... in five days i dwelt in three magic forests ... she tells that we are the stories right out of her book-pages

I soon realized, Anastasia writes the other part of the Bible which I am about to write. ... and that completely without drugs :) 

Anastasia was one of the first to kicked-ass Nostradamus and Last Judgement ... there must be different ways

so we were busy ... with: 'how it should work'

how it feels ... when all wake up ...
instead of naming two classes ...

we are one ... it is enough for everyone on this planet

... the estimated 10% Nature / beautiful places that are still left are enough to absorb humanity ... as an integrative way of life fulfilling the restoration of Planet Earth

we are light, we are crystal, we functionize the darkness. no man is dark, nor evil, he has only forgotten where he came from ...

---

(boa we are really naive, but its worth a trial
in case of need, we can still implement Plan-B and Plan-C
... the global consciousness will adapt ..)

'as soon as we arrived there
... our trips had only been the way'

###

#understand-magic

... the movie in the movie in the ...

Anastasia can see the lives of those, which she brings to bloom ... she is connected with everything
... sees her visions taking shape ... she writes:
we are the living stories on her book-pages

... now the stories of the freaks and ancient creature unfold ... this is how the #story-the-stories is written

'here it 'eschers' inside of you'

#Anastasia

In 1996 the first of the 11 volumes 'Anastasia - Daughter of the Taiga' by Vladimir Merge was published

... these books have changed Russia's science and politics ...
Anastasia's flourishing visions of Russia's transformation through free family-owned-residentials... these flourishing healing-gardens manifested a thousandfold in Russia since years ... whole districts have introduced laws to donate land to families.
Thanks to Vladimir Merge, the Russian businessman who discovered Anastasia and shared his personal transformation to the world.

---

#get-transparent-pioneer
#to-do-2-pages-Anastasia-wisdom...

---

#storytelling-epic
PS: at festivals this year could be # Reading-Circles / #Poetry-slams
... now the books asound which are worth to be heard


---

#Anastasia-and-Evolution-of-God
the Anastasia books by Vladimir Merge, telling about a powerful indigenous woman living in the Siberian Taiga. The books have explained / visualized new thoughts, new patterns of global consciousness ... Anastasia has shown how to argue with God and describe him also as a global-consciousness She re-narrates, the 'Creation-History' gorgeous new ...tells how to program seeds, and much more ...

(she arised the image that we never had been exiled from paradise and god has dissolved by sending its last sparkle of love to us in form of a comet. Without Love no Life. Therefore we life)

... here Anastasia-Volumes can be found online in eng:
http://galaxiengesundheitsrat.de/forum/topics/anastasia-bucher-als-pdf

---

#the-matrix-terminal

>> the last pages are not really visible for all, aren’t they?
this is like the discussion of the revolution ... or should they be visible?

>> perhaps precisely here lies the state-shift-trigger of consciousness?

---

>> after all, that would lay the foundation for #instantan-paradiese

>> we question what was a joke, whether it could be real

#universe-wants-through-eye-of-a-needle

>> nothing shall be secret anymore

#illuminati-are-also-family

---

#Cities-die-out
Cities simply do not have the form to map the world-lines of life. Too many space-blocking boxes / houses / high-rise-blocks, no circles / spirals / fractal structure
(... yet some cities can transform)

#circle-includes-all-people
'Refugee camps could be structured like rainbows' - circles, fractals, food-circles ... the idea came often to the fairy. Suddenly, the poorest would be the richest .... and as soon as the states are canceled anyway ... we could all be refugees:

city-escape as a party-caravan
the word 'refugee' can then also become extinct
... we are all the same.

in many cases, rainbows often took place near crises-places in order to radiate a light beacon of peace ... worldgathering16 happend in egypt-mountains

rainbow is a living functional of global consciousness ... the structure was captured by life itself

the greatest peace movement in the world was invisible
... the paradieses could grow protected ... we-are-ready
... the big transformation can come. #we-are-many

---
on the rainbow gatherings there was a designation for the system out there ...
but this is now forgotten, we often reminded ourselves to not-even-give-the-
system-a-name.... magic only works if you forget what was before
'the existence of 'babylon' shall not be in our minds - when we make
decisions' ... spoke the #Visions-Circle
the #Visions-Circle happens daily at Rainbows
... there everything is focused ... a shared-vision creates the thrive

'There are no tyrants'
'The contented slave is the greatest enemy of freedom'
'Do not repair what is sinking anyway'

'We have already won
The new earth is already there
We are just the two-three sides before it'

Gor Timofey

the 'most important' first: (happily they are also in English)
GOR Timofei Rassadin about Mastership
and the actual world situation
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IZkHb9QGDrA

Gor Rassadin - Turning point 2016/2017
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CyLG9VxFSNs

Hyerspace 2 - Gor Rassadin about 5D
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w5vU0e94YDo

with Portuguese subtitles:
Gor Rassadin - Níveis de Existência e Evolução
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=noqS4b2TBpU

GOR Rassadin - Mestria e situação atual
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uwp30jtnq2U

Neugeburt der Erde und der Menschheit (in ger)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uhpKArxWSsg

#consciousness-bubblefish-in-ear
#conference-of-hyperspace
#shaman-is-programmer

#most-Important-Page-of-Mankind
if you can cope it, touch these links:

'The structures that are obsolete will fall
our task is to look that no one will be
slain to the left and right '

---

---

a high purpose
to change the destiny
of a species
recomposing destiny

#most-Important-Page-of-Mankind
if you can cope it, touch these links:

#the-world-transforms-before-we-can-count-to-three
... after 300 pages KlarTraum I looked, what others who write about the new age ... are telling

... what I suspected confirms ... only much faster than imagined ... it has already happened, we are one second before 12 ... the fight is already won and 'the enemy' was not the system or tyrant. The struggle was at the level of the primal powers of the universe. The shamans and thousands of freaks have fought for us for thousands of years there, learned to shape the space ... and invented a new fate ... the next world will be ingenious. That was the evolution of God. In each - connected to the swarm intelligence ... it has been enough that 0.0005% of us trained in being God ..

'the new earth is already there, the quantum hop is triggered in this or next year' ... (2017/2018)

... by all the ancient forces of the earth, of men and the whole hyperspace

The world as we know it ends.
A new one is superimposed. There we will wake up.

The wave that comes to us will reach us sooner as we 'finished' with preparing for the new time. This is ok so ... you will never be finished with anything you want to do ... it is enough ... the cosmic arrangement will fit perfectly soon, the earth magnet field will switch ... #reset

It does not need restoration or repair of the old system. There is nothing to save on the Titanic. Already 2020 should no longer exist in the time line ... before it is shaken .... we know because willself trigger ... afterwards all problems are solved, man gets 'an upgrade' (dmt-release and even more. .. connection into meta-space). The swarm intelligence then passes through a metamorphosis in which we all participate.

-----------------------------------

... the earth's magnetic field will soon have a pole change ... that already happen some times in earth’s history ... all cosmological events have exactly plyayed towards 'now-and-then' ... to focus all energies ...

The lesson for collective consciousness:

'If you live against your planet, it will complete flop'

---

Cut - the LucidDream was responsible for waking up ...

the tool for the last time before the turn is basic common-sense ... it is as if we were all told: you only have a year left to live ... what would we do? Letting go from what becomes irrelevant, focus on the essentials ...

get informed about the new world that will come, for the more you know and practice before, the more easy you will be on the other side

what is important to know, you can find in the videos of Gor Timofey. There are much more who speak / write about the New Age in absolute clear-text: - Drunvalo Melchizedek - The Birth of a New Humanity
- Little Grandmother Kiesha Crowther
- ... plz to add your #spirits-of-new-age

... form gangs. Take debts and connect to the villages, to the communities ... because there will be no bank, no legal state to claim. Gather your loved ones around you ..

expect that electricity, cash machine, supermarket ... no longer work ... store supplies .. only a few precautions around the first days / weeks after the big storms ... x day meditation ... then the emitting stations of the new world will emerge ... and a big party will open the newborn age.

There we have access to abilities that can already be practiced: becoming man of lighn, self-generating heat, beaming, leaving body, moving matter ... let the magicians who prepare the jump tell you what will be possible

...

This is not their own idea, they speak for the swarming.

############################################################################

this is where the LucidDream falls into a black hole ... it is no longer important to get everything done ... the information has to light earlier than planed ... as a alpha version instead of a round beta ... because It has served its purpose:
networking, acting, arousing, connecting the most important information about all truths ...

... some of the people had long known these truths

... first we create the wave then ride on it

the LucidDream is responsible, to access the most important information:

how will the new age look, what else is now of importance?

this knowledge has already been launched in the last few years in the net ...
you will be able to quickly learn everything you need to activate and prepare

---

**Gor Rassadin - Your eternal entity**
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IB46vUczlU
(21 states of being is the expansion of the known 7 Chakra)

**GOR Rassadin über Lichtnahrung, 10 Min**
(ger) [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=he8JBc-MU0](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=he8JBc-MU0)
... from here on links youtube and co to the most important information, the books have already been written

---

#delete-belief-images

as soon as we stop to belive in a apokalypse ...
... there will be none

War is only in the head ...
... the beat of metamorphosis, we create

there is no clock that ticks or a precise day when the wave comes ...

---

for we will trigger it ourselves ...
... its like the ohmmm at the rainbow ...
... as soon as one begins, everyone joins

#Light-Bombs
#Revolution-potential-is-our-paintbrush

the swarm awakens

#chaos-before-revival
#the-endgame-is-healing
#we-are-one-gets-formula

#Light-Bombs
#Revolution-potential-is-our-paintbrush

the swarm awakens

#the-Mastership
be pure existence
#ancient-creature

believe only in yourself
get rid of all authorities
#become-master
#obedience-dies-out

---

#to-do-list
1. learn to fly
2. fly away

'you learn to fly, if you fall-down
and forget to touch the ground'
(#the-Hitchhikers-Guide-to-Galaxy)

#hitchhiking-through-the-galaxy
#index-stop

**guide through the folded rooms/ last third**
... where are we now, have a break
the last topic was the #Evolution-of-God in the #black-hole ... here we have
arrived the end of a zoom setting ... #Hawking-kisses-Creator

feels like ... everything is soon included ...

... suddenly a #just-because appears ... here and now, #Intuition... what unfolds
... #Emotion

silence as well as escalation, crying and laughing, playgrounds for violence as
well as the feeling of freedom gets space

... leads to life in the natur: #species-appropriate-livestock: a picture-book
telling about the wonderlands, that already exist

dwelling in a spaceship is so ingenious

then it`s time to #shake-off-evolution-blockades, terms need to be trashed or
re-defined
... what is our problem with ... #suicide, #egoist, #offenders... something
want`s to pulverize judgement

_ACTIVATING_ ...

... the #zero-point also wanted to have its own chapter

#workshop-in-magic, #dreams-and-DMT, #resonance and
#re-Inkarnation e.g. in #demand-for-completeness...

#we-came-to-dance vibes into
#not-everything-needs-in-the-book, #understand-physics

this includes also #MurphysLaw ... it said that everything that can go wrong ...
will go wrong ...

now we formulated the contra-law:
'everything will happen and it will be gorgeous'
the seeked state is also called '#Equilibrium=Balance'

---

... in the very last end of the book, the pages that had been removed follow
there, because 300 pages are already a task

---

... and in the end the book fulfills its meaning without aliens and conspiracy-
theories
... both topics inherit lot of truth, yet we can neglect them for our jump in
evolution

#there-is-no-time

'every one should meditate
at least 20 minutes a day.
If you don`t have time
... than one hour.'
#joke-or-real

#focus

the meaning of being focused ...
is outer timeconcept
silence is basically now
... in short: shut up. zero
... tell this your thoughts... and you will level up

'silestone speaks when words cant’
silent day
reflect and listen

#concert-of-silence
'my job is about listening... to teach the world listening
... real aim in life'
(Neelix/DayDin/Klopfgeister)

the meaning of #focus
lies far beyond our experience.
an absolute focus
is the resonance frequency
in which you are #God.

concentration that acts on consciousness with its infinite possibilities.
Distraction destroys Focus.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

it takes as long as it takes
the number of steps is countable
time doesn’t exist anyway.
be liquid with what you do

time was created to keep people working

Image: Now-Clock

... today I won’t react to thousand impulses
... but no one
'today something cool happend: Nothing'

#############################################################################

#level-intuition
'that what is real is the here-and-now,
that is: what you see, hear, feel
... your impulse,
intuition, charisma, radiation,

... that what everyons has
.. everything else are just faith-images'

'... in intuition
the golden section is embeded”

how to be an artist
#poetry-by-josef-beuys

#############################################################################

how to be an artist

stay loose.
learn to watch snails.
plant impossible gardens.
invite someone dangerous to tea.

make little signs that say yes!
and post them all over your house.
make friends with freedom and uncertainty.

look forward to dreams.
cry during movies.

swing as high
as you can on a swingset, by moonlight.

cultivate moods.
refuse to be 'responsible'. do it for love.
take lots of naps.

give money away.
do it now.
the money will follow.

believe in magic.
laugh a lot.
celebrate every gorgeous moment.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
have wild imaginings,
transformative dreams,
and perfect calm

draw on the walls.
read every day.
imagine yourself enchanted.
giggle with children.
listen to old people.
open up.
dive in.
be free.
bless yourself.
drive away fear.
play with everything.
entertain your inner child.
you are innocent.
build a fort with blankets.

get wet.
hug trees.
write love letters.

...and dance as much as you can!
(Josef Beys, 1895)

... afterwarts travel to #unicorn-land (pxxx+)
#species-appropriate-livestock
#universe-in-a-trailer, #wander-tribes
#homezones-alive
#hunter-gatherers
#houses-and-spaceships
#architecture-sacred-geometry

... then something wants to pulverize judgement (pxxx+)
#unblock-evolution
#understanding-a-foreign-language
#to-prey, #idiot, #invers-your-rythhm
#healing-for-murderers, #Nazis-die-out

just say thank-you
for your existence

I bow my head in front of life
#thank-you-world-formula

#emotion
#freedom, #think-less
#beauty-of-fight, #escalate
#live-what-you-feel, #obedience-dies-out
#goin-crazy-makes-fun
#make-noise, #beauty-of-cry
#let-go, #party-it-when-you-are-down
#epic-children, #freedom-for-children
#almost-forgotten-wisdom-about-breastfeeding
#Dolmen-memory

---

#Index-Guide-last-quarter
#orientation

---

#just-because

... picking up flowers
... inwardly

---

#epic
... afterwards the index-stop for the last-fifth at pxxx unfolds in demand-for-completeness: understand-physics - 'capiche and copy nature'
... as well as a #final-act (pxxx+)

---
... finally a #afterword, that meets questions of bureaucrats and publishers

#emotion
#freedom

an art lecturer wrote in a correspondence:

'the feeling of freedom must it be, that gives you the strength to live like that.'

... yes, the feeling of freedom ... it is maximum ... when I bicycle across bridges, look into the distance ... feeling of freedom is the most beautiful kick of life ...

I think of the aboriginals in the infinitely most beautiful epic landscapes of this planet. Every day you would be falling again in love with it again. This is was my feeling, glancing the 'stunning.amazing.view' at the cliffs in the Spanish mountains. 'We live here' ...

the art lecturer continues: 'I conclude that you had to bear forms of unfreedom in a way that you have suffered so much, that all this must be better than what had been done to you before.

Maybe so. In fact, I've long forgotten all this, there are no trauma.

The pessimist is the fertilizer, the Jehovah's Witnesses a preparer of evolution, dying thought-patterns as well as the other religions. With the #paradise, they were just right ... much more than the Catholics with heaven and hell, that must really be said ... its just that we ourselves bring the paradise

#Anarchy-Love-Unity

maximum freedom to be able to lways to go to the #Zeropoint. Everything is good there.
#Equability, #Zero, #sphere-of-mine

#opinion-is-irrelevant
my mom sometimes said: 'if that is so ... then I take everything back ... and claim the opposite'

#stay-liquid
... I anyway always confuse left and right (Left-handed-inverse)

#think-less-feel-more
I'm a friend of #no-judgement. It is. All is well.
no please and thanks, no farewell and no missing

I am where I am in my moment
... everything else is not important, not part of my reality

minimum requirement for #magic
#workshop-in-magic
LIFE is a RAVE

#emotion

#beauty-of-fight
#fight-club-epic

a tribute to the film I’ve seen most often in my youth: #Fight-Club

'it's not as easy as it sounds. Most people, ordinary people, do just anything to avoid a fight.'

Push, beats and wrestle with friends ... in former times children sometimes just came back from school with bruises

#Violence-Adventure-Park

'Fight-Club' - in an attentive atmosphere, in a connected space - can create a peaceful, balanced species. The mindful expression of any kind of emotion and impulse is just human ... of course

Hustlings were formerly part of everyday life in children
Look at lionbabies ...

if playful violence is denied ... there is an imbalance

Martial art is more than a valve and knot loosener
It is balance, river

'be water my friend'
(Bruce Lee, Jet Lee)

escalation is fully important

-------------------------------

#Metal- und Punk-Music have invented '#Pogen'/#Slam-Dance

...vibe meets impulse ...
uproaring #Body-Collision in crowds ...
bouncing particles

#pogo-is-fun
#full-contact

'let us throw all sleeping bags together – and fight'

#Fight-Club-Epic-Movie-Quotes

'Get out of your apartment. Meet a member of the opposite sex. Stop the excessive shopping and masturbation. Quit your job. Start a fight. Prove you're alive. If you don't claim your humanity you will become a statistic. You have been warned'

'This week, each one of you has a homework assignment. You're gonna go out, you're gonna start a fight with a total stranger ... You're gonna start a fight and you're gonna lose.'

'Only after we have lost everything we are free to do everything.'

'Reject the basic assumptions of civilization, especially the importance of material possessions.'

'Coming to the zero point is not a weekend holiday.'

'You are the singing, dancing scum of the earth.'

'This is your life and it's ending one minute at a time.'

'You're not real, that gun isn't ...
That gun isn't even in your hand. The gun's in my hand.'

(Tylor Durden ala Brad Pitt and the nameless Protagonist mapped by Edward Norton, in fight-club both are the same 'person')
'who has allowed you,
to tramp with your filthy feets
in a strangers head?'

(Chinese Grandmaster
after slapping someone ... 
in response to 'beeing babbled')

#live-what-you-feel
#spreak-truth
#obedience-dies-off
#escalation-is-fully-important

---

#awesome-eats-normal
#phantasy-for-president

goin crazy is fun

we stay crazy
... everything else would be madness

---

#emotion
#make-noise
make noises. drizzling snoring. snarling. cheering

be like wind. Like water ... at all, you will became an original being when you live in nature

#fuck-music-make-noise

... isnt it ... that crying and laughing

sound sometimes similar?

#beauty-of-cry

sry for the clear words in the book that pulverize your belief pictures

but I have no more desire .. to this world .. we have experienced enough bad life ... each of us

(almost every day since I`m writing on the book, something affects me and I have to cry)

... what would life be without emotion...

emotions are beautiful. i love to cry
be moved by love
crying is so freeing

---

(thanks to a girlfriend, sharing one of her deepest secrets with me ... she has to cry after sex .. highly-sensitive. emotional. deeply. It is infinite. Crying is beautiful.)

---

#let-go

dissolve
... all knots...
... all tensions...
... everything that ever had to be done

#zero-point
#healing

what is of importance?
... what moves?

surround yourself with energies, that do you good
... be with you
... children belong to themselves, are pure and perfect ... what goes wrong is straightened when you become a stone-energy, a tree-energy

take your sails out of the wind when kiddies are annoying ...

Children have taught us so much ... they remind us of what we wanted to be, ask questions, are here and now, interest is focus ... let them just flourish and learn from them

silence and rest, time and patience.
respect, for the nature and the
women giving birth,
and respect for the art,
when her hips command nature

(Adam Elias von Siebold 1775-1824)

#freedom-for-children
'up-bringing' ... Let it be forgotten
... there were enough fantastic books for the liberation of children-education
I was influenced by Jean Liedloff’s book ‘the Continuum Concept’ ... in the 80s,
she went to a native tribe to tell how the babys and children are allowed to
grow-up ... revolutionized our society-image, and patterns
#Baby-Sling-is-nest
#womb-is-continuum

#Breastfeeding-is-more-than-food
an almost forgotten knowledge about breastfeeding...
when the mother knows about it,
she can activate a 'cosmic link'while breastfeeding

... a river is built between mother and baby,
which is connected to universe

... Anastasia describes it like this in her books

#Dolmen-memory
Anastasia knows about it because her great-great-great-grandmother, was one of the persons who chose to die, healty and alive in so-called dolmens ... to transmit a ancient wisdom forever ... dolmen are Pyramid tombs ... there scientists found bones of the dead ones, in positions like sitting in the corner ... they chose by themselves to be enclosed ... to fast, to meditate, to die-alive in order to perpetuate truth ... so we can remember old information, thats how it has been saved . Anastasia says that if you only get close to dolmen, you can have access to the knowledge stored there ... thanks for sharing

the #dolmen-information-storages and the magic of breastfeeding mothers is told in Anastasia Books Volume 3

#healing
#dwell-in-your-body
... will be roughly mapped in beta-version of LucidDream, up to then, here is a
snippet-collection: (german)
klartraum-welle.info/Heilung.pdf
(english)
klartraum-welle.info/healing.pdf

---

#the-Never-Ending-Story
... #LucidDream-beta ..
note: the LucidDream was always planed to 'finish' as beta-version ...
megalomania is aware of its own rudimentary structure and the logic of open-source

... in the end, we all did write it...
'Dream is Destiny'

---

YOU OFFICIALLY ENTER
unicorn-land

... the perfect #zero-point-sphere
everything where you need it
connected in nature
fractal-like growth
all rooms in one
Home

---

#species-appropriate-livestock-prelude

---

every human being

should have steel beams around it
- or trees
walls that bear
- or branches
a retreat
a community
a garden
children
no-matter if your own

---

#appropriate-dwelling

---

#universe-in-a-trailer
i live in a 'flowable' room
by dancing, everything a just a moment away

---

an intuitive user interface ...
dozens of rooms in one
everything interdependent, carrying, connecting
... 'we are tree'

a space-ship – you’ve got everything with you
... and where you land
grows a paradise

#waggon-folks

I live in a museum
#maximum-mix-at-minimal-space
#the-moving-castle

here I am at home
here I don’t need keys

-----------------------------------------------

still living apartment
or living your dream?

Trucks, trailers and site caravans, tipi tents, container-tetris, tree-tents, air-castles, railway wagons, geodetic domes, yurts, tree houses and towers
... design our playgrounds ...

(Forget the plastic caravan, camper and the throw-away tent, that is ugh ...
 ehm distincting)

we love maximum brilliant

museums for fractal-life

#zero-point-layouts
#DaVinci-spheres
#decadent

##############################################
#360-universe-in-a-trailer

#fractal-housing
#zeropoint-coccon-of-creation

my 'construction trailer' could be sold to Apple ..
Is the perfect living-creative-workshop-spaceship
upside-down in the swing between a 'pending-bed' and the hanging-kitchen,
twenty rooms in one, everything folds and nests itself ...

The walls are alive ... Mr. Magoriums MagicStore... everything surround you
could grow and grow .. and you would always have infinite space - as long as
the DaVinci-Circle around you is free.

trailer-construction is doll-house construction

------------------------------------------------

#howls-moving-castle

everything hangs, carries, connects
we are tree

everything i can think of ... below 3 sec range.
I think of it .. it is in my hand ...

and it is immediately tidied up .. items are 'caught':
Magnets, wires, branches and the good old clothes-clips
Tensioning straps and chains mesh the spider web

efficiency-optimized space ... you can also do everything by dancing, circling,
swinging ...
the walls become a intuitive GUI: graphical-user-interface

##############################################
#homezones-alive

#Wander-Tribes
 .. so or alike... Trailer-Parks
they are simply a 'protected species'
... here you shoot photos with only with awareness
... private-zones, #respect

Paradise-around-me
for three years I live in habitats in city-forests and have no more any 'key' ... it is
a place, a circle ... in spring the number of people that have space in-and-around my trailer ... is larger than in any flat ... at least 12 ingenious sleeping-places that unfold in the surrounding trees, as a geodome or a 'magic carpet' /
steel-luggage-wagon

... it is a place, a museum ...

in the summer I love sleeping directly
on the roots of trees ... or in the tree tent ...

... or in one of the thousands of paradises,
in which I am connected ... I am fluid

my home is the whole planet
... my family everywhere

------------------------------------------

hunter-gatherers
fundus-building-materials

the sinking cities, the scrap-metal,
the abandoned buildings, the harbors
... deliver everything ...

I'm looking forward to the Looter & Plunder - Parties

upcycling-as-lifestyle

vandalism-alive-furniture

------------------------------------------

Houses-and-space-ships
Shoe-box-apartments ... very inefficient, edges collecting dirt, can't be moved.
In villages and places, however, there are beautiful old courtyards, creative huts, or #earthships ... these can be symbiotically interwoven by surrounding community in 'spaceship-dwellings'

... most trailer-parks, have in stock, at least one house-for-all, for culture and community. Castles and mills want to be restored ... Hermitage farms become a World Cultural Heritage

... the beautiful towns and villages will experience flourishing transformations in #sacred-geometry-style ... the ugly buildings that disturb us anyway, we can blow-up ... #collapsing-new-buildings (#einstürzende-Neubauten in ger)

how Cities can be built in #sacred-geometry structure,
at the end of the #Thrive-Movie was sketched: #Venus-Project
... all solutions are already there

you may still live in flats and at the same time build on your fractal-living-residential form. In addition to a container, a truck, a van, a bus, a train ... an aircraft-carrier-island
... these are your mobile-spheres for 'mission work abroad', everything that still has a motor is a #Space-Shuttle variant of a house

Spaceships-for-all
in long-term everyone has access to dwellings that can be moved - modular, fractal, maximum efficient ... there exist enough trucks, trailers and containers for all. Amazing what capitalism left us ...

------------------------------------------

a Stone-Age man would have killed for such a luxury
... now we wake up and see enough for all
... what is useful, we metabolize ...

free-wonderland, #fairytales2.0, #Schlauraffens-Land

Architecture-sacred-geometry

Architecture can be maximally geinal and simple:
Geodetic domes, tree tents, mandala roofs, tipi, yurts...

Architect Fuller showed geodesic domes in the 60s ... how a shape of a minimal-maximum space shape looks ... a modular house in Iglo-Shape consisting of triangles, simple and fast in construction, child-friendly plug-in system ... can also take other forms for thousands of people in one Geodome. (weltendom.de)

#do-it-yourself-geodome: http://acidome.ru

#Treetent-is-perfection
A tree-tent weighs in the smallest variant less than 4 kilos ... corresponds exactly to the #sacred-geometry, DaVincis-Circle and the triangle ... it is easy, durable, set-up in ten minutes, one can land anywhere trees span a triangle.

who once slept in a tree tent, doesn’t prefer a mattress anymore ...
my tree-tent I call #DeltaFlyer analogous to the shuttle from StarTrek-Voyager

It bends with your weight in a space curve, you have degrees-of-freedom in three dimensions ... you are even carried by the walls of the tent ... it is like being in a baby-sling at mother’s body ... the flexible surface solves all sorts of back-pains instant ... a belly-sleep on mother’s belly

... this is how the fabulous creatures live in 21st century

Decadence is gorgeous

... ask what it means to be immortal...

... it is like the mosquitoes ...

... they dont care about death ... we will be victorious

#ancient-energies

'everyone is a shaman and can call a power-animal'
(Jan)
(... sounds crazy, but try to proof the inverse)

**#understand-foreign-language**
you can also understand a foreign language
(Gor Timofey)

**#to-pray**
yes, can be meaningful ... a focussed state ... you just can leave out the religious stuff ... is a meditation only with will and mental power, which brings pictures into the global memory ... therefore, prayers have always protected the co-formed the world

but do not pray to any God, pray to yourself
... Peace is not out there ... Peace is in you

**#become-master**
... did you notice that we were taught to pray to a father? There is also the female form in the universe: Patcha-Mama ... maybe #Matriachat was not a bad idea

'you can be vulnerable ...
... and yet immortal'

... collision-with-the-forklift and lost a liter of blood,
recalls... what life was ... thank you #stupidity

**#have-fun-in-failing**
**#the-fool-are-you**

**#invers-your-rhythm**
(do the opposite of before)
when you're tired: lay down - no matter at which time
... if you want to dance, dance ...

mobile phone in flight mode ...
being available only twice a day / week
... instead of permanent online

#unblockade-evolution
'we disassemble everything and re-construct'

**#healing-for-killers**
... for child molesters and saddists, suicide can be an option of healing ... because it has understood why it did

... a person that doesn’t love a hundred percent himself ... destroys and tortures what it loves ... compensates for a gap in its energy field, torn in early childhood experiences

... no matter if spiritual newborn or hard way
... it is the kick ... of re-incarnation

**#Healing-minds**
... and for those who read ... it triggers healing ... so that we won’t generate new offenders and victims

**#for-give**
**#Nazis-extinct**
... boa ... the topic I almost forgotten...
Nazis-die-off was clear anyway ...
yet had been useful as very well ...

what would we be without enemies ...
life would have been boring

thank you for being our playmates ...
... all the epic-punk would never happened

... and Hitler existed, because it also sometimes has to go maximally bad ... #Murphys-Law is evolution ...

**#punk-kisses-nazi**
**#pogo-is-love**
here a pogo punk electro lyrics on the subject
"Dying - it must be like sleeping ... just better
With a bit of luck, we soon have a third world war,
**In which the heads of all sons of bitches are shattered.**

Yes, Germany should also disappear. this are all Nazis ... or sons of Nazis."
(Bjorn Peng - Everything Nazis)
... replace "this" with "we" in the last line

---

#photo-Assis-are-served-here
(german 'Assi' origin from sow bug, 'Keller-Asse!')

#crummy-antisocial
everyone once was crummy-antisocial, got along with dirt and chaos... this is an evolutionary stage as with small children
you can ignore long what is 'to do', that is freedom
... as long as no one else hasn't have to share the space with you, there is no problem... everyone is king in his realm, everyone is useful... because simply no man on this planet is pointless...

#Justice
... exists only in a global meaning – justice-for-all
... everything else is relative, an opinion

... as soon as you have to start thinking
... can stop again

direct knowledge is there immediately
... everything else is balast

#justice-exists-only-global
the structure of justice can be scientifically decoded, see #equilibrium-balance
in about xx pages
in #understand-physics

#the-just-like-me-trick
three words are the difference
between separation and unity...

'she is beautiful' ... 'he is an idiot' ... 'he is mad'

---

... add: '- just like me'

... picked from the great movie:
#awake-erwache-film-youtube

#############################
#unblockade-evolution

#what-problem-do-we-have-with
#suicide
... the most natural thought since there is consciousness
the pessimistic thoughts are fertilizer ... let yourself die ... yet, meditation is the real death, dying is called DMT ... that experience you can also have alive.
a society forbidding darkest thoughts creates inbalance.

'Every human being is also free end its life.'

... only our connections are suffering ... and thus inverse you have the feeling of losing 'the right to suicide' ... this just shows that we are inseperable linked to everything ... and it does not matter ... you can quit your life, but you will learn it ... if not in this, then in the next life...
and on goes the ever-continuing-cycle through dmt-soup

the-best-counter-argument to suicide: #go-travel-instead-die: Get rid of everything, pack your backpack, go on a journey ... you will find yourself

... klingklong ... the strange meaning of 'self-murder' will be history ...as soon as it becomes clear that death does not belong to life

#Lets-talk-about-shit-und-Blasenentzündung
#how-to-shit-in-the-forest: dig a hole!
... learn from the #shit-pit-ash-system at a Rainbow, ashes disinfects prevent stinking and disease transmission
... plant to let-paper-like plants: 9

'at some point that what we shit will no longer stink'.

---

... in his realm, everyone is useful...
... because simply no man on this planet is pointless...

everything else is balast...

... everything else is balast...

... everything else is balast...

---

... pick from the great movie: #awake-erwache-film-youtube

#############################
#unblockade-evolution

#what-problem-do-we-have-with
#suicide
... the most natural thought since there is consciousness
the pessimistic thoughts are fertilizer ... let yourself die ... yet, meditation is the real death, dying is called DMT ... that experience you can also have alive.
a society forbidding darkest thoughts creates inbalance.

'Every human being is also free end its life.'

... only our connections are suffering ... and thus inverse you have the feeling of losing 'the right to suicide' ... this just shows that we are inseperable linked to everything ... and it does not matter ... you can quit your life, but you will learn it ... if not in this, then in the next life...
and on goes the ever-continuing-cycle through dmt-soup

the-best-counter-argument to suicide: #go-travel-instead-die: Get rid of everything, pack your backpack, go on a journey ... you will find yourself

... klingklong ... the strange meaning of 'self-murder' will be history ...as soon as it becomes clear that death does not belong to life

#Lets-talk-about-shit-und-Blasenentzündung
#how-to-shit-in-the-forest: dig a hole!
... learn from the #shit-pit-ash-system at a Rainbow, ashes disinfects prevent stinking and disease transmission
... plant to let-paper-like plants: 9

'at some point that what we shit will no longer stink'.

---

... pick from the great movie: #awake-erwache-film-youtube

#############################
#unblockade-evolution

#what-problem-do-we-have-with
#suicide
... the most natural thought since there is consciousness
the pessimistic thoughts are fertilizer ... let yourself die ... yet, meditation is the real death, dying is called DMT ... that experience you can also have alive.
a society forbidding darkest thoughts creates inbalance.

'Every human being is also free end its life.'

... only our connections are suffering ... and thus inverse you have the feeling of losing 'the right to suicide' ... this just shows that we are inseperable linked to everything ... and it does not matter ... you can quit your life, but you will learn it ... if not in this, then in the next life...
and on goes the ever-continuing-cycle through dmt-soup

the-best-counter-argument to suicide: #go-travel-instead-die: Get rid of everything, pack your backpack, go on a journey ... you will find yourself

... klingklong ... the strange meaning of 'self-murder' will be history ...as soon as it becomes clear that death does not belong to life

#Lets-talk-about-shit-und-Blasenentzündung
#how-to-shit-in-the-forest: dig a hole!
... learn from the #shit-pit-ash-system at a Rainbow, ashes disinfects prevent stinking and disease transmission
... plant to let-paper-like plants: 9

'at some point that what we shit will no longer stink'.
... and if we are already at such clear topics: if you put a finger in the ass of your girlfriend, is cool, but simply spread no bacteria...

Bladder inflammation thanks ... women have this mostly because of 'wrong sex'

#self-love
#closed-torus

#egoist
a tree is a one hundred percent egoist
a complete torus
what flows out above
comes back from down - and vice versa
... because it cares about himself
Tree can be a habitat

#I am-who-I-am
#ego-sum-qui-sum
#perpetuum-mobile

i + i = we

'i love egoists
... because is everyone cares for himself
... everyone is cared for'

— pulverize the connotation of words

'I have got millions of characters'

#schizophrenia -is-normal

#every-human-is-a-magician
everyone has a ray: the-third-eye
you can use it to look everywhere, heal people...
... read Anastasia, #meditate-with-dmt

#unblockade-evolution

PSychology-disassembled
body-spirit-earth-universe are one ...
... psychology becomes irrelevant. Is similar to the term 'morality'
... this was used in so many contexts, which differ largely from the reaction behavior of insects ... an insect knows no morality

what distinguishes is the empathy and charisma:
instantan emotions and not our ability to think ...
especially re-thinking about psychological imbalance is irrelevant.

'Gap-People' will experience like everyone else – soon be healed or no longer there

... the information is now accessible to everyone.
Keep it simple

within the swarm intelligence
there are simply no 'psychological problems'

its quotet from #dmt-long-term-effects p.xxx

the more evolution happens with you
many things that 'made-us-human' will fade away:

missing, doubt, anxiety, pain, worry ... die-out
opinion, judgement, justification anyway

'there is no problem - only if its now'
#psychology becomes irrelevant. All is well.

you’ll transform into a tree, loving yourself. Be circle
‘Infinite being of divined truth’

#Marriage-dies-out
an image of faith .. as if one had to share his bed forever ... love is. Cuddling is wonderful, yet sleeping alone is often more resting. Those who connect in #Symbiosis (a much more comfortable word than 'relationship') are also strong by themselves, with sufficient room for rest, retreat, their own perfect DaVinci-space. In the nearest circle your beloved ones can settle or vice versa 

#Sex-and-being-alone
... i want to note ... since half a year currently without having sex ... a nice new experience ...

many woman of nowadays doesn’t know any more how periods-without-sexual-partner feel ... in earlier ages, the men had to go to war, have conquered lands ... these natural phases of being-alone have boosted the biggest developments ...

Sex is one of the permanent pacifiers similar to sugar, tobacco, mobile phone ...

so should it be ... I wanted to transform from fairy to tree ... my own world, I do not need anything, must not leave the forest for months ... it all will happen ... I had enough beautiful life, best sex, deepest moments ...

... the point where it would be ok to die, I already had years ago ... after that your life starts, afterwards you are free ...

that sex becomes different / less-important has also to do with the fact that in the DMT space a thousand times more ingenious experiences are possible ... distraction becomes irrelevant, you know what you do with your time ... sex-act happens within a deepest soul connection, the subconsciousness melt ... that is the natural form ... if you separate it, its Like with body and spirit ... that simply belongs together

-----

#Fusion-without-having-sex
... and here a supplement, because some derive from the Anastasia books 'rules' that do not exist ... she doesn’t forbid sex, she only shows that it becomes irrelevant and a higher level, if one knows all the secrets of life ... that reproduction can also work with something like consciousness-fusion ... the

child between her and Vladimir was triggered, according to the books similar to 'Virgin Mary'.

who has understood Salvia Divinorum and has access to another consciousness-in-love can possibly trigger that the egg-cell parts without fertilization ... the mammals can already, see # Biology-Tutoring-for-God in the chapter #Salvia-Divinorum

#unblockade-evolution

not exchanging 
but giving-away 
is the new currency 

#Matriachat 
gets hereby redefined, does not refer to: Women-have-the-power, but to the 'Female form' of the 'creative energy' ...

compare SalviaDivinorum, the image of the Spirobranchia (p.184) and vagina ... the universe is not symmetrical but left-handed cite{wiki:chiral-evolution}

.. Babies drop out where?

the meta-space (= the generating space of sacred-geometry) is birthing universes after a female pattern ... its indeed logical 

Woman is not better, but a mapping of a universal pattern ... the opposite is the male ... the energies are symbiotic 

every human being has male and female energy 

and can individually express these energies 

---------------------------------------------

marketplace for chaos
... money is no longer the only means of 'payment' ... because the money that everyone can grow himself is called Marijuana and in its compact form Hashish. It was long before the money like gold traded, winter-stock of the kings ... Hashish in related to the #Hashashin - it was the activation-drug of the Assassins.

Because our humanity is so ill and hemp-oil – another Marijuana product, is potent to cure cancer and many other diseases... one of the genius new #alternatives-to-money will grow by plants

#Hash-replaces-money
... "when will they realize that they can not eat money" ... soon you can smoke it, cure yourself with it
... is there also 'edible money'?
... Hemp seeds belong to the most compact #SuperFood stock you can have ...
Hemp is a hundred times usable

#Medicine-plants-replace-money
... build #seedballs and #coordinate-tree-planting-drones, #spread-permaculture-forests ... because soon everyone stops going to work ... soon all land belongs to everyone..

#squad and caravans will form themselves by having fun to plant, to leave traces
... 'they shall make it green again' ...

Farming was yesterday, #agriculture-dies-off

#School-dies-out
'a child that is born today, never has to go again to school'

the school of life needs no constraint

----------------------------------

#Evolutionsblockaden-lösen

speak only
when your words
are more beautiful
than the silence before

---
#your-motor-are-you
#concerning-the-fairy
... I do not want to be called 'good person'
I do not act because of 'being good'
rather something like self-love
and creation of the creation ...

'expression of creations consciousness'

... means: I do not do anything for others,
I optimize only the system in which I must live
... and thus long-term-life on this planet.

I plant ideas, shake, tear belief-images,
create enthusiasm ... magic is affective

... because I love it, because only life
asit should always have been
makes sense

... colorful, connected, pure ...
Everything else will die out
(Kess, 2016)

----------------------------------

#stop-asking-how-are-you

we can cancel that question ... I am and it is good
... I am a multidimensional astral being ... in manifold states of the now ... in composition of effect and impulse
(see #understanding-physics, #states-of-energy)
the answer to the question, disturbs my flow ... wants a definition of my state ... I am exactly the opposite: fluid - everywhere and nowhere

as if my current state could be described in a few words: ...
I’m perfect. For years. It never stopped.

#speak-less
Empathy is shown differently

save your words ... pay attention to what happens when you don’t say what you just wanted to say ... interaction is a dance ... silence the spell

you do not have to react, you act

#shake-off-imprint

#Mimic-may-also-rest
... due to my head injury by the forklift, I was allowed to let-go all facial expressions for few weeks ... an irresponsible dead-face in no matter what conversation ... ingenious experience ... you notice that facial expressions are beautiful, but optional, that we most time wear tensed faces

... I was long enough beautiful ... now I can also look like i want

#Index-Guide-last-fifth
#orientation

a lot packed into #demand-for-completeness
#how-to-build-community,
#workshop-in-magic
#self-empowerment-is-super
#tree-tent-spaceship, #mandala-roof
#re-Inkarnation-and-fabulous-creatures
#beyond-the-border-thinkers
#what-happens-when-you-die
#astral-traveling
#consciousness-and-computer
#artificial-intelligence-remains-pet

#zero-point-compact
#resonance, #dreams-and-dmt,
#meditation,#lucid-dreaming
#LucidDream-the-title
#living-hybrid, #cancel-addictions-party-addictions
#music-that-makes-something-with-you
#we-came-to-dance, #epic-neverforget
#GOA-and-good, #psyart

... flows into
#not-everything-in-the-book/ #understand-physics (pxx+)
#Masaru-Emoto-und-water-memory
#quantum-hand
#Schauberger-implosion-principle,
#Anastasia-and-UFO-engines
#Rupert-Sheldrake-was-right
#re-activate-ancient-DNA-in-seeds
#Aliens, #Telepathy

#understand-physics (pxx+)
#states-of-energy
#wasser-is-not-normal, #oil-is-super
#activate-body, #learn-heat-control
#metamorphosis-skin, #head-grounding
#firefly-zoo, #light-beings,
#do-the-math-exponential-evolution
#Fate-logic-loop
#osmose-is-blood-circulation, #time-is-fractal
#Coincidence-Brownian-motion-and-dmt
#Equilibrium

... finally #timeout-me, #universe-is-all-in

—

... then it enters the last curve (pxx+)
sparkling child-eyes were also yours ... thats where the magic comes from ...
that's evolution

#how-magic-works
#focus
#space-shaping

#art-of-impact-pattern
'Silvester17 ... when all the world celebrated the
turn of the year ... the sound barrier was broken'

and in these three days 30 pages ... scaled to 300 ... so this book had been
unfolded in three nights / three years / three lives / three hundred lives ...
invers. One idea. Locked in the safe as in #Inception, which dissolves / re-
shapes your reality / faith-image

ps: I often talk of me in a we-form ...
'I' is only the executing host of the many energies
... we are 'symbioint-of-lifeforms',
therefore often 'i' and 'we' are equal

-------------------------------------

#epic-fusion-festival
in you shines
a unfathomable
beautiful
Light

... as a 'freelance fairy' I constructed two flying fairies
for the #trancefloor of the #Fusion-Festival
... was welcome to dock with my tree-tent in the forest behind #fire-space...
the months before festival are the best time
thanks firespace-family, chai-and-trancefloor-crew, electricity-crew

... #Fusion-Kulturkosmos is one of the strongest networks of
lived utopia ... there are hectares of 'Anarchy Unity Wonderland'

thank you for your work for over 20 years
... the fusion festival time-out in 2017 was perfectly timed
... we need you for the party after
#ride-the-wave

******************************************************************************

#Tree-Tent
#treetent-spacehip
#DaVinci-Sphere
  being carried like in mother wrap, her breathing is the storm shaking the
trees
... you learn something about #forest-geometry-for-beginners ... can set-it-up
within 10 minutes ... or spend a day on learning ladder-heights in relation to
geometry of triangles

#learning-is-fun
#the-forest-is-my-living room
... imagine a #tree-tent-festival
... exactly that is planned with 300 treetents
www.lebe-abenteuerlich.de

-----------------------------------------------

#flying-fairies
.. the 'flying fairies' – clumsy also called
 'lamps' by some GOA-worshipers

the basic construction is a #mandala-roof
... the most brilliant roof of #sacred-geometry

simply a circle of 5++ overlapping woods ... it stabilizes itself ... then spinning-
weaving branches and roots ... this dynamic roof construction can be placed on
Hobbit-Cabins, on Elf-Towers ... need no four-corner-structure underneath ...

#rectangle-dies-out
#art-has-function

******************************************************************************

#Re-Inkarnation-and-fairy-tale-creatures
'you are born again and again?'

not impossible but unlikely.'

that each existence is mapped to exact one earlier-life-person .. doesn't make
sense in regard of the amount of people on the planet .. our population was a
lot less in former times

'Re-Inkarnation? .. hm, it's more like something like simultaneous-
inkarnation. "

everything that has ever been lived is at-the-same-time there. There exists
only the 'now'.'

it is an access to different ancient energies and old characters that you feel
connected with.. In my case, the fairies, the elves, the healers, the inventors ...
of course... the characters who have always lived on the marginal zones of the
system, close to the pulse of life ... from the Oracle of Delphi to queer fellow
Einstein to DaVinci, passing Uschi Obermeier to Stephen Hawking.

then there are countless other universe-energies depicting the rest of the
infinity, the gnomes, the faun, the laughing-buddhas, the stone-beings, the
dwarfs and hobbits, the nymphs, the pirates. ... and there are many more, e.g.
Vulcans and Klingons as in StarTrek. They are only names that we invented to
describe similar patterns.
#autist-is-something-like-vulcanian

shake-off-imprint ... leads to your ancient character ... you can feel, how you
are 'meant to be'.

your character is an free shapeable object-of-art

-----------------------------------------------

'There are three classes of people:
those who see.
those who see when they are shown.
those who do not see." (Leonardo DaVinci)

your karma you compose yourself.
no one is dammed to a dammed life.
#beyond-border-thinkers
#those-who-make-us-see
#Stephen-Hawking, one of the heroes of our era, provided one part of the world-formula, basic-knowledge for consciousness jump.

Hawking, by the way, likes to play with opposites: first he teaches the whole world what black holes are, then he doubts their existence.

He repeatedly tried to refute his own theorems ... who again and again pulverizes belief pictures, finds truth

---

... i hope this book will arrive soon to him ... his prelude in the book 'the Physics of Star Trek', which I read at age 17 had started my journey

#Astral-Travel

... a chapter in itself. Yes it works. The mind can leave the body ... your consciousness is not tied to your body. In meditation / sleep paralysis of the body, you can (with some practice) roll out of the body, travel verifiably everywhere in our reality ... and also travel in all possible realities ...

Robert Monroe unleashed with his book 'Jouneys of of the body' a movement about so-called astral traveling / astral projection. Currently the science is also interested in this.
The movie #Dr-Strange captures astral travels and DMT ... as 'phantasy'.

If you want to know more, it is refered to the Internet, e.g.
Astral Projection! (10 Secrets Astral Projectors Won't Tell You)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U0CeZNIhFrG

----------------------------------------------

... something like dead,
we are most simmilar in #meditation ...
zero point of thought

there is no non-life.
only the #zero-point as the maximum nothing.
pure being without before without after
without rules without desires.
    wishes block what will happen anyway.

Silence. Now
... and the time transcends.

incarnation can also stop,
... because it fits where you live

#zero-point
#zerogravity

#consciousness-and-computer
what is the difference between consciousness and computer ...
Superposition (superimposed quantum states)

---

#you-are-free-energy
because your body is 'only' a measuring station,
you can also leave it ... park it... and be energy in ancient-form
Nonlinear dynamics and chaos
the ability to extingush and create
... a machine has only consciousness, if it is designed according to the
ingredients of the world-formula: at least a quantum computer, torus shape,
fractals, #sacred-geometry.
Not impossible .. but without connection in the #dmt room
- no swarm-intelligence

Artificial-Intelligence remains pet

... my five cents to the end-of-the-world-scenarios
through AI’s and robots (AI = artificial intelligence)
#Artificial-Intelligence-lacks-empathy

if it was good
it is coming again
... you can let-go

#zero-point-compact
#zero-point is where you don’t have to do anything anymore,
where everything fits, you can forget everything

where you can relaxed observe all functions
... how they will never reach zero (asymptotical = not-matching)

and if you pulverize the zero point .. you land again there

#zero-point = #fuck-you-all = #orgasm-timeout
... it’s where life begins

nothing is. everything is spinning.

blind-writing is like deaf-hearing is like lying-traveling
... just go through the zero-point.
this reverts inside out

if you have to start thinking ...
you can immediately stop again

in zero-point
everything is
incalculable

Image: Resonance pattern on a sand plate that passes through the frequency
spectrum: #flower-of-life_alive \cite{amazing-resonance-experiment-youtube}
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wvJAgrUBF4w

#Dreaming-and-DMT
Dreaming / sleeping and DMT have a lot in common.
Every night, every person on this planet goes into a strange quasi-dead state,
experiencing the wildest things

... who wonders about DMT, should first be surprised about sleeping. Both are
totally natural ... every man produces DMT at least three times in his life ... in
motherss womb,
in a dream, at death.

#falling-asleep
if you have difficulties in falling asleep, there is a trick with breathing: 1-> 4,
zero, 1-> 8
you count up to 4, breathe in, then you count on up to 8 and hold the air
thereby ... then count up to 8 and exhale .. with the rhythm of exhalation, each
time your systems will fall deeper

#resonance-physics
... how does it feel to be a resonance frequency ..
#resonance = wave-trains of the same phase amplify,
give a clear pattern of overlay - no chaos'---
#Sleeping is an unfocused / 'de-coherent' condition (uncoordinated
consciousness impulses,
wave-trains in different phases)
#Meditation is a focused / coherent state ... (wave-trains are in-phase here; here resonance is possible)

#Dreams are focused as well as chaotic patterns
#Lucid-dreaming = crystal-clear dreaming can be learned, then you get within your dream aware that you dream, can control dreams, magic withing ... dreaming happens in Hyperspace.

web-search: #water-cymatics, #432hz-water-frequencies
the kinematics is a research area of physics,
here an amazing work of science, here an music-optical-masterpiece: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q3oItpVa9fs

'everything owes its existence wholly and completely to sound'

################################

#Breathing
while breath-in and-out, the air can be taken up spirally and expanded from the abdomen again and again ... the ascending spiral energy from below, from the root chakra (from the body exits) is called Kundalini-energy

#Meditation
one way is to concentrate only on the airflow between the lip and the nose ... to forget everything else
... pure perception ... that activates the pineal gland

this manual on evolution can also be seen as a psycho-active drug / substance / information
'... dissolve everything that shapes you'

#blackout
#reset
#re-arrange-stars

'... because we can ... and not must'

#Lucid-Dreaming

... can be learned, you are doing so-called 'reality checks', how to count the fingers on the hand, test a light switch, check if there is gravity, the moon and the sun are there or tweaking ... As soon as these routines are, they are also sometimes in the dream ... from the moment, it is a 'clear dream', one can be in the most beautiful landscapes, 360Grad see, listen to music, entertain with any heroes of his youth ... # Waking-life-move tells exactly this ... # luzides-dreaming can be re-connecting into the #dmt-space

-----------------------------------------------

#LucidDream – the title
at first I did not think of conscious dreaming = lucid dreaming.
the book is just simply a clear dream of a fairy ...
yet, ... if you become aware in this life that you are in a dream
you can control it ... so it is by definition a Lucid Dream

#Inception-and-dmt
in the #dmt-space it is possible to inter-connect in the same way as in the film #Inception: into dreams / consciousness-world of others
that's why artists are so creative at night ... when most sleep ... rests the atmosphere ... most are in the realm of dreams ... and forget everything when waking up ...
everything is connected. nothing is alone.
each has its existence in the other.

---

#living-hybrid
everyone who somehow lives in capitalism, lives #HYBRID: a mixture of destructive lifestyle and healthy lifestyle

#cancelling-addictions-partying-addictions
PS: even if I let-go a lot of my addictions ... if I stop one thing, I may compensate with something else ... there are no prohibitions ... it counts that you feel maximum beautiful ...

concerning breaking-habbit, it just starts to to become fractal: more and more often you have to quit smoking for months, you can not eat any more processed-food and yet still enjoy a pie slice from time to time ... we get along with the poison already, thats not what us kills... #become-Master
--
PPS: on the day when I realized that the 'worlds end' is this year, I had to
smoke a spliff ... saving-the-world is already done, so you have to celebrate ...
will anyway stop again soon

#music-explains-evolution
#self-healing
#we-came-to-dance
... the clip explains the world-formula
by music, feeling and science ... the lyric is epic
#watch-this-humanity
... here the miracle of birth is explained - every human being has passed
through a metamorphosis to a
conscious being ... just forgotten

'we were born in motion
after nine month on-feeling to our mothers heart beat
cells multiplied into systems
building bones and brains and blood
pulses synced
composing spines
formulating feet
then something happened: as we learned to balance
on our own feet, we learned that there is right way
and a wrong way to move them ... we learned
there were rules to being human...

'we forgot
that every time we breathe
i inhale part of you
and exhale part of me'

'see: we've got a direct line of communication
to the rythm
living in the space beneath our minds
... the one that beats our heart in time
We Came To Dance, Tasha Blank
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vYD1UkN_KGI

We have always known how to dance and when we do, we remember that the users manual we picked up on the way to this planet is in our guts'

'We have sent them to you'
Jesus was also one of us (Colline Serreau in #La-Belle-Verte-movie)

... listening is helpful

#goa-and-good
#goa-is-evolution

...let music flourish the planet
... now image-search for #psyart, #goa-art, #visionary-art

#epic-neverforget
#universe-fits-into-a-music-set
'within the RAVE and GOA cultural scene, lies the greatest potential of revolution' (Kess 2012)

... this revolution becomes a symphony

next to the shamans, it is the GOA / Tribal / PsyTrance networks that we have to thank, for connecting the world of DMT and plant medicine like Ayahuasca / Salvia / Yopo
... the #Entheo-Plant treasures

#entheogene
refers to all psychoactive plants
with hallucinogenic / psycho-active effect

actually you need this year only ... to pack your backpack and go to a Festival / Rainbow / LARP ... and never return

-----------------------------------------------

#playgrounds-and-magic-moments
what would life be... without emotion

note: GOA is a festival-movement
and kind of music
that is not 4/4 beat

Masaru-Emoto-and-water-memory
Pioneer of the 90s .. water has a memory and is structured like the feeling that influences it
... Emotos findings were scientifically ignored, I would not blog it, if I had not examined the water structures of Emoto with #dmt look ..

a big difference in the degree of beauty and fractal-activity in water ... in comparison of tap-water and spring-water

#water-is-life
water can be explored in thin layers... or frozen ...with #dmt.
compare #pyramid-salt: a miniature temple-town

---
healing stones can ‘energize’/clean water. 

wearing stones at the body is a good idea

#a-beautiful-mind

Jason Padgetts art is #seeing-physics he studied physics and math ... can draw exactly 

the effect of formulas: http://jason-padgett.pixels.com

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

#art-decodes-science

Jason Padgett is since a head injury listed as #Savont: man with super abilities 

cite{wiki:Savont}

... since the accident, he can perfectly paint fractals ..because he sees them everywhere

Image: Quantum-Hand, engery-lines mapping a hand

'Quantum Hand’ is what Jason sees, when he looks at his hand.

################################################################################

#understand-physics

#nature-tells

#Implosion-as-energy source

#Vortex-energy

'in the implosion method applied by nature, the forces do not act centrifugally to the outside, as in the case of the explosion, but inwards, centripetally. An implosion direct the force towards the center and reaches its maximum in the center. By explosion technique noble raw materials are converted into inferior products (emissions, ash ... etc.). The inverse happens by implosion: the minor materials are converted into higher value products, practically a upgrading operation that even provides energy – coudn’t be more ingenius!'

'Explosion (burning) is used by nature only where rotting takes place. Rotting is a process in which obsolete materials are disassembled into certain basic materials. These basic materials, in turn, are the basis for many constructive implosion processes.'

Viktor Schaubeger: 

'you move wrong'

in nature the principle of implosion is used for life-building processes (impulse), for decomposing processes the explosion.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

#science-of-how-nature-works

#Schauberger-implosion-principle

'capiche and copy nature' 

(Schauberger-Prinzip)

Swirls and Tornados are examples of natural processes in which the forces are directed inwards. Also every plant grows based on the principle of implosion, without "exploding" in it, as Schaubeger once put it accurately.

Or look into the universe, where there are huge spiral galaxies that wind-themselves-in (implosion) and in its center in which unimaginable happens.

( the trout manages the jump over a distance which is greater than its muscles alone could overcome - by using the implosion-energy)

'The trout keeps an eye out where the falling water produces a form of winding spiraling. Since these water-forms create a suction directed against the water in their center. The trout circles around this water-form, until the water masses release a favorable entry possibility, and thus reaches the center of the coiling form.

Birds use the energy similar. That they generate vortexes of movement and therefore skilful direction changes.'

source: click me

###############################
#understanding-physics
#not-everything-in-the-book

#Anastasia-and-UFO-engines
the Siberian Taiga inhabitant from the books of Vladimir Merge... whether she really exists, or whether she is a novel figure is left to your imagination. She explains how a UFO-motor-works, the implosion principle of Schauberger is used together with microorganisms to form the spaceship walls ... it needs a group of people working together of a UFO-engine by using mental skills. (Anastasia Volume 1)

#Recativate-Ancient-DNA-in-seeds
if you irradiate seeds with high-frequency energy fields, the DNA is released into the primal state ... so there were fishes that had gills like fossil primal fish, so maize was released which is independent of much-water or pesticides ... therefore the TV report from the 90s disappeared:

#Rupert-Sheldrake-was-right
a biologist ... what he scientifically illuminated is similar to that: 'a child born today can access a much more developed consciousness than one 200 years ago'

He is ignored in the specialist publications... yet, his 'morphological fields' explain 'habits of nature' correctly ... he explained the world formula by means of biology and quantum-physics

---------------------------------------------------------------

#Aliens
boa, ... of course we are not the only breathing forms of life in the universe. Life can also work on N (nitrogen) instead of H2O (water) basis, see cyanobacteria, which were the basis for our oxygen-based life

we create the evolutionary jump as a human being.
I'm human. And it was good. ... traveling to other galaxies will come later

#Telepathy
... teach the trees.
learning anyway automatically with the connection to the swarm. So let's keep it short the joke for telepaths: '
'It has to go telepathic at some point ... if you are connected to everything '

#all-things-spin

'without spin, none of reality can come to exist. All things spin! spin is fundamental to creation and objects that appear to be inanimate exist solely because spinning atoms within allow the objects to radiate, and hence, appear in our reality.'

(Physicist Nassim Haramein)

####################################

#understand-physics
#clear-communication

#states-of-energy
with #state I don't mean 'being high' on a drug, but the energy state / feeling in which someone is ... the unspeakable answer to the question: how are you? electrons, molecules, systems ... can be in the basic state or in excited states.

Image: ground state and exited states in physics
Image: wave-function / orbits of Hydrogen H

ground-state E0 is the 'lowest' energy level, e.g. for H-Atom -13,6 eV (electron-volt). if one triggers the atom/electron with the 'fitting' energy-difference, it jumps to excited states
E₁, E₂, E₃ ... Eₚ (for H is E₁=−13.6eV; E₂=3.4eV; E₃=1.5eV; E₄=0.85eV)

the energy levels are quantized = can not have arbitrary values ... this results in particle, being a wave at the same time ... is bounded by attracting forces, results in a standing wave like a guitar string that has a fundamental tone and several harmonics overtones.

----------------------------------

excited states remain shortly, then the electron bounces back into the ground state, the energy difference is emitted.... so colors are created: electrons absorb a part of the light spectrum. We see the 'rest' - which it did not want to be.

in the case of molecules and chemical or biological reactions, it is called activation-energy, which triggers a different state / condition / reaction

#that-what-makes-something-with-you

your condition is different in the morning, depends on inner and outer energies ... can be in a 'ground state', in countless excited-states, activated or deactivated... can be changed by hormones, messengers ... all possible states / perceptions a person can experience can also be activated by means of information.

'I do not need drugs, I just have now names for my states'

#point-of-view-gun-physics

###################################

#understand-physics

#water-is-not-normal
... water has an anomaly between 0 and 4 degrees ... instead of becoming smaller at less temperature, it expands, its density becomes suddenly maximum ...

with all other liquids is not so ... therefore frozen water bottles break within this temperature range, this is why ice floats above, this is why life can continue ... the 'warm 4 degrees layers' fall under the colder layers, life does not freeze \cite{wiki:Negative_thermal_expansion} 

... the anomali of water is the secret of phase-transitions, transformations, metamorphoses
water also has a so-called triple-point, a temperature and state at which a solid, gaseous, and liquid state occurs simultaneously (at 6mbar and 0.01 ° degrees) \cite{wiki:Triple-point}

Anomaly = this is not normal
#Water-is-crazy

#Oil-is-super
when you freeze, grease your skin thickly with oil, (e.g. wheat-germ oil, sunflower oil, #siberian-cedar-oil)
... oil mixture also every morning as a mouthwash to wash out toxins, 10 min keeping... antibacterial, best cleansing

... throw away everything containing #Fluroid, that is poison, blocks the pineal-gland, creates disinterest

... aging was yesterday
... today is metamorphose

#body-hairs-are-alive
#crystal-kid-sharing-important-information-about-human-body-youtube: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0VYBCDfhP08
... 10 Min... how to activate existence via hairs

----------------------------------

#understanding-warmth-and-cold

ground-state and activation-energy also describes the temperature regulation of your body.
It can be so as cold as it wants in winter, if you chop a little wood, cycle or do 'sport', the activation-energy is given to not- freeze.

freezing is a 'brrrr'-cold-wave across the skin, through the tissue. as soon as this can attack too long, you have already lost.

the body can react with counter-vibrations or energy fields just before the cold-wave propagates.
a baby / child learns this automatically - but hardly anyone can control heat because we were much too isolated / warm packed from birth on.

#dont-pack-the-children-so-warm
#Anarchy-for-Children

#Body-sensation
ask yourself why a cat goes voluntarily at -15 degrees at night on wanderings ... the coat insulating layer and movement is only one part ... the other works over body-control, which we also could use.

#body-awareness

#feel-your-body
#evolote-your-brain/cells/dna
you are most of the time only in the head and the other things just hanging passively on you ... therefore you freeze.

Instead of knowing what is ... you have to learn to capture your hull - not just at the moment and the biofilm - in it, in it - through the tissue to the veins. In the veins is the warmth, which can be used much better. and the tissue itself can dance to produce heat

... alternatively one can also control the electromagnetic field around the body in such a way that an insulating layer is produced (see physics: two laser lasers generate 'force field')

--------------------------

Image: Lichen Ernst Haeckl, 'Artforms-of-Nature', 1904

look into a forest | then at yourself

because everything that composes man is also to be found as a figure in nature ... the illustrated lichen represent:

skin, tissue, organs ...

look beneath the trees. than at yourself.

--------------------------

#level-body-own-heat-generation

a approach. myself has devoted some dmt-sessions to the subject of heat ... the dmt-fire-optics brings understanding as well as the dmt-optics of the movements of stones, which have to do with heat (fire opal, fire agate ...)

there are many ways to trigger heat ... there is kinetic-energy, energy, your skin layers are built like lichens ... the area of your 'aura' = the first hull around your body is electromagnetic field, can be focused and 'isolated' ... at the neck, there is a point that can send all possible resonance frequencies across the body ...

Onomatopoeia = sound language also helps ... 'dawumm, dawummmmm, dawummmm' into the body perception

go into a #Body-Worlds-Anatomy exhibition or look at the web about #Anatomy - how the man looks from within

when the cold wave comes from outside, it simply means being faster in the body reaction we would have learned easy as children ... because we are not accustomed to be aware about our body, it needs exercise like meditation

#Awareness-towards-inside

--------------------------

#must-not-all-in-the-book
#understand-biology

#Metamorphosis-Skin
#learning-camouflage
there is an octopus species that manages 'holodeck skin': it can camouflage the fractal environment that is under it, project it on his skin ... within seconds he looks like the surrounding coral reef

... BBC has tested whether it also can image living room furnishings... awesome
... Fireflies live for love

(the human cell can also produce light, it is called 'bio-photon' ... that means: light-human activating, stop eating and speak with your body, Gor Timofey explains in 10 min at youtube (Lichtmensch))

#Firefly-efficiency
the luminous efficiency of fireflies surpasses our light sources:
Fireflys illuminate with an efficiency of more than 90%, that means of the chemical energy they invest, 90% is converted into light ... light bulbs have a conversion factor of 5% ... our best light sources are OLED, creating 75%
(organic LEDs, are not just inspired by nature they consist organic material)
\cite{wiki:Leuchtkaefer}

ROLL
#do-the-math
#exponential-evolution

'the greatest shortcoming
of the human race is our inability
to understand the exponential function'

Albert Bartlett, Professor of Physics

the youtube-lecture of Prof. Bartlett: 'the most important video you will ever see' ... was the trigger that broke my world images

... we have absolutely not understood the exponential function

#Exponential-growth-patterns

**Exponential**: doubling at same time intervals
**Super-Exponential**: doubling in ever shorter time intervals

... all the systems man has created on this planet have been growing exponentially for about 250 years ... we are currently using at least 7 planets more than we have

... our age is growing ever faster:

#copy-animal-skills
#youtube-cuttlefish-camouflage

#head-grounding
#cut-astral-lines
#roll-an-egg-on-the-head
... I once had a slight lovesickness / longing for a beloved one on a Rainbow ... it disturbed me, my head couldn't get free ... a friend said: 'roll a raw egg over your head, that cuts the astral lines, earths the links' ... boa... thats so helpful ... feels so relaxing, so now everyone must know about it

roll a raw egg over your head ... this is the most brilliant head massage ... the perfect egg shape will ground astral- and energy-field-lines of your surfaces ... a soothing massage... also at third-eye relaxes everything, and the optics are fascinating with-without-egg and with-egg before closed eyes

... the egg has then absorbed all your tensions ... like cat-fur that could unload its ionic charge ... some say you should not eat the egg then, it has your "negative energies" recorded ... but if I have already felt good before, I also eat it afterwards .. Protein is muscle-gain - useful if you often fast

----------------------------------

#nature-science
#light-beings

#Firefly-Zoo
there are more than 200 different species ... during the fusion festival, I collected them to use as light sources in the moss dress of the 'flying fairies' of trancefloor ... so you inform yourself about 'firefly attitude', do I have to feed them?... no, they just do not want to be alone

#Firefly-is-something-like-light-human
Fireflies have two phases of life: three years it is a larva, only there to eat, preferably: snails, one is enough ... after years it pupates, metamorphoses to a light-being ... as soon as they have the luminous skill (bioluminescence), their body does not need food anymore ... the light is there for partner search, their last day ends with reproduction
source: https://blog.wwf.de/gluehwuermchen/
Super-exponential: industrial age 100 years, information age 10 years, social network age 2 years

... therefore 2012 was the year of change (rule-of-thumb)

-----------------------------------------------

#do-the-math
#exponential-is-madness
#recognize-the-patterns

a calculation task:
put bacteria in a bottle
... they double every minute
... lets say at 12 o’clock the bottle is full ...

if we start at 11:00 o’clock with one bacteria culture
then at 11:01 there are twice as much bacterias

**when is the bottle half full?**

####################################

#do-the-math
#exponential-evolution

when is it getting narrow? ... at 12 o’clock the bottle is full
11:56: only 1/16 full !!!
11:59: #one-minute-before-12: half full

exponential growth ... that was also the story
with the rice-corn and the chessboard ...

from now on you can foresee and use evolution

-----------------------------------------------

#exponential-is-madness
#understanding-evolution

human-planet universe is an organic form of life
... consciousness is currently
experiencing exponential evolution

... we can forget all scenarios.
we are 1 second before 12 and write the key act ... then comes the metamorphosis
#forget-what-was-before

.. the most beautiful stories
... wake-up close before the end

#beauty-creates

#################################################

#must-not-all-in-the-book
#understand-physics

#Fate-Logic-Loop
the assumption of fate / predestination / an external control of world-lines /
life-lines - presupposes a further consciousness with a certain plan.

for this, the global consciousness would have to be self-aware, together with
all the consciousnesses associated with it (all humans and torus-shaped
thinking creatures) would have a thought at the same time. We would knew
that – having one common thought.
Soon this will happen for the first time.

#no-external-designer-needed

#Osmosis-is-blood circulation
Osmotic pressure is the driving ’capillary force’ for ascending
water-transport in plants, trees
...
Osmosis is the rhythm,
.. until thermodynamic equilibrium is reached
... different chemical potentials are equalized by 'diffusing' liquids through membranes .. the mixing process reduces the so-called Gibbs energy, so the process runs chemically voluntarily (enderogenically: under energy-release)  

\cite{wiki:oosmose}

#Biomembrane  
#Capillary-action  
#continuum-mechanics

-------------------------------------------

time-is-fractal  
if you usually look at the clock at 21:21  
or 11:11 ... is a sign for a split in the #matrix  
(... this is the best explanation to the phenomenon I've read ... right next to the article 'why-hippies-will-rule-the-world'... great portal: #wakeup-world-com)

#Coincidence -and-Brownian-motion-and-DMT  
Coincidence = an event without a causal connection, a reason  
... for that, there must exist something that is not connected with everything else. Otherwise every event is part in the quantum-soup of infinite possibilities, is inter-connected, has therefore a reason and is no coincidence.

'the probability of a random event is a measure of how strongly one is convinced of the occurrence of the event.' (Bayer's definition)

Coincidence (in the sense in which one wanted to understand it for a long time) is not a mathematical concept but a philosophical one.

Mathematics does not try to interpret its depth, but only formulates rules \url{https://www.wias-berlin.de/people/koenig/www/WasistZufall.pdf}

mathematical coincidence is connected with the 'Brownian-molecular-motion' ... hundred years ago under the microscope was discovered that everything moves chaotically-ordered.

a description of exactly the same movements in everything are possible by use of DMT  

Brownian-molecular-motion = movement and arrangement of the molecules according to fractal patterns in the multidimensional space

'... randomness is chaos is anarchy is part of evolution...

#Brownian-molecular-motion-#is-#randomness-#chaos-#anarchy-#Brownian-molecular-motion

#must-not-all-in-the-book
#understand-physics

#Equilibrium=#Homeostasis=#Balance
... we have overlooked something: a state called 'equilibrium' = balance, which is inherent in every organic-physical system

... an inner process of evolution
... your body is a perfect measuring tool...

in the german Wiki not yet captured as an article, but the english overview provides a #point-of-view-gun-science: \url{https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_types_of_equilibrium}

... a few may be picked out
List of kinds of Equilibrium

Biology
• Equilibration, the sense of a balance present in human beings and animals  
• Homeostasis, the ability of an open system, especially living organisms, to regulate its internal environment  
• Equilibrium Theory (Island biogeography), MacArthur-Wilson theory explaining biodiversity character of ecological islands  
• Osmotic equilibrium  
• ...

Physics
• Equilibrant Force, which keeps any object motionless and acts on virtually every object in the world that is not moving  
• Equilibrium figures of Earth and planets (physical geodesy)  
• Hydrostatic equilibrium, the state of a system in which compression due to gravity is balanced by a pressure gradient force
• Hyperbolic equilibrium point, a mathematical concept in physics = 'zero-point' 
• Radiative equilibrium, the state where the energy radiated is balanced by the energy absorbed

----

• Thermodynamic equilibrium, the state of a thermodynamic system which is in thermal, mechanical, and chemical equilibrium. When it is said that a system is simply "in equilibrium", this is often what is meant.
• Chemical equilibrium, the state in which the concentrations of the reactants and products have stopped changing in time.
• Vapor-liquid equilibrium, where the rates of condensation and evaporation of a material are balanced.

Image: Stone-Tower, absolute balance-state = equilibirum with stones

#Equilibrium-is-Justice

... one of the most beautiful words ever: #Elysium = the wholly perfection, Élysion pedion: the land of blessed

... the universe also strives for a equilibrium state: E₀(universe)

#meditate-into-Equilibrium

#timeout-me

#connected-to-cosmic-library

#I-live-swarm-intelligence

since new year’s eve ... absolute retreat in my zero-point-space / #sphere-of-mine ... no one allowed to visit me ... I’m about to spider-web-all-meaning-of-the-universe ... by means of all media

the core of the book was as a mobile-phone recording during hyperspace connection ... real-time technology is so useful

Ultra-Creation-Laboratory: Construction vehicle / trailer / truck / UPS-vehicle. ...
... so inconspicuous

It is so fun ... the most beautiful work ever to do ...
... my client is the meaning, my creator the sparkle

I have access to all memories of the universe ...
... did you notice?

'information is never again running away ...
... I have a box in the universe ... for everything'

---

'you can chill a hundred years ...
and then ... do all that has to be done in one day ... '

'everything you ever wanted to do ... just do it now... then you’re done'

from the #DMT-soundbook-recording: https://klatraum.gacrux.uberspace.de/wordpress/dmt-horspiel-sowas-hat-die-welt-noch-nicht-gehört/

#get-Master

#less-is-more

... to whom this are definitely too many pages ...
just uses the DEL-button at source-file
and shortens the LucidDream

#universe-is-all-in ... as in the poker-game
#expand-into-the-whole

... do what you want
I won’t stop sparkling
the party has opened... the corks are popping.
never had the hyperspace been so loud
pumping, laughing... enthusiasm is rolling

#Revolution-by-Rave
#Evolution-by-GOA
#Chaos-by-Punks
#Rainbow-the-Planet

... is already unstoppable ...

###################

#demand-for-completeness-part2

#tear-off-calendar
#words-are-magic
(just imagine here a tear-off-calendar...)

caracter is
how you treat those
who can do nothing for you
---
I am an optimist in terms of optimization
---
speak only
when your words
are more beautiful
than silence
---
just come by,
I’ve got always time
---
wishes block what will happen anyway
---
all beautiful carries energy in itself
... transforms by letting go ...
---
a hug is enough to say all this

for which you have no words
---
not exchange but giving is the new currency
-----
I am beautiful
and i wont stop with it
#beautycreates

---------------------------------
even if you do what for the first time,
it can be perfect
---
do you know what one of the oldest wisdoms is?
not-give-up
---
... bring wood before the enlightenment
bring wood after the enlightenment
---
I’m always in time
... no matter if others are waiting
---
a man without a garden is not a man
---
Linear is boring
---
Deenz is weakness
---
Laughter makes invincible
---
smto - smile more than others
---
dont worry be hippie
---
you can not find any friends with salad
---
Anarchy means you can also destroy everything
---
An Indian leaves a place cleaner than before
---
keep it simple

#tear-off-calendar2
it takes as long as it takes
the number of steps is countable
time is doesn’t exist anyway.
Be in the river with what you do
---
you can also run, then it's faster
but when you go, you can still dance
---
... it is death what was forgotten,
it is born what is recovered
it dies what is not evolving
---
the characters have sworn to form a circle
... so let us be square and angular
#chaos-arnachy-evolution
---
... I love the winter
in winter, the rooms grow towards inside
... everyone can summer
---
there is no 'waste'... everything finds its way
---
Surround yourself with energies that do you good
---
Justice exists only globaly
---
Nature is not boring
---
... and if you pulverize the world behind the world
then you are where I am
---
Transcendence
is something like:
I am
my will happens

do what you like to do
---
nothing from the past counts
---
Bass must be Love
--
I am one with what I am

#demand-for-completeness-part2
#Epic-movies
#Fractal-films
#Consciousness-cinema

we communicate in pictures
therefore movies are a great stylistic-device, they are neutrum
the global awareness was thus represented also in movies
everyone knows the pictures and feelings of the movies that will not be forgotten ...
movies that have sown consciousness ...

//#completely-subjective-list-epic-movies
#the-green-beautiful/ #la-belle-verte
#lucy
#matrix
#avatar
#lord-of-the-rings
#inception
#mr-magoriums-wonderempire
#dr-strange
#stay
#limitless
#v-for-vendetta
#cloud-atlas
#her
#waking-life
... //Consciousnes-Wave
#In-Transition-Movies
#Age-of-Stupid
#four-years-go-campaign
#patcha-mama-alliance
#wwf-earth-hour
#find-cony
#greenpeace-epic
#pegida
#go-vegan
#alphabet-doku
#see-shepherd: die Walfänger-Piraten
#empire-me: the state is me
#julien-assange-wikileaks
#edward-snowden
#cyber-punk
#al-gore
#no-human-is-illegal
#stop-ttpip
#stop-monsanto
#Bernd-Kolb-ATMAN
#attac
#public-value-economy
#FairTrade
#Permaculture-Movement
#open-source-ecology
#post-carbon-institute
#resilience.org
#ecovillage
#Anonymous
#Zeitgeist-Movement
#Thrive-Movement
#What-the-bleep-do-we-know
#Prof-Bartlett
#Space-Night
#Chuck-Norris
#Albert-Hofman-LSD
...
... the list is almost endless
THANKS

#ratatatam was in former times #abakadabra

#demand-for-completeness-part2

#epic-games

#Eve-Online
#Dark-Age-of-Camelot
#Herr-der-Ringe-Online
#Warcraft,#Call-of-Duty, #Day-of-Defeat, #FarCry, #Halo,
#Quake,#Tomb-Raider, #Civilisations,#Anno1904, #Day-of-Tentacle,
#Lemmings, #Tetis, #Brics, #Ping-Pong, #Lego
... you see the Dimension-Shift in History?
... Evoution of Gaming World... <3

... I’ve played ten years of my life computer games and co-organized LAN
parties... brilliant training for
#Level-designer-for-real-life

who knows the Rolling Game and the Adventure / Strategy/ Phanasy world at
the computer ... or even better the real roleplay(= LARP) is already part of the
consciousness change

the crafting skills
who will never die out,
the armor and clothing that heroes wear
... traveling through endlessly beautiful worlds with friends

we are animals, feel good when we move
#striders-and-elves

#roleplay-in-real-life
#LARP-epic
LARP= live-action-roleplaying-game
the # wild-hordes ... an ass in the sleeve ... I have never managed to go to a
LARP-Convention (in remote places the orcs, elves, sorcerers, knights,
vampires, warriors ... meet to fulfill the stories of the ancient beings) ... thanks
to the pictures that LARP 'UluMulu'-friends gave me by story-telling...

 professions that will become optional are those
of the farmer and healer
... everyone plants once a tree ... nurtures and knows the permaculture gardens
that sprout on the planet

#work-is-creation
occupation means vocation

#Talents-and-professions
... everyone can level talents:
mechanic, blacksmith, story-teller, kung-fu-master, midwife, healer, doctor,
musician, freak, nerd .. everyone is useful ... we are #swarm

welding, carpentry, mechanic, cook, gardener, children’s hoard ... you will
learn automatically in the transformed mother ships of life. Interior-designing
a trailer is like building a doll’s house. For this you need no help ... only
creation, time and abundance. ... a hundred thousand people have been living
their dreams for years ... look closer ... here, inside is turning to the outside

#the-moving-castles

#become-astronaut
#do-it-yourself
#travel-hints-for-hyperspace

#Dosage-Salvia divinorum
'dnormal dosage' is absolutely enough, just Salvia leaves
around 0.16g... more is not practical and can become unpleasant... concentrates are much more sparingly to use...
it can also be consumed orally if kept for a long time in mouth... all-you-need-to-know-fundus: http://psykick.de/salvia

#Dosage-DMT / Changa
see in internet... you'll find yourself out, you start small... your body tells you if you want more, at some point you dose higher

the quantity from which all the space is deformed is the critical amount DMT: deep-space-dmt... you can not overdose, the body can in any case cope with DMT, it is indeed a body-own-messenger and is also available in a 20-fold increase: 5-Meo-DMT... there you need only 1/6 of the amount of DMT for the breakthrough

... important: at least one day before, eat little or nothing, the same applies to Salvia Divinorum

#Ayahuasca-dosage
similar to dosage-DMT: just try it, the net is full with recipes... you can not go wrong, but as with Changa pay attention to the intolerances of the MAO-inhibitors... no alcohol and medication... sober... be prepared that you have to puke and go to the toilet... #henbane-oil helps instantly against nausea... the gentle-intense journey goes on for hours, depending on how much of the bitter 'disgusting brew' you managed to drink... when you heat egg protein in ayahuasca and then remove it, it has soaked the substances that cause nausea... then the trip is also a little weaker

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

#Instruction-leaflet-DMT-Salvia
#Medicine-Extraction-and-Travel-Tips

#DMT-plant-extraction-and-travel-tips
... not only in the rainforest grow DMT-rich plants... in our latitudes, we have clawed as children on reed canary grass... that grows along the river banks... from this an analogue to Ayahuasca can be brewed...

... but more efficiently e.g. Mimosa Hostilis or the root of the tree Acazia Confusa (org. name in Taiwan: 'the tree thinking of each other tree'). DMT can also be produced synthetically, with what I have no experience... you can use it, but there is the fine-structure of the plant that produced it, mission... the 'soul' of the origin

... if you want to learn how to extract DMT, you can find instructions in the net... but better go to the next GOA festival, there you are helped... handling with lye and benzine is not everyone's preference, the market will adjust quickly... until then, Ayahuasca is legal to cook... Ayahuasca is also the best entry before you start with extracted DMT

for ingestion, wooden vaporizers are super (such as VaporGenie). Do not simply mix DMT with the MAO inhibitors (eg Pergamum Hamalla seeds), but make Changa out of it... is much more potent when everything is evaporated again in alcohol and poured over herbs... the smell of Changa is like 'earth'... everyone had known this smell before.

Important: you have to keep the dmt smoke as long as possible in you... you learn to hold the air extremely long... the rest happens

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

#thank-you-devil
from that moment, the devil can go,qhen you say... thank you... that you taught us

... because now, with the most beautiful story, which is going to be written this year on this planet... it becomes clear... that all the painful bad experiences, the desperate moments in which you wanted to kill yourself... really can be counterbalanced

... with the happiness-moment of evolution
Life is worth being lived

... we knew that our creation would bring us suffering ... we wanted to play and experience
the palette of human being

... the deepest old-information as an anchor:
Everything will be fine.... Now it just happened

#final-act
... this we write together

#n-3

it takes as long as it takes
the number of steps is countable
time is doesn’t exist anyway.

#everything-will-happen-and-it-will-be-gorgeous
this is the counter-law to #MurphysLaw:
everything that can go wrong, will go wrong it said ...

the law of life / perfection states that everything that can develop into higher-order-systems will do
... the time is the gaming-factor

--
on the scale of our life span, we get-to-know more from #MurphysLaw than from the evolution of life
... but in the long run, the life wins - like the bank in the gambling game
#do-the-math

#gorgeous

everything will happen
... and it will be gorgeous

#n-2

'. and I thank Johannes Altmann, for his film
'The History of Advertisement'
... without which I would never had made it so far
(my bank-neighbor in school)
thank you Johannes, thank you German

thank you for being the art-works for my book
... I just put together what was already there ...

#epic-rainbow, #epic-goa, #epic-fusion,
#epic-badezimmer, #epic-regensburg

'you are the living prophecy'

... and there are those of whom the gods still learn
... thanks for the thousands of deep encounterships
and beloved-ones in my life

'I am tree ... yet I will not forget my roots'

#consciousness-is-swarminelligence
#there-is-no-authorship
... we are all writing it ... this act...
thanks to ... at least 5000 different persons that said things that i had to catch /
ever-forget ... most of them stay anonymous ...

because its arbitrary
... it’s poetry of truth
... anyone could have experienced ...
... a million people movement already knows...

... because i want anyone to feel what i feel...

#epic-badezimmer, #epic-regensburg

everything will happen
... and it will be gorgeous
we functionallise the future

if you can`t prove me wrong – i`m right
is the logic in quantum-space...
everything that is possible, is existing ... and all
that is possible, we can form with thoughts
... so closes the circle

and in the end ... everything in your life was paintbrush
the idea creates itself ...just because it was so crazy
#fabulous-creature-in-facebook-century

#Afterword to whatever-Version of #LucidDream

... with the discovery of the messages of Gor Timofey, all the plan around the LucidDream had changed ...
It is not waited as long until the last one has realized .. what was found is to light up - without delay

... originally the work should only be distributed offline and on hundreds of USB-sticks in the networks-of-change to appear one year later as a swarm book ... that is now irrelevant, is also only good.

A lot of unnecessary work was avoided, the LucidDream is now pre-finished in two languages within two months

... we are preparing for the big party ...

What is true, will light,
What you need to know ... you will find yourself

#never-ending-story
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#Orientation
here follow pages that were pushed to the end because 300 pages are already
an demanding quest ...

#reset-the-bible
#the-unholy-book

‘fill the earth, and subdue it; and rule over the fish of the sea and over the birds ...

... was simply the most stupid idea ever

the existing bible consists of primal truths from images of faith that are neither
alive nor self-sustaining:
evaluation systems, rules, expectations, submission, minimization of the
perfection of existence ... dying patterns, which are therefore not worth further
consideration.

tits really ok, mankind is also still young, when the prophets at former time
willingly put their findings mixed with personal valuations to paper, there was
neither physics, nor Wikipedia. no festivals, no raves that transcend what love
also can be. .. no dealers, no experience with LSD and mind-altering
substances. ...

therefore the universe fits into a joke,
everything fits into a fold of the fold
... spoke the infinity

‘you never die ...
actually you haven’t even been born’

#perspective-change
#everything-that-is-possible-is-accesible
it is the change in language that will trigger the revolution. the networking of
the connections
of the connections.

#evolution-of-language
#think-positive
this reality is only so retarded that we could shake our heads every day
because we could not yet describe better ... our language, our thoughts and beliefs create reality

think positive has range

'watch your thoughts, for they will become actions.
Watch your actions, for they'll become... habits.
Watch your habits for they will forge your character.
Watch your character, for it will make your destiny'
(Magaret Thatcher & Frank Outlaw)

#Belief-dies-out
belief is the opposite of knowledge.
truth can be deciphered
as soon as all connections are networked.
al truths are folded into you ... a seed.

'zero and one - everything else is opinion'
belief is something like opinion. not of significance.
an image in your head, not a living system.

'every subjunctive is useless.
it is what it is. no interpretation'

I AM
AS OLD
AS THE UNIVERSE

not Christian or Jew or Muslim
not Hindu, Buddhist, Sufi, or Zen.
Not any religion or cultural system.
I am not from the east
or the west, not out of the ocean
or up from the ground,
not natural or ethereal,
not composed of elements at all.

I do not exist,
am not an entity
in this world or the next,
did not descend
from Adam and Eve
or any origin story.
My place is the placeless,
a trace of the traceless.
Neither body or soul.

I belong to the beloved,
have seen the two worlds as one and
that one
call to and know,
first, last, outer, inner,
only that breath breathing
human being.

(jelaluddin rumi - 13th century)

exchange of letters with J.M., lecturer at the university,
lecturer of the world-cultural-heritage vernissage July15

Subject: Fee
Date: Mi., Juli 29, 2015 23:39
Dear Kess,

approximate test setup: physical test for gravity determination:

Evening event, am very concentrated, exploding
bring my message to the congregation, raw violence is excluded,
Arguments and logic, all well thought and as clear as possible,

Finally, finally, all this was finally behind me, rotating-counting-down, then the usual 'Blablabla' with all the Vernissage zombies 
Uuuu-huuuunnnnnnd ...
BUMM!
... a fabulous creature hovers by, just landed,
Transstochastic pearls in the hair, the commander of a polycylotic Bosom cruiser ZAaaaaHAACK
(the space bends straight into itself)

Looks with completely strange eyes through me and says:
'Dingdingdingdingding ... my name is KESS, am a fairyandy come out of paradise, this is where the books are hanging from the trees ... and the world must be another as it is ... dingdingdingdingding ... '

and away she is with her spaceship, traveling to a station in a parallel universe, 'dingdingdingding, anarchist dingdingdingding beyond the Pesthof...'

I'm standing there, aware of my 5 in physics and notice how the power around me with ugly grin becomes ever heavier ... just I was suspecting that I hover ...? Vernissagezombies tear apart my limbs, where is the fairy?

I would have liked a few number-prayer from your formulareimillirium, I understood almost no word, but that was the hypnotic. Checked the website. NIX capiche, except: the world must become different than it is.

Hope that you are in good health and survive the cold night, in the milky light of the merciful moon
see you in times, as it works with the space-cruiser
warm greetings
JM
P.S.: is really funny, soooo an encounter in the soup of the normalos: Compliment for this brilliant performance!

---

>>> Kess wrote on 31.07.2015 at 00:08:
wow
the sparkles were captured in all their colors

... most people flash back into the box right away ... but the art looks beyond ...
a hitchhiker's guide through galaxy ... gorgeous story and hammer text ...
thanks for this insight

a pleasure to distribute the breadcrumbs ... I really not leave the forest often, avoid my 'old world'

a spontaneous encounter of our world lines in the spaceship of the fairy-forest would be a honor for me

this is an invitation

#not-everything-in-the-book
#consciousness-cinema

#Film-Maker-Revolution
the film 'An Adventure in Space and Time', 2013, tells about the heart that is in Holywood and film-makers. It tells the story of the british director Verity Lambert ... pioneering a revolution in Holywood in 1963.

at the same time of the broadcast the first episode of her time travel series for children, all world was concerned with the news about Kennedy's
the social experiment was successful
... over night, high-rise buildings and cities were cloaked over night with messages ...

#Critical-Mass-Peace
Campaign: Kony 2012
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y4MnpzG5Sqc

#epic-Edward-Snowden

#epic-whistleblower – pulverize secrets
he has dedicated his life for transparency of information:
#Julian-Assange, founder of #wikileaks.com
... see the movie about him

#earth-hour-wwf
#global-happening
THANKS WWF, that you have switched off almost all the lights on the planet since 2008 ... one hour for the planet ...
... imagine the picture from universe

Campaign Earth Hour 2015
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XxlMib4e8f8

#Find-Kony
#Invisible-Children
... until here and not further!

it started in 2012 as a global experiment: a video that shakes, triggers a wave in consciousness within a few days ...
#Invisible-Children has triggered a movement, made children's armies visible in Africa, the children - WarLord Kony hunted and abolished